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Abstract
Over the course of the past two decades, observational surveys have unveiled the intri-
cate orbital structure of the Kuiper Belt, a field of icy bodies orbiting the Sun beyond
Neptune. In addition to a host of readily-predictable orbital behavior, the emerging
census of trans-Neptunian objects displays dynamical phenomena that cannot be ac-
counted for by interactions with the known eight-planet solar system alone. Specifi-
cally, explanations for the observed physical clustering of orbits with semi-major axes
in excess of ∼ 250 AU, the detachment of perihelia of select Kuiper belt objects from
Neptune, as well as the dynamical origin of highly inclined/retrograde long-period or-
bits remain elusive within the context of the classical view of the solar system. This
newly outlined dynamical architecture of the distant solar system points to the exis-
tence of a new planet with mass of m9 ∼ 5 − 10 M⊕, residing on a moderately inclined
orbit (i9 ∼ 15 − 25 deg) with semi-major axis a9 ∼ 400 − 800 AU and eccentricity
between e9 ∼ 0.2 − 0.5. This paper reviews the observational motivation, dynamical
constraints, and prospects for detection of this proposed object known as Planet Nine.
1. Introduction
Understanding the solar system’s large-scale architecture embodies one of human-
ity’s oldest pursuits and ranks among the grand challenges of natural science. Histor-
ically, the first attempts to astronomically map the imperceptible structure of the solar
system trace back to Galileo himself, and his adoption of the telescope as a scientific
instrument some four centuries ago. In terms of sheer numbers, however, the quest to
unveil new planets in the solar system has been strikingly inefficient: only two large
objects that were not already known to ancient civilizations – Uranus and Neptune –
have been discovered to date, with no significant updates to the solar system’s planetary
catalogue since 1930.
While countless astronomical surveys aimed at discovering new solar system plan-
ets have consistently resulted in non-detections, the solar system’s vast collection of
minor bodies has slowly come into sharper focus. Particularly, the past quarter-century
witnessed the discovery and characterization of a diverse collection of small icy objects
residing in the outer reaches of our solar system, extending from the immediate vicinity






















of Neptune’s orbit to far beyond the heliosphere1 (Jewitt & Luu, 1993). Intriguingly,
rather than the planets themselves, it is this population of scattered debris that holds
the key to further illuminating the solar system’s intricate dynamical structure and to
unraveling its dramatic evolutionary history.
The vast majority of trans-Neptunian small bodies, collectively known as the Kuiper
belt, reside on orbits that are consistent with known dynamical properties of the so-
lar system. The most extreme members of this population, however, trace out highly
elongated orbits with periods measured in millennia, and display a number of curious
orbital patterns. These anomalies include the striking alignment in the orientations of
eccentric orbits in physical space, a common tilt of the orbital planes, perihelion dis-
tances that stretch far beyond the gravitational reach of Neptune, as well as excursions
of trans-Neptunian objects into highly inclined, and even retrograde orbits. All of these
otherwise mysterious orbital features can be readily understood if the solar system con-
tains an additional – as yet undetected – large planet, residing hundreds of astronomical
units away from the sun.
The existence of this particular solar system object, colloquially known as Planet
Nine, has only recently been proposed (Batygin and Brown, 2016a). Nonetheless, the
discoveries in the outer solar system that ultimately led to the Planet Nine Hypothesis
(Brown et al. 2004; Trujillo and Sheppard 2014 and the references therein) represent
a veritable revolution in the scientific understanding of our home planetary system.
This review will explore these developments, and will provide a status update on the
Planet Nine hypothesis. Before delving into specifics, however, we note that despite
being characterized by a unique combination of observational evidence and dynamical
mechanisms, the Planet Nine hypothesis is by no means the first inference of a new
solar system member that is based upon anomalous orbital behavior of known objects.
Moreover, it is important to recognize that this general class of scientific proposals has
a long and uneven history, with results varying from the stunning success of Neptune
(Le Verrier, 1846a; Galle, 1846; Adams, 1846) to the regrettable failure of Nemesis
(Davis et al., 1984). Accordingly, it is instructive to begin this manuscript with a brief
historical review of past claims.
1.1. The Discovery of Neptune
The mathematical determination of the existence of Neptune represents the only
successful example of a new planetary discovery motivated by dynamical evidence
within the solar system, and epitomizes one of the most sensational stories in the his-
tory of astronomy (see Krajnovic´ 2016 for a recent review). The saga begins with
the official discovery of the planet Uranus (then called Georgium Sidus) in 1781 by
William Herschel. Although Herschel was the first to record the proper motion of the
object and present his results to the Royal Astronomical Society (for further details,
see the historical accounts of Alexander 1965; Miner 1998), numerous recorded obser-
vations of Uranus already existed, which mistook the planet for a background star.
1Data collected by the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft suggest that the heliosphere nominally extends to a























Figure 1: Predicted orbit of Neptune. This diagram shows the outer solar system viewed from the north
ecliptic pole, including the orbits of Uranus (gray) and Neptune (black), as well as the predicted Neptunian
orbits (purple) from Le Verrier (1846a) and Adams (1846). Note that although the predicted physical location
of Neptune was in close agreement with the actual location of Neptune in 1846, the derived orbits are
considerably wider and more eccentric than Neptune’s true orbit.
Over the next six decades, astronomers continued to monitor the motion of Uranus
along its 84 year orbit and computed ephemerides of its position over time based on
the then-known properties of the giant planets (e.g., Bouvard 1824). The calculations
and the observations were not in perfect agreement, with the differences between the
theoretical longitudes and the observed longitudes of the orbit growing by approxi-
mately 2′′ per year (see page 150 of Adams 1846). These data led Le Verrier (1846a,b)
and then Adams (1846)2 to propose an additional planet to account for the differences.
It is worth noting that the inferred physical and orbital properties of Le Verrier’s and
Adams’ putative planet differ considerably from those of the real Neptune (Figure 1).
Specifically, instead of the modern value a8 ≈ 30 AU, the orbit of the proposed planet
had a semi-major axis (reported as the ‘assumed mean distance’) of ∼ 36 AU (Le
Verrier, 1846b) and ∼ 37 AU (Adams, 1846). Meanwhile, the estimated orbital eccen-
tricity was e8 ∼ 0.11 (Le Verrier, 1846b) and e8 ∼ 0.12 (Adams, 1846), significantly
larger than the modern value of e8 ≈ 0.008. Finally, the mass estimate for the new
planet was reported as m8 ∼ 36 M⊕ (Le Verrier, 1846b) and m8 ∼ 50 M⊕ (Adams,
1846), two to three times larger than Neptune’s actual mass of m8 ≈ 17 M⊕. The pre-
dicted properties of Neptune were thus somewhat larger in both mass and semi-major
2Although Le Verrier’s calculations famously predate Galle & d’Arrest’s astronomical detection of Nep-
tune, Adams’s orbital predictions were only published after Neptune’s location was already known.
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axis than the observed body.
We note that resolution of the irregularities found in the orbit of Uranus required
rather extensive calculations (Le Verrier, 1846a; Adams, 1846). The analysis had to
include perturbations of all the previously known planets, the error budget for the es-
timated orbital elements of Uranus, and the assumed orbital elements (and mass) of
the proposed new planet (an overview of the difficulties is outlined in Lyttleton 1958).
The discrepancies between Le Verrier’s and Adams’ theoretical expectations and the
observed properties of Neptune therefore constitutes a gold standard for dynamically
motivated planetary predictions. Moreover, it is worth pointing out that the most sig-
nificant quantity in perturbing the orbit of Uranus was the anomalous acceleration in
the radial direction produced by the new body, A ∝ m8/r28 – a ratio that was predicted
with much higher accuracy than the individual values of mass and semi-major axis. As
we discuss below, comparable degeneracies between mass and orbital parameters exist
within the framework of the Planet Nine hypothesis as well.
1.2. Planet X and the Discovery of Pluto
Following Le Verrier’s triumphant mathematical discovery of Neptune, unexplained
behavior in the motions of objects in the solar system continued to inspire predictions
of the existence, and sometimes locations of new planets beyond the boundaries of the
known solar system. Some of the early trans-Neptunian planetary proposals include
Jacques Babinet’s 1848 claim of a ∼ 12 M⊕ planet beyond Neptune (Grosser, 1964),
David P. Todd’s 1877 speculation about a planet at 52 AU (Hoyt, 1976), Camille Flam-
marion’s inference of a planet at 48 AU (Flammarion, 1884), as well as the prediction
of two planets at 100 and 300 AU by George Forbes, whose calculations were mo-
tivated by an apparent grouping of orbital elements of long-period comets (Forbes,
1880). An expansive set of planetary hypotheses was later put forth by W. H. Picker-
ing, who predicted seven different planets between 1909 and 1932, with masses rang-
ing from 0.045 M⊕ to 20, 000 M⊕ (see Hoyt 1976 for an excellent historical overview).
Arguably, the most emblematic planetary prediction, however, can be attributed to Per-
cival Lowell, who championed the search for what he called “Planet X” and founded
Lowell Observatory in Arizona in hopes of finding it.
The story of the search for Planet X is well documented in the literature (e.g., Levy
1991). Briefly: despite the addition of Neptune to the solar system’s ledger of planets,
small apparent discrepancies in the orbits of the giant planets remained. With the ob-
servations and analysis available at the time, the inferred orbital anomalies in the orbit
of Uranus implied a planetary object with a mass of mX ∼ 7 M⊕, about half the mass
of Neptune. Lowell died suddenly in 1916, without having found the elusive planet.
Nevertheless, the search continued. The new director, Vesto Slipher (who used the ob-
servatory to measure the recession velocities of galaxies; see Appendix A), handed
off the search for Planet X to Clyde Tombaugh. By 1930, Tombaugh had examined
countless photographic plates containing millions of point sources for possible plane-
tary motion and finally discovered a moving object (Tombaugh, 1946, 1996). Because
it was found in the approximate location on the sky where Planet X was envisioned to
be, and because Planet X was the object of the original search, the newly found body
was initially considered to be the long-sought-after Planet X (Slipher, 1930).
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Figure 2: Estimated mass of Pluto as a function of time. The first (and largest) estimate is from the dynamical
calculations that inpired the initial search. The subsequent estimates are based on observations (as labeled)
and show a steady downward trend until relatively recently. The particularly steep decline of Pluto’s mass in
1978 is marked by the discovery of its largest moon, Charon.
Immediately there was a problem. An object with physical size comparable to Nep-
tune should have been resolved with the observational facilities of the era, but the new
planet appeared point-like. It was also dim, coming in about six times fainter than the
estimates. It soon became clear that the newly found member of the solar system was
not the Planet X, as it was not massive enough to account for the perceived perturba-
tions in the orbit of Uranus. The new body was subsequently named Pluto, after the
Greek god of the underworld3. In the end, the observed irregularities in Uranus’ and
Neptune’s motion turned out to be spurious, and were fully resolved by a 0.5% revision
of Neptune’s mass, following the Voyager 2 flyby (Standish, 1993).
Figure 2 shows the estimated mass of Pluto as a function of time. The initial es-
timate (mX ≈ 7 M⊕) is the mass required to account for the perceived perturbations
of the giant planet orbits (Tombaugh, 1946). The first observational estimate for the
mass of Pluto (Nicholson and Mayall, 1931) was already down to MPL ≈ 1 M⊕, and
subsequent observations led to steadily lower values as shown in the Figure. Note that
a precipitous drop in the mass estimate that came in 1978, with the discovery of the
moon Charon and the first clean measurement of Pluto’s mass (Christy and Harring-
ton, 1978). The current mass estimate is only MPL ≈ 0.00218 M⊕ (Buie et al., 2006),
roughly 3200 times smaller than the original mass estimate that inspired the search. In
spite of its diminutive size, Pluto was considered as the ninth planet of the solar system
until 2006, when it was demoted to the status of a dwarf planet (IAU Resolution B5,
2006).
3As a bonus, the first two letters of the planet’s name were coincident with the initials of Percival Lowell,
although W. H. Pickering was evidently under the impression that it stood for Pickering-Lowell (Hoyt, 1976).
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1.3. The False Alarm of Vulcan
By the mid 19th century, observations of the planet Mercury became precise enough
to detect variations in its orbital parameters, lending a handle on the gravitational per-
turbations exerted by the terrestrial planets upon one-another. By making precise mea-
surements of transits of Mercury across the Sun, 19th century astronomers thus realized
that the orbit of Mercury was precessing forward at a rate that could not be fully ac-
counted for by known bodies. This determination inspired Le Verrier (1843, 1859) to
propose that an additional planet interior to Mercury is responsible for the extra perihe-
lion precession necessary to fit the observations. This hypothetical new planet become
known as Vulcan, the god of fire, volcanoes, and metal working in Roman mythology.
In order to generate the anomalous (d$/dt) = 43”/century perihelion advance of



























where G is the gravitational constant and c is the speed of light. Coincidentally, the
above expression is satisfied by a mv ∼ 3 M⊕ Super-Earth type planet with an orbital
period of approximately 3 days, analogues of which are now known to be very com-
mon around sun-like stars (Borucki et al., 2010; Batalha et al., 2013). In the early
20th century, however, Einstein developed his theory of General Relativity, which self-
consistently resolved the ancillary precession problem (yielding a rate of apsidal ad-
vance given by the RHS of the above equation; Einstein 1916). This alleviated the
need for intra-Mercurian planets within the solar system. Accordingly, unlike the case
of Uranus (discussed in section 1.1), dynamical anomalies in the inner solar system
paved the way to the discovery of fundamentally new physics rather than a planet.
1.4. The Nemesis Affair
The 1980s witnessed the proposal that the Sun was actually part of a binary star
system. This time, the motivation for the proposed stellar companion stemmed from
paleontology: approximately 65 Myr ago, a mass extinction event wiped out three quar-
ters of the species then living on Earth. This cataclysm, which famously included the
removal of (non-avian) dinosaurs from the biosphere, occurred at what is known as
the Cretaceous-Tertiary (K-T) boundary. At the layer of rock corresponding to this
geological age, sediments are observed to contain high levels of iridium, an element
that is relatively rare in crustal rocks on Earth, but is much more plentiful in asteroids.
The association of the iridium layer with the extinction boundary led to the hypothesis
that the event was caused by a collision of a large (∼ 10 − 15 km) asteroid with Earth
(Alvarez et al., 1980). The resulting impact would have catastrophic consequences on
the climate, and would, in turn, explain the mass extinction event.
Although the K-T extinction event is often seen as being the most dramatic, it is
far from unique: the geologic record unequivocally shows that the biosphere of Earth
has experienced a series of mass extinction events. Moreover, although the data are
sparse, with 12 events distributed over a time span of ∼ 250 Myr, some analyses have
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suggested that these extinction events are periodic, and recur every ∼ 26 Myr (Raup
and Sepkoski, 1984). One way to achieve a periodic signal in the extinction events is
for the Sun to have an eccentric stellar companion, which perturbs comets in the Oort
cloud on the necessary time interval (Davis et al., 1984). The envisaged red/brown
dwarf companion would therefore have an orbital period of about 26 Myr and hence
a semi-major axis of anem ∼ 88, 000 AU. This hypothetical body became known as
Nemesis, named after the Greek goddess of retribution. Although the orbital stability
of the proposed companion was inconclusively analyzed by Hills (1984); Hut (1984);
Torbett and Smoluchowski (1984), more recent work indicates that the probability of
the ejection for Nemesis from the solar system by passing stars is of order unity over
the age of the Sun (Li and Adams, 2016).
A number of searches for Nemesis have come up empty, starting with a University
of California search (Perlmutter, 1986), and continuing with infrared surveys carried
out by IRAS (Beichman, 1987) and 2MASS (Sykes et al., 2002). Moreover, the ev-
idence for periodic extinction events itself is tenuous, meaning that the Nemesis hy-
pothesis may simply be unnecessary. A more modest proposal, motivated by the dis-
tribution of aphelion directions of comets, has been subsequently put forward, where
the Sun has a Jovian mass companion (referred to as Tyche) on a distant orbit that
perturbs comets in the Oort cloud (Matese et al., 1999; Matese and Whitmire, 2011).
However, the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) has placed stringent limits
on the existence of such bodies in the distant solar system. Specifically, objects with
the mass of Saturn and Jupiter are ruled out to distances of 28,000 AU and 82,000 AU,
respectively (Luhman, 2014). Taken together, these observational surveys leave little
parameter space for any putative binary companion to the Sun.
1.5. Recent Planetary Proposals
Since the discovery of the Kuiper belt (Jewitt & Luu, 1993), the orbital architecture
of this population has often been examined in hope that it can provide insight into
massive astrophysical objects that may reside beyond the current observational frontier
of the solar system. The first suggestion that the observed distribution of objects in
the Kuiper belt pointed to the presence of a perturbing planet came from Brunini &
Melita (2002), who argued that the dramatic drop-off in the numbers of Kuiper belt
objects (KBOs) with semi-major axes beyond a & 48 AU could be explained by an
approximately Mars-sized body with a semi-major axis of a ∼ 60 AU. Melita et al.
(2004), however, quickly determined that such an object was incapable of reproducing
the observations.
The idea of a sub-Earth-sized outer planet was revisited by Lykawka and Mukai
(2008) who suggested that such a body could explain many of the detailed properties of
the main region of the Kuiper belt. The next suggestions of a planetary perturber came
after the discovery of objects with high eccentricities and with perihelia beyond the
immediate reach of strong Neptunian perturbations. Particularly, the KBO 2000 CR105
inspired speculation that its large perihelion distance of q = 44.3 AU can most readily
be attributed to the current or former presence of an external perturber, although slow
chaotic diffusion driven by the known planets also constitutes a viable explanation for
this seemingly unusual trajectory (Gladman et al., 2002; Gladman & Chan, 2006). The
orbit of the distant object Sedna (2003 VB12), on the other hand, which has perihelion
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distance of q = 76 AU, can only be explained by perturbations from an external agent.
To this end, Brown et al. (2004) suggested that even though an approximately Earth
mass object at ∼ 70 AU could in principle be responsible, perturbations arising from
stars within the birth cluster constitute a more plausible explanation for Sedna’s de-
tachment from Neptune (Adams and Laughlin, 2003; Morbidelli and Levison, 2004).
Nevertheless, Gomes et al. (2006) carried out an extensive series of numerical simu-
lations showing that the orbits of both 2000 CR105 and Sedna could be explained by a
Neptune-to-Jupiter mass planet with a semi-major axis of 100s to 1000s of AU.
A separate suggestion of a planetary perturber surfaced when Trujillo and Sheppard
(2014) discovered an additional outer solar system object, 2012 VP113, with a perihe-
lion well beyond the planetary region, and noted that all known KBOs in the outer so-
lar system with perihelion distance beyond Neptune and semi-major axis greater than
a > 150 AU have argument of perihelion4, ω, clustered around zero. Orbits with ω = 0
or ω = 180 deg come to perihelion at the heavily observed ecliptic, so observational
bias could naturally facilitate a clustering around both of those values, particularly for
the highest eccentricity objects. However, no conceivable bias could lead to only ob-
serving objects clustered around ω = 0, implying that Trujillo and Sheppard (2014)’s
result is both statistically robust and not a product of survey strategy.
To explain the observations, Trujillo and Sheppard (2014) speculated that a several
Earth mass planet at approximately 200 AU could maintain the arguments of perihe-
lion alignment through the Kozai-Lidov effect (see section 4.1 for a short discussion).
In particular, Trujillo and Sheppard (2014) demonstrated that a 5 M⊕ body on a circu-
lar orbit at a = 210 AU could cause Kozai-Lidov oscillations of 2012 VP113, thereby
maintaining its argument of perihelion in libration around zero. Nevertheless, they also
pointed out two difficulties with this scenario. First, in their simulations, they failed
to find a single planet that can cause all of the KBOs – which have semi-major axes
between 150 and 500 AU – to undergo Kozai-Lidov oscillations. This difficultly is
not surprising; objects librate about ω = 0 or 180 deg only for an interior perturber
with a semi-major axis relatively close to the semi-major axis of the object being per-
turbed (Thomas and Morbidelli, 1996). Thus, Kozai-Lidov libration of all objects with
semi-major axes between 150 and 500 AU would likely require a special configuration
of several carefully placed planets (see de la Fuente Marcos and de la Fuente Marcos
2016 for further discussion). Second, internal perturbers can cause affected objects
to have Kozai-Lidov oscillations about either ω = 0 or ω = 180 deg, and as already
stated above, the evidence for clustering about only ω = 0 is robust. Trujillo and
Sheppard (2014) suggested that this dilemma might be overcome if a close stellar en-
counter had previously aligned the arguments of perihelia, a process demonstrated by
Feng and Bailer-Jones (2015). The Trujillo and Sheppard (2014) planetary proposal
thus requires multiple external planets and a close stellar flyby to explain the argument
of perihelion clustering, along with some additional mechanism to explain the high
perihelia of many of the distant objects.
Even more recently, Volk and Malhotra (2017) examined the observational census
4Not to be confused with the longitude of perihelion, the argument of perihelion is an angle made by the
vectors pointing to the perihelion and the ascending node (see Figure 3).
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of long-period KBOs, and argued that the mean orbital plane of the Kuiper belt in the
a ∼ 50 − 80 AU domain is inclined with respect to the ecliptic in an unexpected man-
ner. This led the authors to suggest that the observed warping may be facilitated by a
small (e.g. ∼Mars-mass) planet, residing in the solar system on an appreciably inclined
orbit with a ∼ 65 − 80 AU. The possibility that a body of this type may indeed exist in
the solar system is bolstered by the recent simulations of Silsbee and Tremaine (2018),
who find a significant probability that sub-Earth-mass planetary embryos can become
trapped on orbits with a . 200 AU and q ∼ 40 − 70 AU early in the solar system’s
lifetime. Given that the expected visual magnitude of such an object would be of order
∼ 17 or less, the most likely location on the sky where this body could have avoided
being discovered to date is the galactic plane, which remains relatively unexplored by
solar system surveys.
This brief overview of gravitationally motivated planetary proposals illuminates the
fact that over the course of the last 170 years, numerous variants of trans-Neptunian
perturbers have been considered (and subsequently abandoned), with the aim to ex-
plain a broad range of dynamical phenomena at the outskirts of the solar system. In
light of this multiplicity, a natural question emerges: what distinguishes the different
planetary proposals and the models that accompany them? A simple answer may be
that each proposition of a trans-Neptunian planet is characterized by the unique combi-
nation of the anomalous data it seeks to explain, and the specific dynamical mechanism
through which the putative planet generates its observational signatures. With an eye
towards characterizing the Planet Nine hypothesis specifically within this framework,
in the text below we will present an up-to-date account of the orbital architecture of the
trans-Neptunian region of the solar system, and outline a theoretical description of the
dynamical mechanisms through which Planet Nine sculpts the small body population
of the distant solar system.
The remainder of this review is structured as follows. In the following section, we
sketch out the various sub-categories of objects residing in the trans-Neptunian solar
system, and summarize the relevant nomenclature. In section 3, we provide a detailed
account of the anomalous structure of the distant solar system, including a brief discus-
sion of the characteristic timescales and observational biases. Section 4 outlines a the-
oretical description of the dynamical mechanisms through which Planet Nine sculpts
the population of small bodies in the distant solar system and thereby accounts for
these anomalies. In section 5 we present results from a large ensemble of numerical
simulations that fully capture the non-linear and chaotic nature of Planet Nine-induced
dynamics. These integrations conform to the expectations of the analytical theory from
the previous section and constrain the allowed properties of Planet Nine. The prospects
for detecting this as-yet-unseen planet are described in section 6. Given its requisite
large distance from the Sun, the formation of Planet Nine poses a challenging problem,
and various scenarios are discussed in section 7. The review concludes in section 8 with
a summary of results, possible alternative explanations, and a brief outline of questions
that remain open within the broader framework of the Planet Nine hypothesis.
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2. Inventory and Structure of the Trans-Neptunian Solar System
As astronomical surveys have continued to push to ever greater depth and unveil
the population of small bodies beyond Neptune, it has become progressively evident
that the trans-Neptunian region of the solar system encompasses a rich diversity of
objects that exhibit distinct modes of gravitational coupling with Neptune. Much of
this orbital structure is a frozen-in relic of the solar system’s violent dynamical past
(Levison et al., 2008; Nesvorny´, 2015a), and plays virtually no role in the formulation
of the Planet Nine hypothesis. Meanwhile, other aspects of the distant solar system’s
architecture are ceaselessly being sculpted by both known and inferred long-period
planets, and are therefore of key importance. Thus, in order to better understand any
lines of evidence for external gravitational perturbations, it is of considerable use to first
outline the various dynamical classes that make up the Kuiper belt and their respective
significance for the analysis that will follow.
The current census of trans-Neptunian objects (TNOs) is comprised of a few thou-
sand bodies, the vast majority of which are considerably smaller than 1000 km in di-
ameter. The outer solar system also contains a relatively large number of dwarf planets
– bodies large enough for gravitational forces to render them quasi-spherical, yet too
small to appreciably influence their orbital neighborhoods. In particular, the inventory
of currently known objects includes 10 bodies larger than D > 900 km and another 17
bodies with estimated sizes in the range D = 600 – 900 km (see Brown 2008 for a re-
view). The number of such objects will continue to grow as the trans-Neptunian region
is surveyed to greater depth. Nevertheless, the total mass of the present-day Kuiper belt
is estimated to be a small fraction of an Earth-mass (Pitjeva & Pitjev, 2018), meaning
that Kuiper belt objects can be essentially thought of as tracers of dynamical evolution
facilitated by the outer planets. Accordingly, typical classification of KBOs is based
upon their orbital, rather than physical properties (Figure 3), and we will follow this
convention here (Figure 4). For more comprehensive discussion of specific attributes of
the trans-Neptunian solar system, we direct the reader to reviews of the observational
characteristics of the Kuiper belt (Luu and Jewitt 2002; Gladman et al. 2008), planet
formation (Armitage, 2010), early dynamical evolution (Nesvorny´, 2018), and the birth
environment of the solar system (Adams, 2010), as well as the references therein.
2.1. Resonant Kuiper Belt
An emblematic sub-population of Kuiper belt objects (that includes Pluto itself) is
composed of objects entrained in mean motion resonances with Neptune. Simply put,
resonant orbits have periods that can be expressed as rational multiples of Neptune’s
orbital period, although we note that having a nearly rational period ratio is a necessary
but insufficient condition for resonance. In addition to period commensurability, the
angular orbital elements must have the proper form so that the relevant resonance an-
gle (a Fourier harmonic of the gravitational potential, also called a “critical argument”)
oscillates (or “librates”) around a particular value, instead of steadily increasing or de-
creasing its value (a regime known as “circulation”). KBOs residing on resonant orbits
generally experience coherent exchange of orbital energy and angular momentum with
Neptune, and can be long-term stable even at high eccentricities, thanks to a phase-
protection mechanism that allows KBO orbits to overlap the orbit of Neptune without
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Figure 3: Definition of Keplerian orbital elements, illustrated by a schematic of an inclined, eccentric orbit
in the solar system. The size and ellipticity of the orbit are parameterized by the semi-major axis, a, and the
eccentricity, e, as shown in the inset. The longitude of ascending node (denoted Ω) informs the direction
into which the orbit is tilted, and is measured by location at which the orbit intersects the ecliptic plane
from below. The argument of perihelion (denoted ω) describes the angle between the line of nodes and
the direction of the planet’s closest approach to the sun (also referred to as the apsidal line). The combined
angle, $ = ω+Ω, defines the overall direction of the apsidal line and is called the longitude of the perihelion.
Finally, the tilt of the orbit with respect to the ecliptic is informed by the inclination, i.
being rapidly destabilized by close encounters (Peale, 1976; Nesvorny´ & Roig, 2000,
2001).
The most prominent orbital commensurabilities in the Kuiper belt correspond to
the 3:2 and 2:1 mean motion resonances. Drawing on the fact that these resonances are
densely populated, Malhotra (1995) demonstrated that Neptune likely formed much
closer to the sun, and must have experienced long-range outward migration, capturing
resonant KBOs along the way. Subsequent characterization of resonant dynamics in
the Kuiper belt further revealed that Neptune’s migration must have had a stochastic
component, and likely occurred during a transient period of dynamical instability ex-
perienced by the outer solar system (Tsiganis et al. 2005; Levison et al. 2008; see also
Nesvorny´ 2015a for a recent study). Despite the constraints that the structure of the
resonant Kuiper belt places on the early evolution of the solar system, it plays no role
within the context of the Planet Nine hypothesis, and its existence can be safely ignored
for the purpose of the calculations that will follow.
2.2. Classical Kuiper Belt
The Classical Kuiper Belt is primarily comprised of icy bodies that have semi-
major axes in between the 3:2 and 2:1 mean motion resonances, corresponding to
a ≈ 42 − 48 AU. By virtue of not being locked into resonances with Neptune, clas-
sical KBOs dominantly experience phase-averaged (so-called “secular”) interactions
that are considerably more subdued than their resonant counterparts. The broader class
of classical KBOs is often divided into dynamically ‘cold’ and ‘hot’ sub-populations,
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where the distinction is based on their orbital inclinations, which show a bimodal dis-
tribution (Brown, 2001). The dividing point between the cold and hot populations is
often taken to be i ≈ 5 deg, but the boundary is not sharp. Ca´ceres & Gomes (2018)
recently considered the gravitational constraints upon Planet Nine’s orbit and mass that
may ensue from the lack of orbital excitation of the cold belt, and demonstrated that
no strong limits arise within this framework. Thus, like the resonant Kuiper belt, the
classical belt is largely inconsequential for the Planet Nine hypothesis.
2.3. Scattered Disk
If the resonant and classical populations were the only constituents of the Kuiper
belt, gravitational evidence for any distant, massive perturber is unlikely to have sur-
faced. Thankfully, this is not the case, and the Kuiper belt hosts a third dynamical class
of icy objects that spans a much more extended range of orbital elements – the so-
called scattered disk. The vast majority of scattered disk objects reside on dynamically
metastable orbits, and have perihelion distances in the vicinity of Neptune’s orbit i.e.,
q ∼ 30 − 38 AU. While the relatively confined perihelion range exhibited by scattered
disk objects necessitates persistent orbital diffusion facilitated by Neptune’s chaotic
perturbations, the semi-major axes of scattered disk objects range from the neighbor-
hood of Neptune’s orbit (a ∼ q) to thousands of AU, connecting this population to the
much more distant Oort cloud (Gomes et al., 2008). Because the orbits of long-period
scattered disk objects sample a broad range of heliocentric distances, they are keenly
relevant to the Planet Nine hypothesis, and provide some primary lines of evidence for
the existence of Planet Nine.
Although comparatively rare, some members of the scattered disk have perihelia
well outside of the immediate gravitational reach of Neptune (typically q & 40 AU).
Placed within the framework of the currently known eight-planet solar system, this
sub-class of “detached” Kuiper belt objects exhibits dynamically stable evolution. The
existence of such objects is important for two reasons. First, such objects cannot be
generated simply through interactions with Neptune, and require an additional source
of external gravitational perturbations (Morbidelli and Levison, 2004). Second, be-
cause the orbital evolution of such objects is not contaminated by chaotic interactions
with Neptune, they provide a particularly intelligible probe of dynamical evolution that
unfolds in the far reaches of the solar system. We will return to the characterization of
the distant scattered disk in sections 3.1 and 3.2.
2.4. Centaurs
Facilitated by short-periodic interactions with Neptune, some KBOs get scattered
inwards, attaining perihelion distances below q 6 30 AU. For the purposes of this
review, we will refer to the population of objects with q 6 30 AU and a > 30 AU as
Centaurs, although we note that a more general definition also includes objects with
semi-major axes in between the giant planets (Gladman et al., 2008). Because the
orbits of Centaurs veer into the inter-planetary space, their orbital evolution is chaotic,
with typical dynamical lifetimes measured in tens to hundreds of millions of years
(Tiscareno & Malhotra, 2003, 2009; Lykawka and Mukai, 2008). Despite having small
perihelion distances, however, like the scattered disk, the Centaur population spans a
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Figure 4: Main dynamical classes of trans-Neptunian objects. This diagram shows the current observational
census of the Kuiper belt in the a-e plane (black points), and outlines the primary sub-populations of Kuiper
belt objects. Resonant Kuiper belt objects have orbital periods that are commensurate with that of Neptune.
The classical Kuiper belt is primarily composed of comparatively low-eccentricity objects that reside be-
tween the 3:2 and the 2:1 mean motion resonances, extending out to ∼ 48 AU. The scattered disk contains
objects with higher eccentricity and perihelion distance in the range q ∼ 30 − 38 AU. The few objects with
higher perihelia and large semi-major axes represent the detached population, and are keenly relevant to the
Planet Nine hypothesis. Objects with perihelion distance smaller than the semi-major axis of Neptune are
referred to as Centaurs.
broad range of orbital periods with some known objects having semi-major axes in
excess of 2000 AU. Therefore, in spite of dynamical contamination from the known
giant planets, long-period Centaurs may still be strongly influenced by Planet Nine’s
gravity.
A point of greater importance is that Centaurs exhibit a very broad dispersion of
orbital inclinations, with a significant number of bodies occupying strongly retrograde
orbits. Such a wide scatter of inclinations cannot be accounted for by interactions with
the known giant planets alone, and requires some additional dynamics to explain the
observations. As discussed further below, a radically excited distribution of Centaur
inclinations is a natural outcome of Planet Nine induced evolution, and constitutes a
tantalizing line of evidence that points to Planet Nine’s existence (Batygin and Brown
2016b; Batygin and Morbidelli 2017; Becker et al. 2018; see also Gomes et al. 2015).
In other words, if Planet Nine exists, highly inclined Centaurs almost certainly repre-
sent an outcome of dynamical evolution sculpted by an interplay between P9 and the
canonical giant planets.
2.5. The Oort Cloud
At heliocentric distances more than one thousand times that of Neptune, resides yet
another, nearly spherical reservoir of debris known as the Oort cloud. Distinct from the
Kuiper belt, the Oort Cloud is a collection of icy bodies that provides the source for
long-period comets (O¨pik, 1932; Oort, 1950). The region is thought to have a radial
extent from about 20,000 to 200,000 AU, where the outer distance scale corresponds
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to the effective gravitational boundary to the solar system and is roughly given by the
Hill Sphere of the Sun (as dictated by the potential of the Galaxy).
It is noteworthy that although its existence is seemingly well established (Hills,
1981), the only concrete evidence for the Oort Cloud stems from the observations of
comets with semi-major axes in excess of a > 20, 000. The observed cometary flux
yields a cumulative mass estimate for the Oort cloud of approximately ∼ 1 − 2 M⊕, al-
though this value is highly uncertain (Francis, 2005). With its large outer boundary, the
Oort Cloud is subject to disruption by passing stars (Hut and Tremaine, 1985; Heisler
and Tremaine, 1986). The continued existence of the Oort Cloud thus puts constraints
on the severity of such interactions, and also constrains how disruptive such events
would be for distant Kuiper belt objects as well as Planet Nine itself (Duncan 2008, see
also section 7).
2.6. Remaining Parameter Space for New Planets
The overview of TNOs outlined above delineates the main dynamical classes of the
observable Kuiper belt. Before leaving this section, however, let us remark on the un-
charted domain of the distant solar system, with a specific focus on generic constraints
that restrict the properties of any putative trans-Neptunian planets. Intriguingly, inde-
pendent of any particular model, reasonably tight observational and gravitational limits
can be placed on the permissible parameters for any as-yet-undiscovered major bodies.
In principle, new planets could orbit with semi-major axes ranging from just outside
Neptune (tens of AU) out to the boundary specified by galactic tides (∼ 104−5 AU). In
terms of mass, new planets could be as small as Mars (∼ 0.1 M⊕; smaller entities are
not considered to be major bodies) or as large as a few thousand Earth masses (due
to Deuterium fusion that ensues in objects more massive than ∼ 13 Jupiter masses,
entities larger than ∼ 4100 M⊕ are considered brown dwarfs). This initial parameter
space, spanning four decades in both semi-major axis and mass, is strongly restricted by
considerations of both dynamics and observational surveys, as outlined in this section.
These results are summarized in Figure 5, which delineates the available parameter
space in the (a,m) plane for possible new planets.
The orbits of the known planets are well determined, so that any additional bodies
must be small and far away in order to avoid contradicting the working ephemerides.
For example, a hypothetical planet with mass m = 10 M⊕ would produce perturba-
tions to Saturn’s orbit that would be detectable via telemetry of the Cassini spacecraft,
if it were currently closer to the Sun than about r . 370 AU (Fienga et al., 2016).
In general, distant planets interact primarily through their stationary tidal effects over
timescales of modern observations (which are short compared to the orbital period of
such distant orbits). As a result, the bound on additional planets from the orbits of
known giant planets scales as m/r3 (see the discussion of Silsbee and Tremaine 2018).
This constraint requires planets to fall below the purple line in Figure 5, although we
note that such determinations are sensitive to the specifics of the employed dynamical
model (Folkner et al., 2016; Pitjeva & Pitjev, 2018).
On the other end of parameter space, solar system bodies cannot have overly large
orbits and remain bound to the Sun. Passing stars can disrupt wide orbits over the
age of the solar system. This outer boundary is not sharp, and this process must be
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Figure 5: Available parameter space for yet-undiscovered planetary members of the solar system. Planets
that are massive enough to gravitationally clear their orbits must lie above the green line. In order to survive
the stochastic perturbations within the solar birth cluster, planets must have sufficiently tight orbits, with
semi-major axes to the left of the red line. To avoid producing anomalously large perturbations of giant
planet orbits, new planets must fall below the purple line. Finally, infrared surveys require planets to fall
below the yellow line. The resulting admissible portion of parameter space is shown as the hatched region.
with semi-major axis a >∼ 30, 000 AU are likely to be stripped from the sun by passing
stars in the field (or at least have their orbital elements drastically altered), as marked by
the dashed line in the Figure. The corresponding limits from the solar birth cluster are
much more restrictive, so that surviving planets must have semi-major axes a <∼ 1000
AU (Li and Adams 2016; see also section 7 for more detail). This limit requires planets
to lie to the left of the red line in Figure 5.
A lower limit on the mass arises from the definition of a planet. One of the charac-
teristics of planets specified by the International Astronomical Union is that the body
must be massive enough to clear its orbit over the age of the solar system. This require-
ment can be written in several different forms, and implies that the minimum planetary
mass is an increasing function of orbital distance. Here we use the constraint advocated









This lower limit on the planetary mass is shown as the green line in Figure 5 (see Soter
2006 for an alternate treatment of this criterion).
An upper limit to the mass of any possible new planets is provided by WISE ob-
servations, which rule out bodies larger than Saturn out to distances ∼ 3× 104 AU (see
Luhman 2014 for further details). This upper limit is shown as the yellow line in Figure
15
5. Note that stronger limits can be derived for smaller distances, but such results are
model-specific (Meisner et al., 2017a,b). This is because infrared emission is domi-
nated by the internal energy sources of the planet, rendering its observational signature
(surface emission in the WISE bands) dependent on the detailed interior structure of
the planet (Ginzburg et al., 2016; Linder and Mordasini, 2016).
In light of the constraints delineated above, we can speculate that generically,
planetary semi-major axes must be measured in hundreds of AU, but cannot exceed
∼ 1000 AU. Meanwhile, the allowed masses range from the mass of Earth to that of a
sub-Saturn5. As we will see below, the P9 parameters necessary to explain the dynam-
ical anomalies in the orbits of distant TNOs requires the hypothetical planet to have
semi-major axis and mass that reside precisely within the allowed region.
3. Anomalous Structure of the Distant Kuiper Belt
Observational characterization of the orbital architecture of the classical (a < 100 AU)
domain of the Kuiper belt discussed in the previous section has had a profound effect
on reshaping our understanding of the outer solar system’s evolutionary history (Lev-
ison et al., 2008; Batygin et al., 2011). Indeed, as the structure of the trans-Neptunian
region came into sharper focus a little over a decade ago, the hitherto conventional,
in-situ formation narrative of the solar system (e.g. Cameron 1988; Pollack et al. 1996)
was gradually replaced with a strikingly dynamic evolution model, wherein the giant
planets are envisioned to have formed closer to the sun and subsequently scattered onto
their current orbits during a transient period of instability (Malhotra, 1995; Tsiganis et
al., 2005; Batygin & Brown, 2010; Nesvorny´, 2011, 2015a). As illuminating as map-
ping of the a < 100 AU domain of Kuiper belt may have been, an important aspect of
its architecture is that very little of it is anomalous – that is, the vast majority of the ob-
servations can be readily understood as being a consequence of gravitational sculpting
facilitated by the known giant planets of the solar system. Remarkably, the same state-
ment does not hold true for trans-Neptunian objects with semi-major axes in excess of
a & 250 AU.
A diagram depicting the fourteen presently known6 long-period KBOs with a >
250 AU, q > 30 AU, and i 6 40 deg is presented in Figure 6. The orbits are shown from
the perspective of the north ecliptic pole, and have their apsidal lines (vectors point-
ing into the perihelion direction from the sun) marked by arrows, which are 250 AU in
length. Additionally, the inset on the top left corner of the diagram shows a polar pro-
jection of the angular momentum vectors of the individual KBOs, and thus informs the
magnitude, and the direction of the orbital tilts. By and large, these objects have (ap-
parently) randomly distributed semi-major axes ranging from hundreds to thousands of
astronomical units, and large eccentricities that typically equate to perihelion distances
that approximately cradle Neptune’s orbit, with q ∼ 35− 45 AU. Notable exceptions to
5See e.g., Petigura et al. (2017) for an extrasolar characterization of such an object.
6In this review, we consider the census of trans-Neptunian objects to be comprised of all objects listed in
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Figure 6: Orbits of the distant Kuiper belt objects in physical space. The 14 illustrated objects have semi-
major axis a ≥ 250 AU, perihelion q ≥ 30 AU, and inclination i ≤ 40 deg. The arrows depict the perihelion
directions measured from the position of the Sun, where all of the vectors extend out to 250 AU to illustrate
the non-uniformity of their apsidal orientations. The locations of the first, second, and third quartiles corre-
sponding to the $−distribution of (meta)stable objects is marked on the surrounding circle. The polar inset
plot shows the positions of the angular momentum vectors of the same 14 KBOs, where the radial coordinate
informs the orbital inclination and the azimuthal angle corresponds to the longitude of ascending node. The
mean polar coordinates of stable and metastable KBOs are marked by the ⊗ sign, and the dispersion of the
vectors around the mean is shown with a dotted circle. Each object is color-coded in accordance with its
present-day dynamical stability as follows. Orbits depicted in purple correspond to the Neptune-detached
population, and have dynamical lifetimes much longer than the age of the solar system. Orbits shown in
green experience comparatively rapid dynamical chaos due to interactions with Neptune. An intermedi-
ate class of orbits that only experience mild diffusion over the age of the solar system are shown in gray.
Note that the dynamically (meta)stable objects exhibit significantly tighter apsidal confinement as well as
clustering of the orbital poles than their unstable counterparts.
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this rule of thumb include Sedna (Brown et al., 2004), 2012 VP113 (Trujillo and Shep-
pard, 2014), 2015 TG387 (Sheppard et al., 2018) which have q = 76, 80, and 65 AU
respectively.
The broad range of perihelion distances exhibited by the population of long-period
KBOs translates into a widely varied degree of gravitational coupling between Nep-
tune and the minor bodies, which in turn determines the dynamical stability of their
orbits. In particular, distant objects with q somewhat smaller than 40 AU are typically
embedded within a chaotic region of phase-space, generated by overlapping exterior
mean motion resonances with Neptune. Correspondingly, they experience stochastic
orbital evolution over timescales that greatly exceed the orbital periods of the objects
(Morbidelli et al., 2008). This point is of considerable importance to understanding the
intrinsic architecture of the distant Kuiper belt, since chaotic dynamics inevitably acts
to erase any innate orbital structure that the population of bodies may otherwise have
had. Moreover, objects that experience comparatively rapid semi-major axis evolution
due to interactions with Neptune could plausibly represent (relatively) recent additions
to the distant population of KBOs that were scattered out from the a < 250 AU region
of the solar system and have not yet been strongly affected by P9-induced dynamics7.
Accordingly, in an effort to ascertain which subset of long-period KBOs reside on or-
bits that are likely to have been substantially altered by chaotic evolution (within the
last ∼Gyr), we generated ten clones of each member of the distant Kuiper belt, and
evolved them for 4 Gyr under the influence of the known giant planets.
Figure 7 shows the semi-major axis time-series of each of the objects depicted in
Figure 6. Upon examination, the observational census of distant KBOs can be qual-
itatively organized into three broad categories, based upon their dynamical stability.
The KBOs 2014 SR349, 2012 VP113, 2004 VN112, Sedna, 2010 GB174 and 2015 TG387
experience essentially no orbital diffusion, and are completely stable. The orbits of
these bodies are shown in purple on Figure 6. In stark contrast, 2014 FE72, 2015 GT50,
2015 KG163, 2013 RF98, and 2007 TG422 exhibit rapid dynamical chaos, and are ir-
refutably unstable. These orbits are depicted on Figure 6 in green. Finally, the objects
2013 FT28, 2015 RX245 and 2013 SY99 evince only a limited degree of orbital diffusion,
and therefore can be thought of as being dynamically metastable. This intermediate
class of objects is shown on Figure 6 in gray. For uniformity, we will maintain this
color-scheme for the remainder of the manuscript, whenever graphically representing
the observational data.
Recall that while the semi-major axis and eccentricity define the size and shape of
an orbit, its spatial orientation is determined by three Keplerian angles: (1) longitude
of perihelion, $, which serves as a proxy for the apsidal orientation of the orbit (2) the
inclination, i, which determines the tilt of the orbital plane, and (3) the longitude of
ascending node, Ω, which dictates the azimuthal direction into which the orbit is tilted
(see Figure 3). Importantly, all three of these angles show unexpected patterns beyond
a & 250 AU, and we briefly summarize them below. Throughout this review, we will
consistently emphasize the stable and metastable subsets of Kuiper belt objects, which
7The strong observational bias that favors the detection of low-perihelion objects leads to a considerable
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Figure 7: Dynamical stability of the distant KBOs. Each Kuiper belt object shown in Figure 6 was cloned
10 times, and integrated forward for 4 Gyr under perturbations from the canonical giant planets. The pan-
els of this figure depict the semi-major axis time-series of the clones, which are individually colored. The
perihelion-detached objects 2014 SR349, 2010 GB174, 2012 VP113, Sedna, 2004 VN112, and 2015 TG387 re-
side on long-term stable orbits and are rendered in Figure 6 as purple ellipses. The objects 2013 FT28,
2013 SY99 and 2015 RX245 experience limited orbital diffusion on ∼Gyr timescales, but are stable over the
lifetime of the solar system. These metastable objects are shown in gray in Figure 6. Finally, the dynamically
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Figure 8: Orbital elements of the distant KBOs (for the same 14 objects shown in Figure 6). The top and
bottom panels show the longitude of perihelion $ and the longitude of ascending node Ω as a function of
the semi-major axis, a, respectively. Each object is classified according to its dynamical stability (Figure 7)
and is color-coded in the same way as in Figure 6. The individual data points are further labeled by their
corresponding eccentricity (top panel) and inclination (bottom panel). In both panels, the angular elements
show a wide range of scatter and a nearly uniform distribution for small semi-major axes (a . 250 AU).
For wider orbits with a & 250 AU, both panels show an emergent pattern of clustering among (meta)stable
KBOs.
exhibit these anomalous patterns more clearly than their unstable counterpart (although
we note that simply using the full dataset leads to qualitatively identical, and quanti-
tatively similar conclusions). Accordingly, we will also apply the same demands for
long-term dynamical stability to the theoretical calculations that will follow, with the
aim of accentuating the closest points of comparison between theory and observations.
3.1. Apsidal Confinement
Arguably the most visually striking characteristic of the distant Kuiper belt is the
apsidal confinement of the orbits. While clearly evident in the top-down view of the
orbits in physical space (Figure 6), the transition between apsidally randomized and
clustered population of the Kuiper belt at a ∼ 250 AU is most readily seen in the
top panel of Figure 8, where the longitude of perihelion is shown as a function of
the semi-major axis. A simple way to quantify this confinement is to separate the
a > 250 AU data into two 180 deg wide $ bins, with one bin centered on the mean
longitude of perihelion, 〈$〉 ≈ 60 deg and the other on 〈$〉−180 deg. Notably, 8 out of
9 dynamically (meta)stable objects reside within 〈$〉 ± 90 deg, with the third quartile
of the data located Q3 − 〈$〉 ≈ 48 deg away from the mean.
A point of key importance is that if left to evolve exclusively under perturbations
arising from the canonical giant planets, the observed apsidal confinement of long-
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period orbits would not persist, as a result of differential precession (Murray and Der-
mott, 1999). As is well known, orbits in a purely Keplerian potential are perfect ellipses
with turning angle of exactly 2pi over a full period (Contopoulos, 1956). Any depar-
ture from a pure V ∝ 1/r potential thus results in orbits that do not close, but rather
precess, leading to the slow dispersion of the apsidal lines. To illustrate this quantita-
tively, consider the orbit-smoothed gravitational potential of the giant planets, averaged
over the Keplerian trajectory of a Kuiper belt object. In terms of orbital elements, this












where the sum runs over the individual contributions from Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and
Neptune (Mardling, 2010; Gallardo et al., 2012).
Application of Lagrange’s planetary equations (Hamilton’s equations in non-canonical























where we have assumed that the inclination is small enough to approximate tan(i) ≈ 0
and cos(i) ≈ 1. As an example, for SR349 and Sedna, this expression yields apsidal
precession rates of $˙SR ≈ 0.8 deg /Myr and $˙Sedna ≈ 0.15 deg /Myr, respectively.
Accordingly, the steep inverse dependence of the apsidal precession rate on the KBO’s
semi-major axis implies that the presently confined group of objects would become
uniformly distributed in $ on a timescale of order a few hundred million years – that
is, an order of magnitude shorter than the age of the solar system. Thus, whatever
perturbation is responsible for the apsidal clustering of the long-period orbits, it is
very likely to operate continuously and have a characteristic timescale not exceeding a
∼Gyr.
While it is tempting to assume that apsidal confinement must be explained by some
gravitational mechanism, the possibility exists that the observed alignment is simply
due to random chance. A simplistic manner in which we can gauge the probability
of a chance alignment is to assess its statistical significance. The Rayleigh Z-test,
for example, which is used to determine if angles on a circle deviate from a uniform
distribution, indicates that the 14 KBOs with a > 250 AU are clustered at the 94%
confidence level.
This calculation does not, however, take into account observational biases which
could affect the observed distribution of Kuiper belt objects in the solar system. A
well-known example of such bias is that objects on highly eccentric orbits – including
those depicted on Figure 6 – are predominantly found near perihelion where they are
closest and brightest. If astronomical surveys are biased in where they detect KBOs,
these survey biases could directly translate into biases in the distribution of longitude
of perihelion. There is another well-known longitude bias in KBO surveys: nearly
all surveys avoid the galactic plane, where the density of background stars makes the
discovery of faint KBOs challenging. This bias is, however, symmetric and would be
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unable to cause clustering of$ in one direction. Nonetheless, it is important to evaluate
the possibility that the combination of choices of survey observing locations, weather,
and stellar density could conceivably conspire to cause apparent clustering where none
is present.
Brown (2017) addresses the issue of observational bias in$ by using the entire cat-
alog of KBO discoveries to construct individual bias functions for each of the distant
KBOs. The probability distribution function of $ for each distant object indeed shows
considerable bias, particularly against the galactic plane, but no overall preference for
a single direction is found. Brown and Batygin (2019) updated the probability that the
observed clustering is due to random chance by using these calculated bias functions to
perform Monte Carlo simulations where they randomly select $ for each of the distant
objects by assuming a uniform distribution modified by the observational bias of the
individual object. The clustering seen in these Monte Carlo samples (as measured by
a modified version of the Rayleigh Z-test) exceeds that of the real data only 4% of the
time. Thus, including observational biases, $ is clustered at the 96% confidence level.
It is interesting to note that although observational biases exist, they make little differ-
ence to the assessment of significance of the clustering. This result is not surprising
given the lack of biases that would plausibly cause clustering in a single direction.
3.2. Clustering of the Orbital Planes
A second intriguing feature exhibited by long-term stable, distant KBOs is that they
cluster around a common orbital plane, which is appreciably inclined with respect to
the ecliptic. This clustering is easily discernible in the polar projection of the angular
momentum vectors shown in Figure 6, where the gray and purple points predominantly
occupy the upper half of the graph. It is this effect, combined with the perihelion con-
finement discussed above, that gives rise to the approximate alignment of orbits in
physical space (Batygin and Brown, 2016a). An important side-effect of this align-
ment is the grouping of the argument of perihelion, ω = $ − Ω, first pointed out by
Trujillo and Sheppard (2014). It is further worth noting that although clustering of ω
remains robust beyond a & 250 AU, detections of new KBOs have largely eliminated
this feature in the 150 AU . a . 250 AU orbital domain.
Unlike apsidal confinement – which is largely captured by a single parameter –
clustering of the orbital planes requires simultaneous alignment of the longitudes of
ascending node as well as the inclinations of long-period KBOs, in order to ensue.
For this reason, rather than quoting a single degree of grouping as we did for $, we
instead consider the mean inclination and node of the distant objects, as well as the rms
dispersion of KBO inclinations about this mean plane. Quantitatively, these numbers
are 〈i〉 ≈ 7 deg, 〈Ω〉 ≈ 82 deg and σi ≈ 15 deg respectively. These quantities are
illustrated graphically in the inset of Figure 6 by a dashed circle that is centered on a
point marked with an ⊗ symbol. To further exemplify the (e, $) and (i,Ω) data in a
uniform fashion, in the bottom panel of Figure 8 we show the longitudes of ascending
node as a function of the semi-major axis, and label each object by its inclination.
Much in the same way that the apsidal confinement discussed in the previous sub-
section is susceptible to differential precession, clustering of the orbital planes is sub-
ject to dispersal due to the differential regression of the ascending node, induced by the
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gravity of the giant planets. Applying Lagrange’s equations as before, we obtain the















Noting that the differential regression of the node operates on a comparable timescale
to perihelion precession (given by equation 4), we assert that in absence of a sustained
restoring torque that maintains the near-alignment of long-period KBO orbits in phys-
ical space, the quadrupolar gravitational field associated with the known giant planets
would randomize the orientations of the distant orbits on a timescale that is short rela-
tive to the age of the solar system8.
Once again, we need to consider the possibility that the clustering of the orbital
planes is due to chance, along with observational biases (Shankman et al., 2017). Like
$, the measured distributions of both Ω and i are easily biased by where surveys have
detected objects. For example, most KBO surveys target at or near the ecliptic, re-
quiring that objects in the survey be near either their ascending or descending node.
A strong bias likewise exists for survey inclinations to be approximately equal to the
ecliptic latitude at which the survey is undertaken. As before, no obvious set of biases
should lead to the sort of clustering seen in the data. Nonetheless a full analysis is
clearly needed.
Brown and Batygin (2019) extend the method previously developed in Brown (2017)
to calculate simultaneous bias functions for Ω and i. As before, they use the entire col-
lection of KBO discoveries to calculate a probability distribution function of discovered
orbital planes for each distant object under the assumption that Ω is uniform and i is
distributed identically to the a 6 250 AU scattered KBOs. They find that the 14 KBOs
with a > 250 AU are clustered in their orbital poles at the 96.5% confidence level.
Both the apsidal orientation and orbital plane clustering are moderately significant,
but the combined probability of both occurring simultaneously is only 0.2% (Brown
and Batygin, 2019). The distant KBOs are thus distinctly clustered at the 99.8% confi-
dence level.
3.3. Highly Inclined TNOs
A third puzzling population of trans-Neptunian objects is comprised of minor bod-
ies that reside on orbits that are strongly inclined with respect to the plane of the solar
system. Indeed, the current census of known TNOs contains 49 objects with incli-
nations above i > 40 deg, with 10 of them occupying orbits with i > 90 deg. With
the exception of the recently discovered KBO 2015 BP519 (i = 54 deg, q = 36 AU,
a = 450 AU; Becker et al. 2018) all presently known high-inclination objects are Cen-
taurs, meaning that they have q < 30 AU, and therefore veer into inter-planetary space
8Accounting for Neptune scattering (which equations 4 and 5 explicitly neglect) would further reduce the
characteristic timescale for randomization. However, by restricting our consideration of the observations to
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Figure 9: Trans-Neptunian objects with high inclinations. This diagram shows the i > 50 deg subset of the
distant solar system’s small body population, as viewed from the ecliptic plane. Long-period Centaurs with
q < 30 AU and a > 250 AU are shown in orange, while the KBO 2015 BP519 is denoted in pink. The orbits of
more proximate high-inclination TNOs are rendered in cyan. Generically speaking, trans-Neptunian objects
with i > 50 deg cannot be natually explained by the standard model of the solar system’s formation and
dynamical evolution.
at perihelion. For consistency with the preceding discussion, we sub-divide the high-
inclination population of TNOs into a long-period component with a > 250 AU, and a
sub-population occupying the more proximate part of the Kuiper belt (Figure 9).
Objects with orbital inclinations in excess of a few tens of degrees are neither a
natural result of the solar system formation process (which unfolds in a geometrically
thin, dissipative disk of gas and dust; Armitage 2010), nor an expected outcome of
the solar system’s post-nebular evolution (Morbidelli et al., 2008). Indeed, detailed
numerical simulations of the solar system’s early dynamical relaxation carried out by
Levison et al. (2008) generate an inclination dispersion of TNOs that is largely confined
to i . 30 deg. While the more finely-tuned simulation suite of Nesvorny´ (2015b) boost
the upper envelope of the inclination distribution to i ≈ 40 deg, perpendicular and
strongly retrograde objects such as Drac (Gladman et al., 2009), Niku (Chen et al.,
2016) as well other long-period Centaurs (Gomes et al., 2015) are never produced in
these calculations. This picture is further consistent with the recent simulation suite of
Becker et al. (2018), who demonstrate that even the i = 54 deg orbit of 2015 BP519 has
a negligible chance of being produced self-consistently through Neptune scattering.
In order to understand why interactions with the canonical giant planets do not
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routinely yield highly inclined orbits, it is useful to consider a simplified toy-model
of the dynamical evolution of scattered disk objects, wherein Neptune’s orbit is taken
to be circular, and acts as the sole source of perturbations. Within the framework
of this circular restricted three body problem, the conservation of the test particle’s











1 − e2) cos(i), (6)
where a8 is Neptune’s semi-major axis. Notably, this quantity is nothing other than the
Jacobi constant (which is an exact integral of motion), in the limit of small planet/star
mass ratio.
Employing the conservation of T , let us consider the fate of a particle that is ini-
tialized on a nearly planar, circular orbit, in the immediate vicinity of Neptune (e.g. at
a = 33 AU). Facilitated by chaotic diffusion arising from overlap of Neptunian reso-
nances (Wisdom 1980; Murray 1986; see also Gomes et al. 2008 and the references
therein), the test particle will experience a random walk in energy, thereby slowly in-
creasing its semi-major axis, while maintaining its perihelion distance close to its point
of origin, at q ∼ a8. The characteristic inclination attained by this particle throughout
its evolution is then
i = arccos
(




a q (2a − q)
)
∼ 10 deg, (7)
where we have set cos(i) ∼ 1 in evaluating equation (6), due to the assumed near-
coplanarity of the initial condition. This simple calculation shows that it is the sym-
metry entailed by the conservation of T that prevents significant excitation of orbital
inclination in the scattered disk by Neptune.
Of course, the real dynamics of the solar system are more complicated than those
encompassed by the circular restricted three body problem. Nevertheless, the quali-
tative picture implied by the above calculation illuminates the relevant limitations on
the degree of orbital excitation that can ensue in the scattered disk population of the
Kuiper belt. To restate this result simply, an external gravitational influence is required
to generate the high-inclination orbits observed in the distant solar system.
One potential solution to this conundrum is to imagine that rather than being native
to the Kuiper belt, these highly inclined objects are sourced from the Oort cloud. That
is, perturbed by the combined action of the Galactic tide and passing stars (e.g., Heisler
and Tremaine 1986), very long period objects acquire near-parabolic trajectories, and
upon crossing the orbit of Neptune get scattered inwards, becoming exotic members
of the scattered disk (Levison et al., 2001). Although such a scenario can in principle
be invoked for high-i Centaurs (see, however, Gomes et al. 2015), considerable fine-
tuning would likely be required to account for q > 30 AU objects like 2015 BP519 in
this manner.
As always, we could consider observational bias here, but in this case there is nearly
no need. Surveys for KBOs which observe near the ecliptic are biased against high in-
clination objects by a factor of 1/ sin(i) (Brown, 2001). Thus, the detection of any
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KBOs and Centaurs with large inclinations suggests that the true population of high-i
TNOs is much more prominent. In other words, independent of observational bias,
nearly perpendicular as well as strongly retrograde TNOs exist, and require an expla-
nation beyond that which can be formulated within the framework of an eight-planet
solar system.
4. The Planet Nine Hypothesis: Analytical Theory
The current observational census of long-period Kuiper belt objects indicates that
the dynamical origin of the anomalous structure of the distant Kuiper belt requires
sustained perturbations beyond those that can be generated by the known giant planets
of the solar system. In other words, a separate source of gravitational influence in the
trans-Neptunian region is required to explain the anomalous patterns exhibited by the
data. A series of recent studies (Batygin and Brown, 2016a,b; Batygin and Morbidelli,
2017; Millholland and Laughlin, 2017; Becker et al., 2017; Hadden et al., 2018; Khain
et al., 2018a; Ca´ceres & Gomes, 2018; Li et al., 2018) have demonstrated that the
existence of an additional, multi-Earth mass planetary member of the solar system –
Planet Nine – can successfully resolve this theoretical tension. More specifically, (1)
the apsidal confinement of distant KBOs, (2) perihelion detachment of long-period
orbits (3) clustering of the a & 250 AU orbital planes, and (4) excitement of extreme
TNO inclinations can all be simultaneously explained by Planet Nine (P9)-induced
dynamical evolution.
In order to define the Planet Nine hypothesis as a specific theoretical prediction,
we begin by presenting a purely analytical description of the dynamical mechanisms
through which P9 is envisioned to sculpt the distant Kuiper belt. By and large, the
following discussion will draw upon ideas of secular perturbation theory of celestial
mechanics. Within the framework of this formalism, the Keplerian motion of all objects
in the system is averaged over, leaving long-term exchange of angular momentum (but
not energy) among the constituent bodies as the only physically active process. In other
words, instead of computing the evolution of test-particles under the influence of point
masses as done in the direct treatment of the gravitational N-body problem, the aim
of secular theory lies in calculating the long-term behavior of test-orbits, subject to
perturbations from massive wires that trace out the planetary trajectories9. Inherently,
this mathematical procedure is equivalent to the so-called Gaussian averaging method,
wherein the orbiting bodies are replaced by massive wires with line-densities that are
inversely proportional to the instantaneous Keplerian velocities (Touma et al., 2009).
4.1. Secular Forcing
In order to classify the various flavors of secular interactions that can arise due
to a distant planetary perturber, it is of considerable use to examine the approximate
form of the P9-KBO coupling function i.e., Planet Nine’s orbit-averaged gravitational
9Formally speaking, the secular normal form is attained by canonically averaging the Hamiltonian over
the mean longitudes, which are the fast angles of the system (Morbidelli, 2002; Touma et al., 2009)
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potential. In terms of Keplerian elements, the octupole-level expansion of this function
has the form (Mardling, 2010):
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where the subscript 9 refers to parameters of P9. Each harmonic in the above expansion
governs a particular dynamical effect, and if dominant, entails a specific orbital archi-
tecture of the distant Kuiper belt. Let us briefly consider each of these terms and their
physical meanings in isolation, as this will help us make sense of simple perturbative
models for P9-induced dynamics that will follow.
Precession. The first term in equation (8) governs apsidal precession and nodal re-
gression of a KBO forced by P9. Akin to the discussion surrounding equations (4) and
(5), on its own this effect only acts to randomize the physical orientation of the orbits,
leading to an un-clustered orbital distribution. Thus, irrespective of its magnitude, this
component of Planet Nine’s potential only accelerates the evolution already enabled by
the quadrupolar fields of the known giant planets.
Kozai-Lidov Effect. The second term in the above expansion possesses (two times) the
argument of perihelion as its critical angle, and governs the Kozai-Lidov mechanism,
which can facilitate a periodic exchange between eccentricity and inclination of a test-
particle while conserving the zˆ-component of the orbital angular momentum vector
hz =
√
1 − e2 cos(i) (Lidov, 1962; Kozai, 1962). If dominant, this resonance can lead
to clustering among the arguments of perihelion (as first discussed in the context of the
distant Kuiper belt by Trujillo and Sheppard 2014), such that ω librates about 90 and
270 deg for well-separated orbits, or alternatively about 0 and 180 deg for orbits close
to the perturber (Thomas and Morbidelli, 1996). It is worth noting, however, that the
Kozai-Lidov resonance is easily destroyed by external sources of perihelion precession
(such as that arising from the canonical giant planets) and even if active, would yield
an orbital distribution in the distant Kuiper belt that is not compatible with the data.
Interactions of the Planes. The third harmonic in equation (8) has the difference of
the longitudes of ascending nodes of the TNO and P9 as the critical argument, ∆Ω =
Ω − Ω9, and governs the interactions between the orbital planes of Planet Nine and
the TNOs it shepherds. The relative importance of this effect compared to the nodal
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regression forced by Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune (equation 5) dictates the equi-
librium (Laplace) plane around which the orbits of the KBOs precess. That is, in the
region of parameter space where forcing due to P9 dominates, the angular momen-
tum vectors of the KBOs precesses around Planet Nine’s orbit normal. Conversely,
the angular momentum vectors of shorter period KBOs, whose evolution is primarily
regulated by Neptune, will tend to precess around the total angular momentum of the
canonical giant planets. This suggests that in order to perturb the planes of the distant
KBOs, the orbit of P9 itself must be appreciably inclined with respect to the ecliptic10.
Eccentricity Coupling. The fifth term in the expansion contains the difference of lon-
gitudes of perihelion, ∆$ = $ − $9, as its driving angle, and describes the coupling
between the eccentricity (Runge-Lenz) vectors of P9 and the KBO orbits. Accordingly,
oscillations in the KBO’s eccentricity and orbital orientation relative to Planet Nine’s
apsidal line are regulated by this term. Unlike the preceding quadrupolar harmonics,
this effect is octupolar in nature, and therefore explicitly depends on Planet Nine’s
eccentricity. This simple fact alone already implies that in order for P9 to facilitate
any degree of apsidal confinement via bounded libration of ∆$, its orbit must have
non-zero eccentricity.
High-Inclination Dynamics. Much like the ∆$ harmonic, the final term of equation
(8) is also octupolar in nature, but its dynamical consequences are considerably more
subtle. Like the Kozai-Lidov resonance, this term mixes longitudes of perihelion and
node, facilitating a complex dynamical evolution that simultaneously modulates the de-
grees of freedom related to the TNO’s eccentricity and inclination (Batygin and Mor-
bidelli 2017; Li et al. 2018). As we will argue below, it is this harmonic that drives
high-inclination dynamics and orbit-flipping behavior in the trans-Neptunian region of
the solar system.
With a rudimentary description of secular forcing in place, we are now in a position
to construct a sequence of simplified analytical models for P9-induced evolution, and
examine how they connect to the three primary features of the anomalous structure of
the distant Kuiper belt. Particular emphasis will be placed on inspecting the dynamics
qualitatively, with the aid of integrable Hamiltonians. As in the previous section, we
begin by considering apsidal confinement of long-period KBOs.
4.2. Apsidal Confinement
Our examination of the functional form of V¯9 implies that the apsidal confinement
is dominantly driven by the secular angle containing the difference between the lon-
gitudes of perihelion. Let us now consider a perturbative model, characterized by this
critical argument. In order to tease out the pertinent dynamics, it is advantageous to
restrict the evolution to the plane, by assuming that sin(i9), sin(i) → 0. From equation
(8), it is then evident that all but a single harmonic term – namely cos($−$9) – vanish
10Notably, the harmonic term that follows is simply double the ∆Ω term, and qualitatively achieves a
similar effect. As suggested by its steeper dependence on the KBO’s inclination, however, this ∝ cos(2 ∆Ω)
correction only matters for highly inclined objects.
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from the disturbing function. Indeed, this simplification is sufficient for us to write
down an integrable model for the secular motion of KBOs, perturbed by the canonical
giant planets and Planet Nine.





















where r is the position vector, and λ is the mean longitude (i.e., a fast angle that varies
on the orbital timescale and informs the object’s location on the orbit).
The physical meaning of the three terms that comprise the above Hamiltonian can
be understood as follows: the first term governs the slow precession of the KBO’s
longitude of perihelion due to the phase-averaged quadrupole fields of the canonical
giant planets. The second term accounts for the fact that the reference frame as taken
to be co-linear with the major axis of Planet Nine’s orbit, and is therefore, also slowly
precessing at the rate $˙9, given by equation (4) (the generating function corresponding
to the associated canonical contact transformation is spelled out in Appendix B). Most
importantly, the third term governs the gravitational coupling between Planet Nine and
the Kuiper belt object11.
Because the action conjugate to the fast angle λ is a sole function of a, the process
of averaging the Hamiltonian over the mean longitudes renders the semi-major axis of
the KBO constant (e.g., Touma et al. 2009). This means that within the framework of
a purely secular model, a acts as a parameter of the problem, rather than a variable.
Consequently, the contours of equation (9) projected onto the e − ∆$ plane at a given
semi-major axis fully encompass the evolution entailed by the Hamiltonian.
Figure 10 depicts a series of e−∆$ phase-space portraits at KBO semi-major axes
of a = 200, 300, 400, and 500 AU, where we have adopted the Planet Nine parameters
a9 = 500 AU, e9 = 0.25 and m9 = 5 M⊕ (this particular choice of parameters is in-
formed by the numerical simulations presented in section 5). A key qualitative attribute
of KBO dynamics that is immediately evident from Figure 10 is that at large values of
the semi-major axis (i.e., a & 250 AU), Hamiltonian (9) is characterized by a pair of
stable (elliptic12) equilibrium points: one at ∆$ = 0 and another at ∆$ = 180 deg.
Meanwhile, only a single equilibrium point (at ∆$ = 0) exists for smaller semi-major
axes. Note further that wherever present, the ∆$ = 180 deg equilibrium resides at a
higher eccentricity than its ∆$ = 0 counterpart. Importantly, the appearance of the
stable ∆$ = 180 deg fixed point beyond a critical value of a is a robust feature of the
11Because in the assumed configuration the orbits can intersect, a series expansion of the form (8) does not
always provide a good representation of the dynamics. This complication is, however, easily circumvented
by computing the averaged potential in closed form on the e − ∆$ plane (Gronchi, 2005; Beust, 2016).
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Figure 10: Secular eccentricity dynamics induced by Planet Nine. Level curves of Hamiltonian (9) are
projected onto the (e,∆$) plane, at various choices of KBO semi-major axes. All cases use canonical Planet
Nine parameters of m9 = 5 M⊕, a9 = 500 AU, e9 = 0.25, and i9 = 20 deg. These equal-H contours represent
analytic approximations to slow variations experienced by KBO orbits within the framework of the Planet
Nine hypothesis. That is, over timescales much longer than an orbital period, the KBO eccentricity and
longitude of perihelion gradually evolve along the depicted curves. Note that for a comparatively small KBO
semi-major axis of a = 200 AU (upper left panel), the apsidal angle ∆$ circulates, implying a nearly uniform
distribution of longitudes of perihelion. At a = 300 AU (upper right panel), however, a stable apsidally anti-
aligned equilibrium point appears at high eccentricity. The prevalence of secular trajectories that encircle
this ∆$ = 180 deg fixed point signifies the emergence of perihelion confinement in the distant Kuiper belt.
Note further that at even higher semi-major axes of a = 400 AU (lower left panel) and a = 500 AU (lower
right panel), an additional hyperbolic equilibrium at ∆$ = 0 also emerges at high eccentricity.
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model, and qualitatively explains the origin of the sharp changeover from randomized
and apsidally confined sub-populations of the data.
The phase-plane portraits depicted in Figure 10 demonstrate that if P9 exists, long-
period orbits with perihelion distances close to Neptune will predominantly populate
the apsidally anti-aligned island of libration. Moreover, once entrained in a stable mode
of ∆$ ∼ 180 deg libration, orbits with initial q ∼ a8 will experience secular oscillations
in eccentricity, periodically detaching from (and subsequently re-attaching to) Neptune.
This effect provides a natural mechanism for generating the peculiar high-q orbits of
Sedna, 2012 VP113, and 2015 TG387 from typical scattered disk objects. Conversely,
long-period orbits that are not locked into a stable ∆$ oscillation get driven to very
high eccentricities, eventually crossing Neptune’s orbit and leaving the system (Khain
et al., 2018a). Figure 10 further illustrates that comparatively short-period orbits oc-
cupy secular trajectories that simply circulate in longitude of perihelion. Thus, put
simply, Figure 10 shows that while the phase-averaged potential of Planet Nine is of
little consequence for orbits with a . 250 AU, under its influence, scattered disk ob-
jects with a & 250 AU will become dynamically organized into an apsidally confined
configuration with a broad distribution of perihelion distances.
4.3. Clustering of the Orbital Planes
Recall that in order to analytically describe apsidal confinement in the proceeding
sub-section, we assumed exact coplanarity between the KBOs, Planet Nine, and the
remainder of the solar system, which rendered inclination dynamics trivial. Let us now
examine the consequences of abandoning this simplification, and introduce a small,
but nevertheless finite tilt of P9’s orbit with respect to the ecliptic. In particular, let us
presume that the qualitative nature for e−∆$ dynamics is not strongly affected by this
development, and focus our attention on characterizing slow changes in i and Ω in the
distant Kuiper belt.
To approximately describe the secular evolution of the orbital planes of long-period
KBOs, it suffices to consider the quadrupole component of the disturbing function (8)
under the assumption that inclinations remain small i.e., sin(i)  1. Suitably, neglect-
ing all terms with amplitudes that scale as ∝ sin2(i), we are left with an integrable
Hamiltonian, containing only a single secular harmonic – the difference between the
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In direct parallel with equation (9), the three terms comprising the Hamiltonian
have well-defined physical meanings. Specifically, the first and second terms describe
the regression of the KBO’s longitude of ascending node (equation 5), and the slow
rotation of the reference frame (such that Ω9 is always zero) respectively. Meanwhile,
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the third term governs the angular momentum exchange between P9 and the KBO.
Moreover, because Hamiltonian (10) describes a system with only a single degree of
freedom, we may examine the corresponding secular evolution simply by projecting
level curves ofH onto the (i,∆Ω) plane, as before.
Figure 11 shows the i − ∆Ω analog of Figure 10, and exemplifies the dynamics of
KBO orbital planes at different values of a. An important characteristic of P9’s secular
forcing that is clearly evident in the panels of Figure 11 is the bending of the Laplace
plane i.e., the gradual change of the equilibrium inclination as a function of semi-major
axis, and the appearance of a prominent island of ∆Ω libration that surrounds this equi-
librium. Outside of this island, relative longitude of ascending node circulates and
KBOs experience considerable modulation of orbital inclination. Numerical simula-
tions (section 5) reveal that due to non-linear coupling between eccentricity and incli-
nation dynamics, orbits residing far away from the i − ∆Ω equilibrium either develop
low perihelia and get ejected from the system, or experience large-scale e− i excursions
that remove them from the observable domain of the Kuiper belt (section 4.4). As a re-
sult, apsidally-confined orbits can only maintain long-term stability if they lie close to
the i − ∆Ω fixed point in Figure 11, which approximately coincides with Planet Nine’s
orbital plane for large KBO semi-major axes. The emergence of the stable island of
nodal libration at a & 250 AU thus qualitatively explains the observed clustering of
the orbital planes of long-period KBOs, as orbits residing on secular trajectories that
encircle the i − ∆Ω fixed point remain confined to this region of phase-space, causing
the orbit poles to group together in physical space13.
While the transition from a randomized to clustered distribution of KBO orbital
planes is keenly reminiscent of the onset of apsidal confinement discussed in the pre-
vious sub-section, it is worth noting that the two processes are theoretically distinct.
In particular, the appearance of stable apsidally anti-aligned trajectories in Figure 10
stems from the emergence of a new equilibrium point in phase space, and therefore
occurs via a sharp transition. Moreover, the appearance of homoclinic curves in phase-
space at a & 350 AU renders libration of longitude of perihelion around ∆$ ∼ 180 deg
a true secular resonance. Conversely, the inclination-node fixed point shown in Figure
11 is a forced equilibrium, meaning that clustering of the orbital planes arises smoothly,
as a function of a. Moreover, it is noteworthy that within the framework of the envi-
sioned secular model, the existence of the apsidally confined population of KBOs re-
quires Planet Nine to be eccentric but not necessarily inclined, whereas the clustering
of the planes would ensue even if P9’s orbit were circular. Therefore, to the extent that
the perturbative Hamiltonians (9) and (10) approximate real motion, these two dynam-
ical processes independently inform the necessary orbital eccentricity and inclination
of Planet Nine, and only when considered simultaneously lead to an orbital distribution
of long-period KBOs that exhibit large-scale clustering in physical space (Batygin and
Brown, 2016a).
13Strictly speaking, Hamiltonian (10) is a leading order approximation to the full Hamiltonian, expanded
as a power-series in α = a/a9, and is therefore not guaranteed to provide a good representation of the
dynamics in the α→ 1 limit. Here, however, we are saved by the sin(i)  1 approximation, which maintains
the dominance of the leading-order term, rendering equation (10) an adequate model for understanding the
relevant process (i.e., bending of the Laplace plane) in the context of the Planet Nine hypothesis.
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<latexit sha1_base64="QrhxHoc5PGQy8PqWe5MGClFZ7vA=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9eikPwICMdgl6EqRePE+w2WMtIs3QLS9KSpOIo/SpePCji1S/izW9juvWgmw8Cj/d+P34vL0wYVRrCb2tldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3btw9qHRWnEhMPxyyWvRApwqggnqaakV4iCeIhI91wclv43UciFY3Fg54mJOBoJGhEMdJGGtg1dNWE0D/zOdJjybNrLx/YddiAMzjLxC1JHZRoD+wvfxjjlBOhMUNK9V2Y6CBDUlPMSF71U0UShCdoRPqGCsSJCrJZ9tw5McrQiWJpntDOTP29kSGu1JSHZrKIqBa9QvzP66c6ugwyKpJUE4Hnh6KUOTp2iiKcIZUEazY1BGFJTVYHj5FEWJu6qqYEd/HLy6TTbLiw4d6f11s3ZR0VcASOwSlwwQVogTvQBh7A4Ak8g1fwZuXWi/VufcxHV6xy5xD8gfX5A6U5k4o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QrhxHoc5PGQy8PqWe5MGClFZ7vA=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9eikPwICMdgl6EqRePE+w2WMtIs3QLS9KSpOIo/SpePCji1S/izW9juvWgmw8Cj/d+P34vL0wYVRrCb2tldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3btw9qHRWnEhMPxyyWvRApwqggnqaakV4iCeIhI91wclv43UciFY3Fg54mJOBoJGhEMdJGGtg1dNWE0D/zOdJjybNrLx/YddiAMzjLxC1JHZRoD+wvfxjjlBOhMUNK9V2Y6CBDUlPMSF71U0UShCdoRPqGCsSJCrJZ9tw5McrQiWJpntDOTP29kSGu1JSHZrKIqBa9QvzP66c6ugwyKpJUE4Hnh6KUOTp2iiKcIZUEazY1BGFJTVYHj5FEWJu6qqYEd/HLy6TTbLiw4d6f11s3ZR0VcASOwSlwwQVogTvQBh7A4Ak8g1fwZuXWi/VufcxHV6xy5xD8gfX5A6U5k4o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QrhxHoc5PGQy8PqWe5MGClFZ7vA=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9eikPwICMdgl6EqRePE+w2WMtIs3QLS9KSpOIo/SpePCji1S/izW9juvWgmw8Cj/d+P34vL0wYVRrCb2tldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3btw9qHRWnEhMPxyyWvRApwqggnqaakV4iCeIhI91wclv43UciFY3Fg54mJOBoJGhEMdJGGtg1dNWE0D/zOdJjybNrLx/YddiAMzjLxC1JHZRoD+wvfxjjlBOhMUNK9V2Y6CBDUlPMSF71U0UShCdoRPqGCsSJCrJZ9tw5McrQiWJpntDOTP29kSGu1JSHZrKIqBa9QvzP66c6ugwyKpJUE4Hnh6KUOTp2iiKcIZUEazY1BGFJTVYHj5FEWJu6qqYEd/HLy6TTbLiw4d6f11s3ZR0VcASOwSlwwQVogTvQBh7A4Ak8g1fwZuXWi/VufcxHV6xy5xD8gfX5A6U5k4o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QrhxHoc5PGQy8PqWe5MGClFZ7vA=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9eikPwICMdgl6EqRePE+w2WMtIs3QLS9KSpOIo/SpePCji1S/izW9juvWgmw8Cj/d+P34vL0wYVRrCb2tldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3btw9qHRWnEhMPxyyWvRApwqggnqaakV4iCeIhI91wclv43UciFY3Fg54mJOBoJGhEMdJGGtg1dNWE0D/zOdJjybNrLx/YddiAMzjLxC1JHZRoD+wvfxjjlBOhMUNK9V2Y6CBDUlPMSF71U0UShCdoRPqGCsSJCrJZ9tw5McrQiWJpntDOTP29kSGu1JSHZrKIqBa9QvzP66c6ugwyKpJUE4Hnh6KUOTp2iiKcIZUEazY1BGFJTVYHj5FEWJu6qqYEd/HLy6TTbLiw4d6f11s3ZR0VcASOwSlwwQVogTvQBh7A4Ak8g1fwZuXWi/VufcxHV6xy5xD8gfX5A6U5k4o=</latexit>
a = 300AU
<latexit sha1_base64="LX9dlgVq5kZ2BfCNrMb/LIh1Cp0=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9eikPwICNVQS/C1IvHCXYbrGWkWbqFJWlJUnGUfhUvHhTx6hfx5rcx3XrQzQeBx3u/H7+XFyaMKg3ht7W0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/s2nu1topTiYmHYxbLbogUYVQQT1PNSDeRBPGQkU44vi38ziORisbiQU8SEnA0FDSiGGkj9e0aujqD0D/xOdIjybNrL+/bddiAUziLxC1JHZRo9e0vfxDjlBOhMUNK9VyY6CBDUlPMSF71U0UShMdoSHqGCsSJCrJp9tw5MsrAiWJpntDOVP29kSGu1ISHZrKIqOa9QvzP66U6ugwyKpJUE4Fnh6KUOTp2iiKcAZUEazYxBGFJTVYHj5BEWJu6qqYEd/7Li6R92nBhw70/rzdvyjoq4AAcgmPgggvQBHegBTyAwRN4Bq/gzcqtF+vd+piNLlnlzj74A+vzB6bMk4s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LX9dlgVq5kZ2BfCNrMb/LIh1Cp0=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9eikPwICNVQS/C1IvHCXYbrGWkWbqFJWlJUnGUfhUvHhTx6hfx5rcx3XrQzQeBx3u/H7+XFyaMKg3ht7W0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/s2nu1topTiYmHYxbLbogUYVQQT1PNSDeRBPGQkU44vi38ziORisbiQU8SEnA0FDSiGGkj9e0aujqD0D/xOdIjybNrL+/bddiAUziLxC1JHZRo9e0vfxDjlBOhMUNK9VyY6CBDUlPMSF71U0UShMdoSHqGCsSJCrJp9tw5MsrAiWJpntDOVP29kSGu1ISHZrKIqOa9QvzP66U6ugwyKpJUE4Fnh6KUOTp2iiKcAZUEazYxBGFJTVYHj5BEWJu6qqYEd/7Li6R92nBhw70/rzdvyjoq4AAcgmPgggvQBHegBTyAwRN4Bq/gzcqtF+vd+piNLlnlzj74A+vzB6bMk4s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LX9dlgVq5kZ2BfCNrMb/LIh1Cp0=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9eikPwICNVQS/C1IvHCXYbrGWkWbqFJWlJUnGUfhUvHhTx6hfx5rcx3XrQzQeBx3u/H7+XFyaMKg3ht7W0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/s2nu1topTiYmHYxbLbogUYVQQT1PNSDeRBPGQkU44vi38ziORisbiQU8SEnA0FDSiGGkj9e0aujqD0D/xOdIjybNrL+/bddiAUziLxC1JHZRo9e0vfxDjlBOhMUNK9VyY6CBDUlPMSF71U0UShMdoSHqGCsSJCrJp9tw5MsrAiWJpntDOVP29kSGu1ISHZrKIqOa9QvzP66U6ugwyKpJUE4Fnh6KUOTp2iiKcAZUEazYxBGFJTVYHj5BEWJu6qqYEd/7Li6R92nBhw70/rzdvyjoq4AAcgmPgggvQBHegBTyAwRN4Bq/gzcqtF+vd+piNLlnlzj74A+vzB6bMk4s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LX9dlgVq5kZ2BfCNrMb/LIh1Cp0=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9eikPwICNVQS/C1IvHCXYbrGWkWbqFJWlJUnGUfhUvHhTx6hfx5rcx3XrQzQeBx3u/H7+XFyaMKg3ht7W0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/s2nu1topTiYmHYxbLbogUYVQQT1PNSDeRBPGQkU44vi38ziORisbiQU8SEnA0FDSiGGkj9e0aujqD0D/xOdIjybNrL+/bddiAUziLxC1JHZRo9e0vfxDjlBOhMUNK9VyY6CBDUlPMSF71U0UShMdoSHqGCsSJCrJp9tw5MsrAiWJpntDOVP29kSGu1ISHZrKIqOa9QvzP66U6ugwyKpJUE4Fnh6KUOTp2iiKcAZUEazYxBGFJTVYHj5BEWJu6qqYEd/7Li6R92nBhw70/rzdvyjoq4AAcgmPgggvQBHegBTyAwRN4Bq/gzcqtF+vd+piNLlnlzj74A+vzB6bMk4s=</latexit>
a = 500AU
<latexit sha1_base64="hMOR6MKSpOs2yyoqzTOl7eT12mk=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9eikPwICMVRS/C1IvHCXYbrGWkWbqFJWlJUnGUfhUvHhTx6hfx5rcx3XrQzQeBx3u/H7+XFyaMKg3ht7W0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/s2nu1topTiYmHYxbLbogUYVQQT1PNSDeRBPGQkU44vi38ziORisbiQU8SEnA0FDSiGGkj9e0aujqH0D/xOdIjybNrL+/bddiAUziLxC1JHZRo9e0vfxDjlBOhMUNK9VyY6CBDUlPMSF71U0UShMdoSHqGCsSJCrJp9tw5MsrAiWJpntDOVP29kSGu1ISHZrKIqOa9QvzP66U6ugwyKpJUE4Fnh6KUOTp2iiKcAZUEazYxBGFJTVYHj5BEWJu6qqYEd/7Li6R92nBhw70/qzdvyjoq4AAcgmPgggvQBHegBTyAwRN4Bq/gzcqtF+vd+piNLlnlzj74A+vzB6nyk40=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hMOR6MKSpOs2yyoqzTOl7eT12mk=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9eikPwICMVRS/C1IvHCXYbrGWkWbqFJWlJUnGUfhUvHhTx6hfx5rcx3XrQzQeBx3u/H7+XFyaMKg3ht7W0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/s2nu1topTiYmHYxbLbogUYVQQT1PNSDeRBPGQkU44vi38ziORisbiQU8SEnA0FDSiGGkj9e0aujqH0D/xOdIjybNrL+/bddiAUziLxC1JHZRo9e0vfxDjlBOhMUNK9VyY6CBDUlPMSF71U0UShMdoSHqGCsSJCrJp9tw5MsrAiWJpntDOVP29kSGu1ISHZrKIqOa9QvzP66U6ugwyKpJUE4Fnh6KUOTp2iiKcAZUEazYxBGFJTVYHj5BEWJu6qqYEd/7Li6R92nBhw70/qzdvyjoq4AAcgmPgggvQBHegBTyAwRN4Bq/gzcqtF+vd+piNLlnlzj74A+vzB6nyk40=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hMOR6MKSpOs2yyoqzTOl7eT12mk=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9eikPwICMVRS/C1IvHCXYbrGWkWbqFJWlJUnGUfhUvHhTx6hfx5rcx3XrQzQeBx3u/H7+XFyaMKg3ht7W0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/s2nu1topTiYmHYxbLbogUYVQQT1PNSDeRBPGQkU44vi38ziORisbiQU8SEnA0FDSiGGkj9e0aujqH0D/xOdIjybNrL+/bddiAUziLxC1JHZRo9e0vfxDjlBOhMUNK9VyY6CBDUlPMSF71U0UShMdoSHqGCsSJCrJp9tw5MsrAiWJpntDOVP29kSGu1ISHZrKIqOa9QvzP66U6ugwyKpJUE4Fnh6KUOTp2iiKcAZUEazYxBGFJTVYHj5BEWJu6qqYEd/7Li6R92nBhw70/qzdvyjoq4AAcgmPgggvQBHegBTyAwRN4Bq/gzcqtF+vd+piNLlnlzj74A+vzB6nyk40=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hMOR6MKSpOs2yyoqzTOl7eT12mk=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/Oo9eikPwICMVRS/C1IvHCXYbrGWkWbqFJWlJUnGUfhUvHhTx6hfx5rcx3XrQzQeBx3u/H7+XFyaMKg3ht7W0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/s2nu1topTiYmHYxbLbogUYVQQT1PNSDeRBPGQkU44vi38ziORisbiQU8SEnA0FDSiGGkj9e0aujqH0D/xOdIjybNrL+/bddiAUziLxC1JHZRo9e0vfxDjlBOhMUNK9VyY6CBDUlPMSF71U0UShMdoSHqGCsSJCrJp9tw5MsrAiWJpntDOVP29kSGu1ISHZrKIqOa9QvzP66U6ugwyKpJUE4Fnh6KUOTp2iiKcAZUEazYxBGFJTVYHj5BEWJu6qqYEd/7Li6R92nBhw70/qzdvyjoq4AAcgmPgggvQBHegBTyAwRN4Bq/gzcqtF+vd+piNLlnlzj74A+vzB6nyk40=</latexit>
a = 400AU









































<latexit sha1_base64="1F1sQwiy0qBp+N5w7fi34jsxWNY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigh6LXjxWsB/ShLLZbNqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwpQzbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjjk4yRWibJDxRvRBrypmkbcMMp71UUSxCTrvh+Hbmd5+o0iyRD2aS0kDgoWQxI9hY6ZH5qO5HdHg+qNbchjsHWiVeQWpQoDWofvlRQjJBpSEca9333NQEOVaGEU6nFT/TNMVkjIe0b6nEguognx88RWdWiVCcKFvSoLn6eyLHQuuJCG2nwGakl72Z+J/Xz0x8HeRMppmhkiwWxRlHJkGz71HEFCWGTyzBRDF7KyIjrDAxNqOKDcFbfnmVdC4antvw7i9rzZsijjKcwCnUwYMraMIdtKANBAQ8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fkSWPlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1F1sQwiy0qBp+N5w7fi34jsxWNY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigh6LXjxWsB/ShLLZbNqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwpQzbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjjk4yRWibJDxRvRBrypmkbcMMp71UUSxCTrvh+Hbmd5+o0iyRD2aS0kDgoWQxI9hY6ZH5qO5HdHg+qNbchjsHWiVeQWpQoDWofvlRQjJBpSEca9333NQEOVaGEU6nFT/TNMVkjIe0b6nEguognx88RWdWiVCcKFvSoLn6eyLHQuuJCG2nwGakl72Z+J/Xz0x8HeRMppmhkiwWxRlHJkGz71HEFCWGTyzBRDF7KyIjrDAxNqOKDcFbfnmVdC4antvw7i9rzZsijjKcwCnUwYMraMIdtKANBAQ8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fkSWPlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1F1sQwiy0qBp+N5w7fi34jsxWNY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigh6LXjxWsB/ShLLZbNqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwpQzbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjjk4yRWibJDxRvRBrypmkbcMMp71UUSxCTrvh+Hbmd5+o0iyRD2aS0kDgoWQxI9hY6ZH5qO5HdHg+qNbchjsHWiVeQWpQoDWofvlRQjJBpSEca9333NQEOVaGEU6nFT/TNMVkjIe0b6nEguognx88RWdWiVCcKFvSoLn6eyLHQuuJCG2nwGakl72Z+J/Xz0x8HeRMppmhkiwWxRlHJkGz71HEFCWGTyzBRDF7KyIjrDAxNqOKDcFbfnmVdC4antvw7i9rzZsijjKcwCnUwYMraMIdtKANBAQ8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fkSWPlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1F1sQwiy0qBp+N5w7fi34jsxWNY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigh6LXjxWsB/ShLLZbNqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwpQzbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjjk4yRWibJDxRvRBrypmkbcMMp71UUSxCTrvh+Hbmd5+o0iyRD2aS0kDgoWQxI9hY6ZH5qO5HdHg+qNbchjsHWiVeQWpQoDWofvlRQjJBpSEca9333NQEOVaGEU6nFT/TNMVkjIe0b6nEguognx88RWdWiVCcKFvSoLn6eyLHQuuJCG2nwGakl72Z+J/Xz0x8HeRMppmhkiwWxRlHJkGz71HEFCWGTyzBRDF7KyIjrDAxNqOKDcFbfnmVdC4antvw7i9rzZsijjKcwCnUwYMraMIdtKANBAQ8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fkSWPlg==</latexit>
 ⌦ (deg)
<latexit sha1_base64="q9/dilWC6m+rMoI8VR3HWJLbMGs=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3ZREBF0WdeHOCvYBTSiTyU06dPJgZiLUUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLZZaOuBC4dz7uXee7yUM6ks69soLS2vrK6V1ysbm1vbO+buXlsmmaDQoglPRNcjEjiLoaWY4tBNBZDI49DxhlcTv/MAQrIkvlejFNyIhDELGCVKS33zwLkGrohzG0FIHFxzfAhP+mbVqltT4EViF6SKCjT75pfjJzSLIFaUEyl7tpUqNydCMcphXHEyCSmhQxJCT9OYRCDdfHr9GB9rxcdBInTFCk/V3xM5iaQcRZ7ujIgayHlvIv7n9TIVXLg5i9NMQUxni4KMY5XgSRTYZwKo4iNNCBVM34rpgAhClQ6sokOw519eJO3Tum3V7buzauOyiKOMDtERqiEbnaMGukFN1EIUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PmatJaOY2Ud/YHz+AB35lFc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q9/dilWC6m+rMoI8VR3HWJLbMGs=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3ZREBF0WdeHOCvYBTSiTyU06dPJgZiLUUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLZZaOuBC4dz7uXee7yUM6ks69soLS2vrK6V1ysbm1vbO+buXlsmmaDQoglPRNcjEjiLoaWY4tBNBZDI49DxhlcTv/MAQrIkvlejFNyIhDELGCVKS33zwLkGrohzG0FIHFxzfAhP+mbVqltT4EViF6SKCjT75pfjJzSLIFaUEyl7tpUqNydCMcphXHEyCSmhQxJCT9OYRCDdfHr9GB9rxcdBInTFCk/V3xM5iaQcRZ7ujIgayHlvIv7n9TIVXLg5i9NMQUxni4KMY5XgSRTYZwKo4iNNCBVM34rpgAhClQ6sokOw519eJO3Tum3V7buzauOyiKOMDtERqiEbnaMGukFN1EIUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PmatJaOY2Ud/YHz+AB35lFc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q9/dilWC6m+rMoI8VR3HWJLbMGs=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3ZREBF0WdeHOCvYBTSiTyU06dPJgZiLUUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLZZaOuBC4dz7uXee7yUM6ks69soLS2vrK6V1ysbm1vbO+buXlsmmaDQoglPRNcjEjiLoaWY4tBNBZDI49DxhlcTv/MAQrIkvlejFNyIhDELGCVKS33zwLkGrohzG0FIHFxzfAhP+mbVqltT4EViF6SKCjT75pfjJzSLIFaUEyl7tpUqNydCMcphXHEyCSmhQxJCT9OYRCDdfHr9GB9rxcdBInTFCk/V3xM5iaQcRZ7ujIgayHlvIv7n9TIVXLg5i9NMQUxni4KMY5XgSRTYZwKo4iNNCBVM34rpgAhClQ6sokOw519eJO3Tum3V7buzauOyiKOMDtERqiEbnaMGukFN1EIUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PmatJaOY2Ud/YHz+AB35lFc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q9/dilWC6m+rMoI8VR3HWJLbMGs=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3ZREBF0WdeHOCvYBTSiTyU06dPJgZiLUUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLZZaOuBC4dz7uXee7yUM6ks69soLS2vrK6V1ysbm1vbO+buXlsmmaDQoglPRNcjEjiLoaWY4tBNBZDI49DxhlcTv/MAQrIkvlejFNyIhDELGCVKS33zwLkGrohzG0FIHFxzfAhP+mbVqltT4EViF6SKCjT75pfjJzSLIFaUEyl7tpUqNydCMcphXHEyCSmhQxJCT9OYRCDdfHr9GB9rxcdBInTFCk/V3xM5iaQcRZ7ujIgayHlvIv7n9TIVXLg5i9NMQUxni4KMY5XgSRTYZwKo4iNNCBVM34rpgAhClQ6sokOw519eJO3Tum3V7buzauOyiKOMDtERqiEbnaMGukFN1EIUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PmatJaOY2Ud/YHz+AB35lFc=</latexit>
 ⌦ (deg)
<latexit sha1_base64="q9/dilWC6m+rMoI8VR3HWJLbMGs=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3ZREBF0WdeHOCvYBTSiTyU06dPJgZiLUUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLZZaOuBC4dz7uXee7yUM6ks69soLS2vrK6V1ysbm1vbO+buXlsmmaDQoglPRNcjEjiLoaWY4tBNBZDI49DxhlcTv/MAQrIkvlejFNyIhDELGCVKS33zwLkGrohzG0FIHFxzfAhP+mbVqltT4EViF6SKCjT75pfjJzSLIFaUEyl7tpUqNydCMcphXHEyCSmhQxJCT9OYRCDdfHr9GB9rxcdBInTFCk/V3xM5iaQcRZ7ujIgayHlvIv7n9TIVXLg5i9NMQUxni4KMY5XgSRTYZwKo4iNNCBVM34rpgAhClQ6sokOw519eJO3Tum3V7buzauOyiKOMDtERqiEbnaMGukFN1EIUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PmatJaOY2Ud/YHz+AB35lFc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q9/dilWC6m+rMoI8VR3HWJLbMGs=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3ZREBF0WdeHOCvYBTSiTyU06dPJgZiLUUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLZZaOuBC4dz7uXee7yUM6ks69soLS2vrK6V1ysbm1vbO+buXlsmmaDQoglPRNcjEjiLoaWY4tBNBZDI49DxhlcTv/MAQrIkvlejFNyIhDELGCVKS33zwLkGrohzG0FIHFxzfAhP+mbVqltT4EViF6SKCjT75pfjJzSLIFaUEyl7tpUqNydCMcphXHEyCSmhQxJCT9OYRCDdfHr9GB9rxcdBInTFCk/V3xM5iaQcRZ7ujIgayHlvIv7n9TIVXLg5i9NMQUxni4KMY5XgSRTYZwKo4iNNCBVM34rpgAhClQ6sokOw519eJO3Tum3V7buzauOyiKOMDtERqiEbnaMGukFN1EIUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PmatJaOY2Ud/YHz+AB35lFc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q9/dilWC6m+rMoI8VR3HWJLbMGs=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3ZREBF0WdeHOCvYBTSiTyU06dPJgZiLUUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLZZaOuBC4dz7uXee7yUM6ks69soLS2vrK6V1ysbm1vbO+buXlsmmaDQoglPRNcjEjiLoaWY4tBNBZDI49DxhlcTv/MAQrIkvlejFNyIhDELGCVKS33zwLkGrohzG0FIHFxzfAhP+mbVqltT4EViF6SKCjT75pfjJzSLIFaUEyl7tpUqNydCMcphXHEyCSmhQxJCT9OYRCDdfHr9GB9rxcdBInTFCk/V3xM5iaQcRZ7ujIgayHlvIv7n9TIVXLg5i9NMQUxni4KMY5XgSRTYZwKo4iNNCBVM34rpgAhClQ6sokOw519eJO3Tum3V7buzauOyiKOMDtERqiEbnaMGukFN1EIUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PmatJaOY2Ud/YHz+AB35lFc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q9/dilWC6m+rMoI8VR3HWJLbMGs=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3ZREBF0WdeHOCvYBTSiTyU06dPJgZiLUUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLZZaOuBC4dz7uXee7yUM6ks69soLS2vrK6V1ysbm1vbO+buXlsmmaDQoglPRNcjEjiLoaWY4tBNBZDI49DxhlcTv/MAQrIkvlejFNyIhDELGCVKS33zwLkGrohzG0FIHFxzfAhP+mbVqltT4EViF6SKCjT75pfjJzSLIFaUEyl7tpUqNydCMcphXHEyCSmhQxJCT9OYRCDdfHr9GB9rxcdBInTFCk/V3xM5iaQcRZ7ujIgayHlvIv7n9TIVXLg5i9NMQUxni4KMY5XgSRTYZwKo4iNNCBVM34rpgAhClQ6sokOw519eJO3Tum3V7buzauOyiKOMDtERqiEbnaMGukFN1EIUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PmatJaOY2Ud/YHz+AB35lFc=</latexit>
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Figure 11: Secular inclination dynamics induced by Planet Nine. Like Figure 10, these panels depict the
contours of the secular Hamiltonian (10), which provides an analytic approximation to slow variations of
KBO inclination and longitude of ascending node facilitated by Planet Nine. As can be discerned from the
left-right, top-down progression of panels, prominent regions of nodal libration associated with clustering of
the angular momentum vectors develop with increasing KBO semi-major axis. Unlike the case of apsidal
confinement delineated in Figure 10, however, no new equilibrium points emerge with increasing a. Corre-
spondingly, the clustering of the orbital poles ensues smoothly, and simply coincides with the bending of the
distant solar system’s equilibrium angular momentum plane by Planet Nine.
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4.4. Generation of Highly Inclined TNOs
Unlike the eccentricity-perihelion and inclination-node evolution described above,
high-inclination dynamics induced by Planet Nine involves coupled modulation of two
degrees of freedom (related to e and i), with no clear symmetry inherent to the motion.
Moreover, even in the simplified simulations of Batygin and Morbidelli (2017); Li et
al. (2018), no discernible separation of timescales materializes, rendering the system
intrinsically non-adiabatic. As a result of these complications, it is very difficult (if not
impossible) to construct an integrable model for P9-driven high-inclination dynamics
that will have any reasonable degree of quantitative accuracy. Thus, in the follow-
ing discussion, we will limit ourselves to an essentially qualitative description of the
secular evolution, with the hope of highlighting its most basic attributes.
Despite being non-integrable in nature, high-inclination dynamics induced by P9
are primarily driven by a well-defined secular harmonic. This harmonic, θ, is identified
as being the octupole-level secular angle (Batygin and Morbidelli, 2017)






1 − cos(i)), (11)
where Θ is the action conjugate to θ, that emerges if we adopt ∆$ as the secular angle
for the other degree of freedom (see Appendix B). We note that the physical meaning
of θ is nothing other than the difference between the longitudes of perihelion of Planet
Nine and a counter-revolving KBO, for which the retrograde longitude of perihelion is
defined as $′ = Ω −ω = 2Ω −$ (Gayon et al., 2009). In reality, the secular evolution
in (θ,Θ) is intimately coupled to motion in (e,∆$), meaning that during large-scale
excursion of KBO inclination, the eccentricity changes in concert (while ∆$ executes
complex librations around 180 deg; see Li et al. 2014 for a related discussion). As a
very crude illustration of the underlying dynamics, however, we can choose to ignore
this reciprocity and freeze the evolution in (e,∆$), which allows us to examine the
level curves of the Hamiltonian as before.
For definitiveness, let us take α = a/a9 = 1, ∆$ = 180 deg, and set e = 0.5 (note
from the right-bottom panel of Figure 10 that secular eccentricity modulation in the
plane can cover almost the entire e ∈ (0, 1) range). With these approximations in hand,




















in closed form on the (θ,Θ) plane, and project its contours on Figure 12.
A key feature that is immediately evident in Figure 12 is the existence of trivial
circulating trajectories at low values of Θ, and the emergence of a prominent island
of θ-libration at higher values of Θ. Recalling the definition of Θ from equation (11),
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resonance
inadmissible region (unphysical due to constant e assumption)
Figure 12: Like Figures 10 and 11, this diagram shows an analytic exemplification of large-inclination
dynamics facilitated by Planet Nine. Unlike results depicted in Figures 10 and 11 however, this secular
diagram only provides a very crude reproduction of the real high−i behavior exhibited by TNOs within the
framework of the Planet Nine hypothesis, and should be considered highly approximate (see text for details).
Qualitatively, this figure illuminates the existence of two families of trajectories: at low values of the action Θ
– which corresponds to high eccentricity and low inclination – the angle θ circulates, meaning that the (θ,Θ)
resonance plays little role in the dynamical evolution. If the action Θ is increased, however, the KBO may
land on a secular trajectory characterized by libration of θ, which in turn translates to large-scale variations
of the orbital inclination.
inclination is low – which translates to low values of Θ – the (θ,Θ) resonance plays no
role in the dynamical evolution. In other words, the low-Θ regime of secular motion is
the one where the integrable models outlined in the previous two sub-sections apply.
Conversely, if Θ is allowed to reach a high enough value by some dynamical pro-
cess, the system can transition into a regime where θ begins to undergo bounded oscil-
lations, resulting in coupled variations in Θ14. In turn, these excursions in Θ correspond
to large changes in the orbital inclination. Although rudimentary and unsystematic, this
interpretation of the dynamics is consistent with numerical results, where the orbit-
flipping behavior of distant objects induced by Planet Nine is almost always triggered
at the minimum of the KBO eccentricity cycle (which translates to a maximum in Θ;
Batygin and Morbidelli 2017).
4.5. Mean-Motion Resonances
The entirety of the theoretical discussion presented above is framed within the con-
text of orbit-averaged perturbation theory. This approach to understanding dynamical
14The fact that Θ cannot exceed
√
1 − e2 in Figure 12 is an unphysical consequence of the constant eccen-
tricity assumption inherent to our computation of equation (12).
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evolution is sensible when the Keplerian motion of the interacting bodies is in essence,
uncorrelated. Notably, however, this assumption is invalidated if the orbital periods
of P9 and the KBO become commensurate, such that their ratio can be expressed as
a fraction of two nearby integers. In this case, harmonics of the Hamiltonian involv-
ing the mean longitudes of P9 and the TNO can execute bounded oscillations, causing
P9 perturbations to become resonant (as opposed to secular) in nature, and facilitate a
coherent exchange of orbital energy and angular momentum.
Are mean-motion resonances (MMRs) with Planet Nine relevant to the dynamical
evolution of the distant Kuiper belt? Strictly speaking, the answer is yes (Millholland
and Laughlin, 2017; Becker et al., 2017; Hadden et al., 2018; Bailey et al., 2018), al-
though their observational consequences are thus far relatively insignificant. That is,
even though resonant dynamics are implicated in ensuring long-term stability for KBOs
that share Planet Nine’s orbital plane, it is secular interactions that are dominantly re-
sponsible for sculpting the actual observed distribution of long-period KBOs (Batygin
and Morbidelli, 2017). Let us expand upon this point further.
Examination of particle evolution in the simulation suite of Batygin and Brown
(2016a) revealed that over the course of typical 4 Gyr integrations, KBO orbits can ex-
hibit temporary capture into P9 MMRs, usually lasting ∼ 10−100 Myr. This resonance-
hopping behavior was more thoroughly investigated by Becker et al. (2017), who fur-
ther considered the long-term stability of observed KBOs as a constraint on P9’s in-
ferred orbit. Beyond purely theoretical considerations, the potential prevalence of P9
resonances in the distant belt inspired Malhotra et al. (2016) to examine the numero-
logical relationships between the orbital periods of observed KBOs, and note that 4
out of 6 objects known at the time lie close to N:1 and N:2 orbital period ratios with
a putative perturber. Based upon these relationships, Malhotra et al. (2016) suggested
that P9 may reside on an orbit with a ∼ 665 AU.
This line of reasoning was examined in a more quantitatively rigorous fashion by
Millholland and Laughlin (2017), who carried out a large-scale Monte-Carlo explo-
ration of P9-forced dynamics of known KBOs, and derived a probability density func-
tion of P9 parameters that approximately maintains the KBOs in a clustered distri-
bution, while temporarily preserving commensurabilities. However, Millholland and
Laughlin (2017) simultaneously noted that resonant configurations generally have dy-
namical lifetimes that are considerably shorter than the age of the solar system, im-
plying that even long-term stable KBOs do not remain bound to a single mean mo-
tion commensurability on ∼Gyr timescales (which is also seen in Becker et al. 2017;
Hadden et al. 2018). Practically, this means that even though some fraction of the
observed KBOs can reasonably be expected to be locked resonance with Planet Nine,
it is likely impossible to confidently identify P9 resonant vs non-resonant KBOs, or
to determine the value of the specific resonant angle. Unfortunately, this tendency of
long-period KBOs to stochastically skip between mean-motion commensurabilities es-
sentially eliminates the promise of deriving P9’s semi-major axis from the present-day
orbital period distribution of observed KBOs (Bailey et al., 2018).
If resonant effects can play a pronounced role in the dynamics of long-periods
KBOs, then why is it sensible to adopt a purely secular Hamiltonian as a perturbative
model for P9-induced evolution? Put simply, this is because the anomalous structure of
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secular dynamics inside the 1:1 MMR
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Figure 13: A comparison between purely secular and resonant-secular dynamics induced by Planet Nine.
The left panel shows the a = 500 AU (co-orbital) phase-space portrait, arising from equation (9) (also shown
as the right bottom plot of Figure 10). The right panel depicts an equivalent e − ∆$ phase-space portrait
corresponding to an object also with a = 500 AU, but residing in a 1:1 mean-motion resonance with Planet
Nine, where the orbit-averaging procedure was carried out under the condition ϕres = λ − λ9 → 0 (see
Batygin and Morbidelli 2017 for details). The similarity between the two panels highlights the inherent
separation between the secular and resonant degrees of freedom.
specifically, while MMRs may modulate the long-term stability of KBOs through the
phase-locking mechanism (Morbidelli, 2002), the clustering of orbits in physical space,
as well as excitation of extreme inclinations of long-period TNOs is largely a secular
effect. To demonstrate this separation of degrees of freedom, Batygin and Morbidelli
(2017) considered a simplified 2D model of the solar system, where the gravitational
fields of the canonical giant planets were replaced by an effective quadrupole (J2) mo-
ment of the sun, leaving Planet Nine as the only direct perturber in the system. By
restricting all orbital motion to a common plane, this physical setup renders all KBOs
that are not phase-protected dynamically unstable, resulting in a fully resonant orbital
distribution of distant KBOs.
Examining the dynamics of the simulated apsidally clustered objects, Batygin and
Morbidelli (2017) pointed out that the resonant multiplets responsible for driving the
KBO evolution typically have the form
ϕres = pλ − qλ9 − (p − q)$9. (13)
Resonances of this type (sometimes referred to as “corotation” resonances) modulate
the KBO’s semi-major axis but not eccentricities (because de/dt ∝ ∂ cosϕ/∂$=0),
leaving the e − ∆$ degree of freedom to be controlled by secular interactions. Ac-
cordingly, by carrying out the orbit-averaging procedure under the resonant condition,
Batygin and Morbidelli (2017) demonstrated that secular dynamics embedded within
P9 MMRs have a very similar phase-space topology to the purely secular phase-space
portraits computed using Hamiltonian (9). As an example of this correspondence, Fig-
ure 13 illustrates a comparison between purely secular co-orbital dynamics (left panel)
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and the e−∆$ secular dynamics embedded within the 1:1 mean motion resonance with
Planet Nine15. The resemblance between purely secular and resonant-secular phase-
space portraits in Figure 13 is self-evident. This inherent separation of the degrees of
freedom further qualitatively explains how KBOs can smoothly enter and exit MMRs
facilitated by Planet Nine without noticeably affecting the orbital clustering of the long-
period objects (see Bailey et al. 2018 for further discussion).
5. The Planet Nine Hypothesis: Numerical Simulations
A complete formulation of the Planet Nine hypothesis requires both a well-developed
analytical understanding of the underlying physics and a detailed numerical description
of the associated dynamics. The previous section provides an analytic account of the
effects of Planet Nine on the orbital structure and evolution of the distant Kuiper belt.
However, a comprehensive comparison between the observations and P9-sculpted or-
bital structure requires a more detailed description of long-period KBO evolution. As a
result, the Planet Nine hypothesis must be explored with the aid of realistic numerical
simulations. The description, execution, and analysis of such numerical experimenta-
tion is the primary focus of this section.
Although the Planet Nine hypothesis (in its current incarnation) was put forth only
a few years ago, a vast collection of N-body simulations has already been published.
This body of work employs varying degrees of approximation in order to understand
the dynamical mechanisms through which Planet Nine sculpts the distant Kuiper Belt.
For example, one class of calculations (Beust, 2016; Batygin and Morbidelli, 2017;
Hadden et al., 2018; Bailey et al., 2018) employs a simplified model of the solar sys-
tem, where the Keplerian motion of all four canonical giant planets is smoothed over. In
this approximation, the solar system interior to 30 AU is replaced with a central body
possessing a quadrupole field equivalent to the phase-averaged gravitational field of
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. More realistic calculations (Batygin and Brown,
2016a; Brown and Batygin, 2016; Becker et al., 2017; Millholland and Laughlin, 2017;
Khain et al., 2018a) include Neptune and Planet Nine directly as active bodies, while
replacing the orbits of the three interior giants with massive wires; this scheme provides
a compromise between capturing short-period effects in the Kuiper belt and retaining
a long simulation time-step. Finally, numerical experiments that fully resolve the dy-
namics of the entire outer solar system have also been performed (Batygin and Brown,
2016b; Sheppard and Trujillo, 2016; Gomes et al., 2016; Bailey et al., 2016; Becker et
al., 2018; Sheppard et al., 2018).
The successive approximations to the dynamics described above represent a trade-
off between increasingly realistic orbital evolution and increased computational re-
sources. The model that averages out the Keplerian motion of the canonical giant
planets is clearly the fastest, but the least realistic. The intermediate simulations that
15Strictly speaking, the secular phase-space portrait shown on Figure 13 should be computed by confining
the value of ϕres to its equilibrium value, which is generally a function of both e and ∆$. In the special
case of the 1:1 MMR, however, secular modulation of φres is very small, and simply assuming that φres = 0
everywhere leads to an insignificant error in the computation of the resonant-secular Hamiltonian.
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directly account for the full dynamics of Neptune and Planet Nine, but smooth over
the other planets, are expected to yield more precise results. This approach retains a
diminished computational cost relative to the final approximation of keeping all major
bodies active. To this end, note that the CPU run-time for a given integration is set
by the resolution of the shortest dynamical timescale and the orbital period of Neptune
is longer than that of Jupiter by a factor of ∼ 14. Although the approach of including
only Neptune and Planet Nine as active perturbers is often used, the extent to which this
approximation captures the relevant physics remains to be determined quantitatively.
This section presents an overview of the numerical simulations of the Planet Nine
hypothesis carried out to date. In order to provide a consistent description of the nu-
merical results, and to sort through the computational approximations used in previous
work, we have carried out an additional ensemble of simulations of the solar system
with the inclusion of Planet Nine. In the first set of calculations, we adopt the interme-
diate description of the dynamics, where only Planet Nine and Neptune are considered
as active bodies (section 5.1). We then carry out an analogous set of simulations that
self-consistently account for the N-body dynamics of all outer planets (section 5.2).
With these additions, an analysis of all of the numerical simulations is presented in sec-
tion 5.3, which assesses which properties of Planet Nine (mass and orbital elements)
provide the best description of the observed solar system anomalies. The particular
case of TNOs on high inclination orbits is taken up in section 5.4. Finally, we discuss
how interactions between Planet Nine and the known planets can affect the orientation
of the orbital plane of the solar system (section 5.5). A complementary discussion that
concerns the dynamical stability of the observed KBOs in the presence of Planet Nine
is presented in Appendix C.
5.1. Semi-Averaged Simulations
As an initial numerical test of the P9 hypothesis, we simulate the effects of includ-
ing Planet Nine and Neptune on a population of TNOs. The primary goal is to see
which properties of Planet Nine control the onset of observed orbital anomalies of the
TNOs. Following Batygin and Brown (2016a), in our preliminary suite of simulations
we set the absorbing radius of the central body to R = 29 AU, and endow the sun with







M R2 , (14)
where where the sum runs over contributions from Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus. In the
Figures and the following text, we refer to this simulation setup with the abbreviation
J2NP9.
Adopting a time-step of ∆t =14 years (∼ 1/10) th of Neptune’s orbital period), we
evolve an initially unstructured population of test-particles for 4 Gyr, allowing it to be
sculpted by the combined gravitational influence of Planet Nine and Neptune as well as
the mean-field effects of the solar system interior to R. Following Khain et al. (2018a),
we initialize the Kuiper belt as a disk of N = 1000 eccentric planetesimals, spanning
the semi-major axis range a ∈ (100, 800) AU, perihelion range of q ∈ (30, 100) AU,
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and adopt a half-gaussian inclination dispersion with standard deviation of σi = 15
degrees, while drawing the other orbital angles $,Ω,M from a uniform distribution.
With respect to the initial q-distribution in particular, we note that although secular dy-
namics driven by P9 alone can act to lift the perihelia of Neptune-attached KBOs (see
section 4.2), this process is also expected to naturally manifest within the solar sys-
tem’s birth cluster (Morbidelli and Levison, 2004), justifying our adoption of an broad
primordial spread of perihelion distances. In light of phase-space mixing associated
with the chaotic nature of P9-facilitated evolution, however, we do not expect specific
choices of initial conditions to affect the final results significantly. All numerical sim-
ulations reported herein were performed using the mercury6 gravitational dynamics
software package (Chambers, 1999), employing the hybrid Wisdom-Holman/Bulirsch-
Stoer algorithm (Wisdom and Holman, 1992; Press et al., 1992).
In total, 1134 semi-averaged N-body integrations were performed, with the simula-
tion grid corresponding to Planet Nine parameters a9 ∈ (300, 1500) AU, e9 ∈ (0.05, 0.95),
i9 ∈ (10, 35) deg, with increments ∆a9 = 100 AU, ∆e9 = 0.1, ∆i9 = 5 deg, and masses
m9 = 5, 10, and 20 M⊕. Drawing on previously published results (Brown and Batygin
2016; Hadden et al. 2018; Ca´ceres & Gomes 2018 and the references therein), sim-
ulations in which Planet Nine’s perihelion distance was smaller than q9 6 100 AU
or greater than q9 > 500 AU were immediately discarded. Moreover, Planet Nine’s
starting orbital angles were chosen such that its argument of perihelion at the end of
the simulation was always close to $9 − Ω9 = ω9 ≈ 140 deg i.e., approximately 180
degrees away from the mean argument of perihelion of the dynamically stable KBOs
with a > 250 AU.
Orbital Footprints of Stable KBOs. Ideally, the number of particles in any given simu-
lation would be so large that the synthetic Kuiper belt created after 4 Gyr of integration
could be compared in a quantitatively sound manner with the observational dataset.
Unfortunately, it is not computationally feasible to carry out such detailed simulations
in sufficient numbers to meaningfully explore the P9 parameter space. As a result,
rather than analyzing the final orbits of simulated long-term stable16 KBOs, we will
instead examine the chaotic orbital footprints generated by these particles. In this con-
text, the orbital footprints are generated simply by plotting the orbital state of the test
particles every 1 Myr throughout the latter half of the integration. The resulting scatter
of points delineates the overall orbital characteristics of surviving TNOs, including the
range in angle ∆$ as a function of semi-major axis a. As outlined in section 3, the
observed TNOs show a distinct pattern for sufficiently large a that must be consistent
with successful Plant Nine models. We further note that owing to their fundamentally
stochastic nature, these footprints trace out the confines of the available phase-space,
and thus define a P9-sculpted distribution of orbital parameters which can then be com-
pared against the statistical properties of the observed census of distant KBOs.
The orbital footprints of ∆$ = $ − $9, generated by stable particles over the
2 − 4 Gyr integration timespan are shown as a function of a in Figure 14. Simulation
16For the purposes of this work, we define long-term stability as being equivalent to a dynamical lifetime
in excess of 4 Gyr.
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ac = 283 AU
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ac = 297 AU




















critical semi-major axis ac = 272 AU
<latexit sha1_base64="mfrxrhUAmv2fpT80OjpUS/DByqM=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMHF4vgqSRFqBeh6sVjBdMWmhA22027dLMJuxuhhBy9+Fe8eFDEqz/Bm//GTRtBWx8MPN6bYWZekDAqlWV9GUvLK6tr65WN6ubW9s6uubffkXEqMHFwzGLRC5AkjHLiKKoY6SWCoChgpBuMrwu/e0+EpDG/U5OEeBEachpSjJSWfPMI+ZkbITUSUYbz/KLRbLjwR7h0ct+sWXVrCrhI7JLUQIm2b366gxinEeEKMyRl37YS5WVIKIoZyatuKkmC8BgNSV9TjiIivWz6SA5PtDKAYSx0cQWn6u+JDEVSTqJAdxYnynmvEP/z+qkKz72M8iRVhOPZojBlUMWwSAUOqCBYsYkmCAuqb4V4hATCSmdX1SHY8y8vkk6jblt1+/as1roq46iAQ3AMToENmqAFbkAbOACDB/AEXsCr8Wg8G2/G+6x1yShnDsAfGB/fggeZoA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mfrxrhUAmv2fpT80OjpUS/DByqM=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMHF4vgqSRFqBeh6sVjBdMWmhA22027dLMJuxuhhBy9+Fe8eFDEqz/Bm//GTRtBWx8MPN6bYWZekDAqlWV9GUvLK6tr65WN6ubW9s6uubffkXEqMHFwzGLRC5AkjHLiKKoY6SWCoChgpBuMrwu/e0+EpDG/U5OEeBEachpSjJSWfPMI+ZkbITUSUYbz/KLRbLjwR7h0ct+sWXVrCrhI7JLUQIm2b366gxinEeEKMyRl37YS5WVIKIoZyatuKkmC8BgNSV9TjiIivWz6SA5PtDKAYSx0cQWn6u+JDEVSTqJAdxYnynmvEP/z+qkKz72M8iRVhOPZojBlUMWwSAUOqCBYsYkmCAuqb4V4hATCSmdX1SHY8y8vkk6jblt1+/as1roq46iAQ3AMToENmqAFbkAbOACDB/AEXsCr8Wg8G2/G+6x1yShnDsAfGB/fggeZoA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mfrxrhUAmv2fpT80OjpUS/DByqM=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMHF4vgqSRFqBeh6sVjBdMWmhA22027dLMJuxuhhBy9+Fe8eFDEqz/Bm//GTRtBWx8MPN6bYWZekDAqlWV9GUvLK6tr65WN6ubW9s6uubffkXEqMHFwzGLRC5AkjHLiKKoY6SWCoChgpBuMrwu/e0+EpDG/U5OEeBEachpSjJSWfPMI+ZkbITUSUYbz/KLRbLjwR7h0ct+sWXVrCrhI7JLUQIm2b366gxinEeEKMyRl37YS5WVIKIoZyatuKkmC8BgNSV9TjiIivWz6SA5PtDKAYSx0cQWn6u+JDEVSTqJAdxYnynmvEP/z+qkKz72M8iRVhOPZojBlUMWwSAUOqCBYsYkmCAuqb4V4hATCSmdX1SHY8y8vkk6jblt1+/as1roq46iAQ3AMToENmqAFbkAbOACDB/AEXsCr8Wg8G2/G+6x1yShnDsAfGB/fggeZoA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mfrxrhUAmv2fpT80OjpUS/DByqM=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMHF4vgqSRFqBeh6sVjBdMWmhA22027dLMJuxuhhBy9+Fe8eFDEqz/Bm//GTRtBWx8MPN6bYWZekDAqlWV9GUvLK6tr65WN6ubW9s6uubffkXEqMHFwzGLRC5AkjHLiKKoY6SWCoChgpBuMrwu/e0+EpDG/U5OEeBEachpSjJSWfPMI+ZkbITUSUYbz/KLRbLjwR7h0ct+sWXVrCrhI7JLUQIm2b366gxinEeEKMyRl37YS5WVIKIoZyatuKkmC8BgNSV9TjiIivWz6SA5PtDKAYSx0cQWn6u+JDEVSTqJAdxYnynmvEP/z+qkKz72M8iRVhOPZojBlUMWwSAUOqCBYsYkmCAuqb4V4hATCSmdX1SHY8y8vkk6jblt1+/as1roq46iAQ3AMToENmqAFbkAbOACDB/AEXsCr8Wg8G2/G+6x1yShnDsAfGB/fggeZoA==</latexit>
f$ = 0.93
<latexit sha1_base64="P84Prnx9zkzGx0MAFRdgcFs8FLM=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkKignoQil48VrAf0Iaw2W7apZtN2N0Uaugv8eJBEa/+FG/+G7dtDlp9MPB4b4aZeWHKmdKu+2WVVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dqr2331JJJgltkoQnshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSorjkNN2OLqd+e0xlYol4kFPUurHeCBYxAjWRgrsahTkvTGWKZteu87VWWDXXMedA/0lXkFqUKAR2J+9fkKymApNOFaq67mp9nMsNSOcTiu9TNEUkxEe0K6hAsdU+fn88Ck6NkofRYk0JTSaqz8nchwrNYlD0xljPVTL3kz8z+tmOrr0cybSTFNBFouijCOdoFkKqM8kJZpPDMFEMnMrIkMsMdEmq4oJwVt++S9pnTqe63j357X6TRFHGQ7hCE7Agwuowx00oAkEMniCF3i1Hq1n6816X7SWrGLmAH7B+vgGz56Sgw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P84Prnx9zkzGx0MAFRdgcFs8FLM=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkKignoQil48VrAf0Iaw2W7apZtN2N0Uaugv8eJBEa/+FG/+G7dtDlp9MPB4b4aZeWHKmdKu+2WVVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dqr2331JJJgltkoQnshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSorjkNN2OLqd+e0xlYol4kFPUurHeCBYxAjWRgrsahTkvTGWKZteu87VWWDXXMedA/0lXkFqUKAR2J+9fkKymApNOFaq67mp9nMsNSOcTiu9TNEUkxEe0K6hAsdU+fn88Ck6NkofRYk0JTSaqz8nchwrNYlD0xljPVTL3kz8z+tmOrr0cybSTFNBFouijCOdoFkKqM8kJZpPDMFEMnMrIkMsMdEmq4oJwVt++S9pnTqe63j357X6TRFHGQ7hCE7Agwuowx00oAkEMniCF3i1Hq1n6816X7SWrGLmAH7B+vgGz56Sgw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P84Prnx9zkzGx0MAFRdgcFs8FLM=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkKignoQil48VrAf0Iaw2W7apZtN2N0Uaugv8eJBEa/+FG/+G7dtDlp9MPB4b4aZeWHKmdKu+2WVVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dqr2331JJJgltkoQnshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSorjkNN2OLqd+e0xlYol4kFPUurHeCBYxAjWRgrsahTkvTGWKZteu87VWWDXXMedA/0lXkFqUKAR2J+9fkKymApNOFaq67mp9nMsNSOcTiu9TNEUkxEe0K6hAsdU+fn88Ck6NkofRYk0JTSaqz8nchwrNYlD0xljPVTL3kz8z+tmOrr0cybSTFNBFouijCOdoFkKqM8kJZpPDMFEMnMrIkMsMdEmq4oJwVt++S9pnTqe63j357X6TRFHGQ7hCE7Agwuowx00oAkEMniCF3i1Hq1n6816X7SWrGLmAH7B+vgGz56Sgw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P84Prnx9zkzGx0MAFRdgcFs8FLM=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkKignoQil48VrAf0Iaw2W7apZtN2N0Uaugv8eJBEa/+FG/+G7dtDlp9MPB4b4aZeWHKmdKu+2WVVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dqr2331JJJgltkoQnshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSorjkNN2OLqd+e0xlYol4kFPUurHeCBYxAjWRgrsahTkvTGWKZteu87VWWDXXMedA/0lXkFqUKAR2J+9fkKymApNOFaq67mp9nMsNSOcTiu9TNEUkxEe0K6hAsdU+fn88Ck6NkofRYk0JTSaqz8nchwrNYlD0xljPVTL3kz8z+tmOrr0cybSTFNBFouijCOdoFkKqM8kJZpPDMFEMnMrIkMsMdEmq4oJwVt++S9pnTqe63j357X6TRFHGQ7hCE7Agwuowx00oAkEMniCF3i1Hq1n6816X7SWrGLmAH7B+vgGz56Sgw==</latexit>
apsidal confinement fraction f$ = 0.90













































critical semi-major axisapsidal confinement fraction
f$ = 0.87
<latexit sha1_base64="MncjUPztyRaWA1EX+mTp+ficcjk=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkIiQnsRil48VrC10Iaw2W7apZtN2N0Uaugv8eJBEa/+FG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz88KUM6Vd99sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHVfvouKOSTBLaJglPZDfEinImaFszzWk3lRTHIaeP4fh27j9OqFQsEQ96mlI/xkPBIkawNlJgV6Mg70+wTNns2nUa9cCuuY67AFonXkFqUKAV2F/9QUKymApNOFaq57mp9nMsNSOczir9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdU+fni8Bk6N8oARYk0JTRaqL8nchwrNY1D0xljPVKr3lz8z+tlOmr4ORNppqkgy0VRxpFO0DwFNGCSEs2nhmAimbkVkRGWmGiTVcWE4K2+vE46l47nOt79Va15U8RRhlM4gwvwoA5NuIMWtIFABs/wCm/Wk/VivVsfy9aSVcycwB9Ynz/UKZKG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MncjUPztyRaWA1EX+mTp+ficcjk=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkIiQnsRil48VrC10Iaw2W7apZtN2N0Uaugv8eJBEa/+FG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz88KUM6Vd99sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHVfvouKOSTBLaJglPZDfEinImaFszzWk3lRTHIaeP4fh27j9OqFQsEQ96mlI/xkPBIkawNlJgV6Mg70+wTNns2nUa9cCuuY67AFonXkFqUKAV2F/9QUKymApNOFaq57mp9nMsNSOczir9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdU+fni8Bk6N8oARYk0JTRaqL8nchwrNY1D0xljPVKr3lz8z+tlOmr4ORNppqkgy0VRxpFO0DwFNGCSEs2nhmAimbkVkRGWmGiTVcWE4K2+vE46l47nOt79Va15U8RRhlM4gwvwoA5NuIMWtIFABs/wCm/Wk/VivVsfy9aSVcycwB9Ynz/UKZKG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MncjUPztyRaWA1EX+mTp+ficcjk=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkIiQnsRil48VrC10Iaw2W7apZtN2N0Uaugv8eJBEa/+FG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz88KUM6Vd99sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHVfvouKOSTBLaJglPZDfEinImaFszzWk3lRTHIaeP4fh27j9OqFQsEQ96mlI/xkPBIkawNlJgV6Mg70+wTNns2nUa9cCuuY67AFonXkFqUKAV2F/9QUKymApNOFaq57mp9nMsNSOczir9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdU+fni8Bk6N8oARYk0JTRaqL8nchwrNY1D0xljPVKr3lz8z+tlOmr4ORNppqkgy0VRxpFO0DwFNGCSEs2nhmAimbkVkRGWmGiTVcWE4K2+vE46l47nOt79Va15U8RRhlM4gwvwoA5NuIMWtIFABs/wCm/Wk/VivVsfy9aSVcycwB9Ynz/UKZKG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MncjUPztyRaWA1EX+mTp+ficcjk=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkIiQnsRil48VrC10Iaw2W7apZtN2N0Uaugv8eJBEa/+FG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz88KUM6Vd99sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHVfvouKOSTBLaJglPZDfEinImaFszzWk3lRTHIaeP4fh27j9OqFQsEQ96mlI/xkPBIkawNlJgV6Mg70+wTNns2nUa9cCuuY67AFonXkFqUKAV2F/9QUKymApNOFaq57mp9nMsNSOczir9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdU+fni8Bk6N8oARYk0JTRaqL8nchwrNY1D0xljPVKr3lz8z+tlOmr4ORNppqkgy0VRxpFO0DwFNGCSEs2nhmAimbkVkRGWmGiTVcWE4K2+vE46l47nOt79Va15U8RRhlM4gwvwoA5NuIMWtIFABs/wCm/Wk/VivVsfy9aSVcycwB9Ynz/UKZKG</latexit>
f$ = 0.89
<latexit sha1_base64="rlqPb4EbRYGOCoRtsUxE6gSBf+c=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBU0hEsB6EohePFewHtCFstpt26WYTdjeFGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTGnX/bbW1jc2t7ZLO+Xdvf2Din141FJJJgltkoQnshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSorjkNN2OLqb+e0xlYol4lFPUurHeCBYxAjWRgrsShTkvTGWKZveuE7tOrCrruPOgVaJV5AqFGgE9levn5AspkITjpXqem6q/RxLzQin03IvUzTFZIQHtGuowDFVfj4/fIrOjNJHUSJNCY3m6u+JHMdKTeLQdMZYD9WyNxP/87qZjmp+zkSaaSrIYlGUcaQTNEsB9ZmkRPOJIZhIZm5FZIglJtpkVTYheMsvr5LWheO5jvdwWa3fFnGU4ARO4Rw8uII63EMDmkAgg2d4hTfryXqx3q2PReuaVcwcwx9Ynz/XMZKI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rlqPb4EbRYGOCoRtsUxE6gSBf+c=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBU0hEsB6EohePFewHtCFstpt26WYTdjeFGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTGnX/bbW1jc2t7ZLO+Xdvf2Din141FJJJgltkoQnshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSorjkNN2OLqb+e0xlYol4lFPUurHeCBYxAjWRgrsShTkvTGWKZveuE7tOrCrruPOgVaJV5AqFGgE9levn5AspkITjpXqem6q/RxLzQin03IvUzTFZIQHtGuowDFVfj4/fIrOjNJHUSJNCY3m6u+JHMdKTeLQdMZYD9WyNxP/87qZjmp+zkSaaSrIYlGUcaQTNEsB9ZmkRPOJIZhIZm5FZIglJtpkVTYheMsvr5LWheO5jvdwWa3fFnGU4ARO4Rw8uII63EMDmkAgg2d4hTfryXqx3q2PReuaVcwcwx9Ynz/XMZKI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rlqPb4EbRYGOCoRtsUxE6gSBf+c=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBU0hEsB6EohePFewHtCFstpt26WYTdjeFGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTGnX/bbW1jc2t7ZLO+Xdvf2Din141FJJJgltkoQnshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSorjkNN2OLqb+e0xlYol4lFPUurHeCBYxAjWRgrsShTkvTGWKZveuE7tOrCrruPOgVaJV5AqFGgE9levn5AspkITjpXqem6q/RxLzQin03IvUzTFZIQHtGuowDFVfj4/fIrOjNJHUSJNCY3m6u+JHMdKTeLQdMZYD9WyNxP/87qZjmp+zkSaaSrIYlGUcaQTNEsB9ZmkRPOJIZhIZm5FZIglJtpkVTYheMsvr5LWheO5jvdwWa3fFnGU4ARO4Rw8uII63EMDmkAgg2d4hTfryXqx3q2PReuaVcwcwx9Ynz/XMZKI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rlqPb4EbRYGOCoRtsUxE6gSBf+c=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBU0hEsB6EohePFewHtCFstpt26WYTdjeFGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTGnX/bbW1jc2t7ZLO+Xdvf2Din141FJJJgltkoQnshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSorjkNN2OLqb+e0xlYol4lFPUurHeCBYxAjWRgrsShTkvTGWKZveuE7tOrCrruPOgVaJV5AqFGgE9levn5AspkITjpXqem6q/RxLzQin03IvUzTFZIQHtGuowDFVfj4/fIrOjNJHUSJNCY3m6u+JHMdKTeLQdMZYD9WyNxP/87qZjmp+zkSaaSrIYlGUcaQTNEsB9ZmkRPOJIZhIZm5FZIglJtpkVTYheMsvr5LWheO5jvdwWa3fFnGU4ARO4Rw8uII63EMDmkAgg2d4hTfryXqx3q2PReuaVcwcwx9Ynz/XMZKI</latexit>
f$ = 0.87
<latexit sha1_base64="MncjUPztyRaWA1EX+mTp+ficcjk=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkIiQnsRil48VrC10Iaw2W7apZtN2N0Uaugv8eJBEa/+FG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz88KUM6Vd99sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHVfvouKOSTBLaJglPZDfEinImaFszzWk3lRTHIaeP4fh27j9OqFQsEQ96mlI/xkPBIkawNlJgV6Mg70+wTNns2nUa9cCuuY67AFonXkFqUKAV2F/9QUKymApNOFaq57mp9nMsNSOczir9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdU+fni8Bk6N8oARYk0JTRaqL8nchwrNY1D0xljPVKr3lz8z+tlOmr4ORNppqkgy0VRxpFO0DwFNGCSEs2nhmAimbkVkRGWmGiTVcWE4K2+vE46l47nOt79Va15U8RRhlM4gwvwoA5NuIMWtIFABs/wCm/Wk/VivVsfy9aSVcycwB9Ynz/UKZKG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MncjUPztyRaWA1EX+mTp+ficcjk=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkIiQnsRil48VrC10Iaw2W7apZtN2N0Uaugv8eJBEa/+FG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz88KUM6Vd99sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHVfvouKOSTBLaJglPZDfEinImaFszzWk3lRTHIaeP4fh27j9OqFQsEQ96mlI/xkPBIkawNlJgV6Mg70+wTNns2nUa9cCuuY67AFonXkFqUKAV2F/9QUKymApNOFaq57mp9nMsNSOczir9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdU+fni8Bk6N8oARYk0JTRaqL8nchwrNY1D0xljPVKr3lz8z+tlOmr4ORNppqkgy0VRxpFO0DwFNGCSEs2nhmAimbkVkRGWmGiTVcWE4K2+vE46l47nOt79Va15U8RRhlM4gwvwoA5NuIMWtIFABs/wCm/Wk/VivVsfy9aSVcycwB9Ynz/UKZKG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MncjUPztyRaWA1EX+mTp+ficcjk=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkIiQnsRil48VrC10Iaw2W7apZtN2N0Uaugv8eJBEa/+FG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz88KUM6Vd99sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHVfvouKOSTBLaJglPZDfEinImaFszzWk3lRTHIaeP4fh27j9OqFQsEQ96mlI/xkPBIkawNlJgV6Mg70+wTNns2nUa9cCuuY67AFonXkFqUKAV2F/9QUKymApNOFaq57mp9nMsNSOczir9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdU+fni8Bk6N8oARYk0JTRaqL8nchwrNY1D0xljPVKr3lz8z+tlOmr4ORNppqkgy0VRxpFO0DwFNGCSEs2nhmAimbkVkRGWmGiTVcWE4K2+vE46l47nOt79Va15U8RRhlM4gwvwoA5NuIMWtIFABs/wCm/Wk/VivVsfy9aSVcycwB9Ynz/UKZKG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MncjUPztyRaWA1EX+mTp+ficcjk=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkIiQnsRil48VrC10Iaw2W7apZtN2N0Uaugv8eJBEa/+FG/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz88KUM6Vd99sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHVfvouKOSTBLaJglPZDfEinImaFszzWk3lRTHIaeP4fh27j9OqFQsEQ96mlI/xkPBIkawNlJgV6Mg70+wTNns2nUa9cCuuY67AFonXkFqUKAV2F/9QUKymApNOFaq57mp9nMsNSOczir9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdU+fni8Bk6N8oARYk0JTRaqL8nchwrNY1D0xljPVKr3lz8z+tlOmr4ORNppqkgy0VRxpFO0DwFNGCSEs2nhmAimbkVkRGWmGiTVcWE4K2+vE46l47nOt79Va15U8RRhlM4gwvwoA5NuIMWtIFABs/wCm/Wk/VivVsfy9aSVcycwB9Ynz/UKZKG</latexit>
f$ = 0.72
<latexit sha1_base64="qJW85g6CMy0BZTnysMqEkPJ0bg8=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBU0iKUC9C0YvHCvYD2hA22027dLMJu5tCDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphyprTrflsbm1vbO7ulvfL+weFRxT4+aaskk4S2SMIT2Q2xopwJ2tJMc9pNJcVxyGknHN/N/c6ESsUS8ainKfVjPBQsYgRrIwV2JQry/gTLlM1uXKdeC+yq67gLoHXiFaQKBZqB/dUfJCSLqdCEY6V6nptqP8dSM8LprNzPFE0xGeMh7RkqcEyVny8On6ELowxQlEhTQqOF+nsix7FS0zg0nTHWI7XqzcX/vF6mo2s/ZyLNNBVkuSjKONIJmqeABkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsISE22yKpsQvNWX10m75niu4z1cVRu3RRwlOINzuAQP6tCAe2hCCwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxbN2wiplT+APr8wfLEJKA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qJW85g6CMy0BZTnysMqEkPJ0bg8=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBU0iKUC9C0YvHCvYD2hA22027dLMJu5tCDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphyprTrflsbm1vbO7ulvfL+weFRxT4+aaskk4S2SMIT2Q2xopwJ2tJMc9pNJcVxyGknHN/N/c6ESsUS8ainKfVjPBQsYgRrIwV2JQry/gTLlM1uXKdeC+yq67gLoHXiFaQKBZqB/dUfJCSLqdCEY6V6nptqP8dSM8LprNzPFE0xGeMh7RkqcEyVny8On6ELowxQlEhTQqOF+nsix7FS0zg0nTHWI7XqzcX/vF6mo2s/ZyLNNBVkuSjKONIJmqeABkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsISE22yKpsQvNWX10m75niu4z1cVRu3RRwlOINzuAQP6tCAe2hCCwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxbN2wiplT+APr8wfLEJKA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qJW85g6CMy0BZTnysMqEkPJ0bg8=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBU0iKUC9C0YvHCvYD2hA22027dLMJu5tCDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphyprTrflsbm1vbO7ulvfL+weFRxT4+aaskk4S2SMIT2Q2xopwJ2tJMc9pNJcVxyGknHN/N/c6ESsUS8ainKfVjPBQsYgRrIwV2JQry/gTLlM1uXKdeC+yq67gLoHXiFaQKBZqB/dUfJCSLqdCEY6V6nptqP8dSM8LprNzPFE0xGeMh7RkqcEyVny8On6ELowxQlEhTQqOF+nsix7FS0zg0nTHWI7XqzcX/vF6mo2s/ZyLNNBVkuSjKONIJmqeABkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsISE22yKpsQvNWX10m75niu4z1cVRu3RRwlOINzuAQP6tCAe2hCCwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxbN2wiplT+APr8wfLEJKA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qJW85g6CMy0BZTnysMqEkPJ0bg8=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBU0iKUC9C0YvHCvYD2hA22027dLMJu5tCDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphyprTrflsbm1vbO7ulvfL+weFRxT4+aaskk4S2SMIT2Q2xopwJ2tJMc9pNJcVxyGknHN/N/c6ESsUS8ainKfVjPBQsYgRrIwV2JQry/gTLlM1uXKdeC+yq67gLoHXiFaQKBZqB/dUfJCSLqdCEY6V6nptqP8dSM8LprNzPFE0xGeMh7RkqcEyVny8On6ELowxQlEhTQqOF+nsix7FS0zg0nTHWI7XqzcX/vF6mo2s/ZyLNNBVkuSjKONIJmqeABkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsISE22yKpsQvNWX10m75niu4z1cVRu3RRwlOINzuAQP6tCAe2hCCwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxbN2wiplT+APr8wfLEJKA</latexit>
m9 = 10M  a9 = 800AU e9 = 0.45 i9 = 15deg
<latexit sha1_base64="x13sdbOjVDqLfx0eWYL6nOxF+Nw=">AAACK3icbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyyCCykZUawLodaNG6GCVaFThkx6WkOTmSHJCGXo+7jxVVzowgtufQ8z0y68/RD4+c455Jw/TATXhpA3Z2p6ZnZuvrRQXlxaXll119avdJwqBi0Wi1jdhFSD4BG0DDcCbhIFVIYCrsPBaV6/vgOleRxdmmECHUn7Ee9xRo1FgduQwdGxR86DzI8TkeqRj31MLasR4u/6kppbJbOTVsHBclLdP8g9z+cO/C70A7dCqqQQ/mu8iamgiZqB++R3Y5ZKiAwTVOu2RxLTyagynAkYlf1UQ0LZgPahbW1EJehOVtw6wtuWdHEvVvZFBhf0+0RGpdZDGdrOfHn9u5bD/2rt1PRqnYxHSWogYuOPeqnAJsZ5cLjLFTAjhtZQprjdFbNbqigzNt6yDcH7ffJfc7VX9UjVu9iv1BuTOEpoE22hHeShQ1RHZ6iJWoihe/SIXtCr8+A8O+/Ox7h1ypnMbKAfcj6/AD3xo/c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x13sdbOjVDqLfx0eWYL6nOxF+Nw=">AAACK3icbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyyCCykZUawLodaNG6GCVaFThkx6WkOTmSHJCGXo+7jxVVzowgtufQ8z0y68/RD4+c455Jw/TATXhpA3Z2p6ZnZuvrRQXlxaXll119avdJwqBi0Wi1jdhFSD4BG0DDcCbhIFVIYCrsPBaV6/vgOleRxdmmECHUn7Ee9xRo1FgduQwdGxR86DzI8TkeqRj31MLasR4u/6kppbJbOTVsHBclLdP8g9z+cO/C70A7dCqqQQ/mu8iamgiZqB++R3Y5ZKiAwTVOu2RxLTyagynAkYlf1UQ0LZgPahbW1EJehOVtw6wtuWdHEvVvZFBhf0+0RGpdZDGdrOfHn9u5bD/2rt1PRqnYxHSWogYuOPeqnAJsZ5cLjLFTAjhtZQprjdFbNbqigzNt6yDcH7ffJfc7VX9UjVu9iv1BuTOEpoE22hHeShQ1RHZ6iJWoihe/SIXtCr8+A8O+/Ox7h1ypnMbKAfcj6/AD3xo/c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x13sdbOjVDqLfx0eWYL6nOxF+Nw=">AAACK3icbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyyCCykZUawLodaNG6GCVaFThkx6WkOTmSHJCGXo+7jxVVzowgtufQ8z0y68/RD4+c455Jw/TATXhpA3Z2p6ZnZuvrRQXlxaXll119avdJwqBi0Wi1jdhFSD4BG0DDcCbhIFVIYCrsPBaV6/vgOleRxdmmECHUn7Ee9xRo1FgduQwdGxR86DzI8TkeqRj31MLasR4u/6kppbJbOTVsHBclLdP8g9z+cO/C70A7dCqqQQ/mu8iamgiZqB++R3Y5ZKiAwTVOu2RxLTyagynAkYlf1UQ0LZgPahbW1EJehOVtw6wtuWdHEvVvZFBhf0+0RGpdZDGdrOfHn9u5bD/2rt1PRqnYxHSWogYuOPeqnAJsZ5cLjLFTAjhtZQprjdFbNbqigzNt6yDcH7ffJfc7VX9UjVu9iv1BuTOEpoE22hHeShQ1RHZ6iJWoihe/SIXtCr8+A8O+/Ox7h1ypnMbKAfcj6/AD3xo/c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x13sdbOjVDqLfx0eWYL6nOxF+Nw=">AAACK3icbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyyCCykZUawLodaNG6GCVaFThkx6WkOTmSHJCGXo+7jxVVzowgtufQ8z0y68/RD4+c455Jw/TATXhpA3Z2p6ZnZuvrRQXlxaXll119avdJwqBi0Wi1jdhFSD4BG0DDcCbhIFVIYCrsPBaV6/vgOleRxdmmECHUn7Ee9xRo1FgduQwdGxR86DzI8TkeqRj31MLasR4u/6kppbJbOTVsHBclLdP8g9z+cO/C70A7dCqqQQ/mu8iamgiZqB++R3Y5ZKiAwTVOu2RxLTyagynAkYlf1UQ0LZgPahbW1EJehOVtw6wtuWdHEvVvZFBhf0+0RGpdZDGdrOfHn9u5bD/2rt1PRqnYxHSWogYuOPeqnAJsZ5cLjLFTAjhtZQprjdFbNbqigzNt6yDcH7ffJfc7VX9UjVu9iv1BuTOEpoE22hHeShQ1RHZ6iJWoihe/SIXtCr8+A8O+/Ox7h1ypnMbKAfcj6/AD3xo/c=</latexit>
m9 = 20M  a9 = 1100AU e9 = 0.65 i9 = 10deg







ac = 272 AU
<latexit sha1_base64="mfrxrhUAmv2fpT80OjpUS/DByqM=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMHF4vgqSRFqBeh6sVjBdMWmhA22027dLMJuxuhhBy9+Fe8eFDEqz/Bm//GTRtBWx8MPN6bYWZekDAqlWV9GUvLK6tr65WN6ubW9s6uubffkXEqMHFwzGLRC5AkjHLiKKoY6SWCoChgpBuMrwu/e0+EpDG/U5OEeBEachpSjJSWfPMI+ZkbITUSUYbz/KLRbLjwR7h0ct+sWXVrCrhI7JLUQIm2b366gxinEeEKMyRl37YS5WVIKIoZyatuKkmC8BgNSV9TjiIivWz6SA5PtDKAYSx0cQWn6u+JDEVSTqJAdxYnynmvEP/z+qkKz72M8iRVhOPZojBlUMWwSAUOqCBYsYkmCAuqb4V4hATCSmdX1SHY8y8vkk6jblt1+/as1roq46iAQ3AMToENmqAFbkAbOACDB/AEXsCr8Wg8G2/G+6x1yShnDsAfGB/fggeZoA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mfrxrhUAmv2fpT80OjpUS/DByqM=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMHF4vgqSRFqBeh6sVjBdMWmhA22027dLMJuxuhhBy9+Fe8eFDEqz/Bm//GTRtBWx8MPN6bYWZekDAqlWV9GUvLK6tr65WN6ubW9s6uubffkXEqMHFwzGLRC5AkjHLiKKoY6SWCoChgpBuMrwu/e0+EpDG/U5OEeBEachpSjJSWfPMI+ZkbITUSUYbz/KLRbLjwR7h0ct+sWXVrCrhI7JLUQIm2b366gxinEeEKMyRl37YS5WVIKIoZyatuKkmC8BgNSV9TjiIivWz6SA5PtDKAYSx0cQWn6u+JDEVSTqJAdxYnynmvEP/z+qkKz72M8iRVhOPZojBlUMWwSAUOqCBYsYkmCAuqb4V4hATCSmdX1SHY8y8vkk6jblt1+/as1roq46iAQ3AMToENmqAFbkAbOACDB/AEXsCr8Wg8G2/G+6x1yShnDsAfGB/fggeZoA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mfrxrhUAmv2fpT80OjpUS/DByqM=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMHF4vgqSRFqBeh6sVjBdMWmhA22027dLMJuxuhhBy9+Fe8eFDEqz/Bm//GTRtBWx8MPN6bYWZekDAqlWV9GUvLK6tr65WN6ubW9s6uubffkXEqMHFwzGLRC5AkjHLiKKoY6SWCoChgpBuMrwu/e0+EpDG/U5OEeBEachpSjJSWfPMI+ZkbITUSUYbz/KLRbLjwR7h0ct+sWXVrCrhI7JLUQIm2b366gxinEeEKMyRl37YS5WVIKIoZyatuKkmC8BgNSV9TjiIivWz6SA5PtDKAYSx0cQWn6u+JDEVSTqJAdxYnynmvEP/z+qkKz72M8iRVhOPZojBlUMWwSAUOqCBYsYkmCAuqb4V4hATCSmdX1SHY8y8vkk6jblt1+/as1roq46iAQ3AMToENmqAFbkAbOACDB/AEXsCr8Wg8G2/G+6x1yShnDsAfGB/fggeZoA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mfrxrhUAmv2fpT80OjpUS/DByqM=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMHF4vgqSRFqBeh6sVjBdMWmhA22027dLMJuxuhhBy9+Fe8eFDEqz/Bm//GTRtBWx8MPN6bYWZekDAqlWV9GUvLK6tr65WN6ubW9s6uubffkXEqMHFwzGLRC5AkjHLiKKoY6SWCoChgpBuMrwu/e0+EpDG/U5OEeBEachpSjJSWfPMI+ZkbITUSUYbz/KLRbLjwR7h0ct+sWXVrCrhI7JLUQIm2b366gxinEeEKMyRl37YS5WVIKIoZyatuKkmC8BgNSV9TjiIivWz6SA5PtDKAYSx0cQWn6u+JDEVSTqJAdxYnynmvEP/z+qkKz72M8iRVhOPZojBlUMWwSAUOqCBYsYkmCAuqb4V4hATCSmdX1SHY8y8vkk6jblt1+/as1roq46iAQ3AMToENmqAFbkAbOACDB/AEXsCr8Wg8G2/G+6x1yShnDsAfGB/fggeZoA==</latexit>
ac = 297 AU
<latexit sha1_base64="dWhFDEtirMVuXgbDY1VxNUf2PTQ=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhbBVUmKUF0IVTcuK9gHNCFMppN26EwSZiZCCVm68VfcuFDErZ/gzr9x0kbQ1gMXDufcy733+DGjUlnWl1FaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3zN29jowSgUkbRywSPR9JwmhI2ooqRnqxIIj7jHT98XXud++JkDQK79QkJi5Hw5AGFCOlJc88RF7qcKRGgqc4yy7q5w0H/giX7cwzq1bNmgIuErsgVVCg5ZmfziDCCSehwgxJ2betWLkpEopiRrKKk0gSIzxGQ9LXNEScSDedPpLBY60MYBAJXaGCU/X3RIq4lBPu6878RDnv5eJ/Xj9RwZmb0jBOFAnxbFGQMKgimKcCB1QQrNhEE4QF1bdCPEICYaWzq+gQ7PmXF0mnXrOtmn17Wm1eFXGUwQE4AifABg3QBDegBdoAgwfwBF7Aq/FoPBtvxvustWQUM/vgD4yPb40Amac=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dWhFDEtirMVuXgbDY1VxNUf2PTQ=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhbBVUmKUF0IVTcuK9gHNCFMppN26EwSZiZCCVm68VfcuFDErZ/gzr9x0kbQ1gMXDufcy733+DGjUlnWl1FaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3zN29jowSgUkbRywSPR9JwmhI2ooqRnqxIIj7jHT98XXud++JkDQK79QkJi5Hw5AGFCOlJc88RF7qcKRGgqc4yy7q5w0H/giX7cwzq1bNmgIuErsgVVCg5ZmfziDCCSehwgxJ2betWLkpEopiRrKKk0gSIzxGQ9LXNEScSDedPpLBY60MYBAJXaGCU/X3RIq4lBPu6878RDnv5eJ/Xj9RwZmb0jBOFAnxbFGQMKgimKcCB1QQrNhEE4QF1bdCPEICYaWzq+gQ7PmXF0mnXrOtmn17Wm1eFXGUwQE4AifABg3QBDegBdoAgwfwBF7Aq/FoPBtvxvustWQUM/vgD4yPb40Amac=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dWhFDEtirMVuXgbDY1VxNUf2PTQ=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhbBVUmKUF0IVTcuK9gHNCFMppN26EwSZiZCCVm68VfcuFDErZ/gzr9x0kbQ1gMXDufcy733+DGjUlnWl1FaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3zN29jowSgUkbRywSPR9JwmhI2ooqRnqxIIj7jHT98XXud++JkDQK79QkJi5Hw5AGFCOlJc88RF7qcKRGgqc4yy7q5w0H/giX7cwzq1bNmgIuErsgVVCg5ZmfziDCCSehwgxJ2betWLkpEopiRrKKk0gSIzxGQ9LXNEScSDedPpLBY60MYBAJXaGCU/X3RIq4lBPu6878RDnv5eJ/Xj9RwZmb0jBOFAnxbFGQMKgimKcCB1QQrNhEE4QF1bdCPEICYaWzq+gQ7PmXF0mnXrOtmn17Wm1eFXGUwQE4AifABg3QBDegBdoAgwfwBF7Aq/FoPBtvxvustWQUM/vgD4yPb40Amac=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dWhFDEtirMVuXgbDY1VxNUf2PTQ=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhbBVUmKUF0IVTcuK9gHNCFMppN26EwSZiZCCVm68VfcuFDErZ/gzr9x0kbQ1gMXDufcy733+DGjUlnWl1FaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3zN29jowSgUkbRywSPR9JwmhI2ooqRnqxIIj7jHT98XXud++JkDQK79QkJi5Hw5AGFCOlJc88RF7qcKRGgqc4yy7q5w0H/giX7cwzq1bNmgIuErsgVVCg5ZmfziDCCSehwgxJ2betWLkpEopiRrKKk0gSIzxGQ9LXNEScSDedPpLBY60MYBAJXaGCU/X3RIq4lBPu6878RDnv5eJ/Xj9RwZmb0jBOFAnxbFGQMKgimKcCB1QQrNhEE4QF1bdCPEICYaWzq+gQ7PmXF0mnXrOtmn17Wm1eFXGUwQE4AifABg3QBDegBdoAgwfwBF7Aq/FoPBtvxvustWQUM/vgD4yPb40Amac=</latexit>
ac = 283 AU
<latexit sha1_base64="SGhFNe3EgfmxdSImvhk//WDLoqY=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhbBVUmqYDdC1Y3LCvYBTQiT6aQdOpOEmYlQQpZu/BU3LhRx6ye482+ctBG09cCFwzn3cu89fsyoVJb1ZZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre0dc3evI6NEYNLGEYtEz0eSMBqStqKKkV4sCOI+I11/fJ373XsiJI3COzWJicvRMKQBxUhpyTMPkZc6HKmR4CnOsot649SBP8JlO/PMqlWzpoCLxC5IFRRoeeanM4hwwkmoMENS9m0rVm6KhKKYkaziJJLECI/RkPQ1DREn0k2nj2TwWCsDGERCV6jgVP09kSIu5YT7ujM/Uc57ufif109U0HBTGsaJIiGeLQoSBlUE81TggAqCFZtogrCg+laIR0ggrHR2FR2CPf/yIunUa7ZVs2/Pqs2rIo4yOABH4ATY4Bw0wQ1ogTbA4AE8gRfwajwaz8ab8T5rLRnFzD74A+PjG4UqmaI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SGhFNe3EgfmxdSImvhk//WDLoqY=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhbBVUmqYDdC1Y3LCvYBTQiT6aQdOpOEmYlQQpZu/BU3LhRx6ye482+ctBG09cCFwzn3cu89fsyoVJb1ZZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre0dc3evI6NEYNLGEYtEz0eSMBqStqKKkV4sCOI+I11/fJ373XsiJI3COzWJicvRMKQBxUhpyTMPkZc6HKmR4CnOsot649SBP8JlO/PMqlWzpoCLxC5IFRRoeeanM4hwwkmoMENS9m0rVm6KhKKYkaziJJLECI/RkPQ1DREn0k2nj2TwWCsDGERCV6jgVP09kSIu5YT7ujM/Uc57ufif109U0HBTGsaJIiGeLQoSBlUE81TggAqCFZtogrCg+laIR0ggrHR2FR2CPf/yIunUa7ZVs2/Pqs2rIo4yOABH4ATY4Bw0wQ1ogTbA4AE8gRfwajwaz8ab8T5rLRnFzD74A+PjG4UqmaI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SGhFNe3EgfmxdSImvhk//WDLoqY=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhbBVUmqYDdC1Y3LCvYBTQiT6aQdOpOEmYlQQpZu/BU3LhRx6ye482+ctBG09cCFwzn3cu89fsyoVJb1ZZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre0dc3evI6NEYNLGEYtEz0eSMBqStqKKkV4sCOI+I11/fJ373XsiJI3COzWJicvRMKQBxUhpyTMPkZc6HKmR4CnOsot649SBP8JlO/PMqlWzpoCLxC5IFRRoeeanM4hwwkmoMENS9m0rVm6KhKKYkaziJJLECI/RkPQ1DREn0k2nj2TwWCsDGERCV6jgVP09kSIu5YT7ujM/Uc57ufif109U0HBTGsaJIiGeLQoSBlUE81TggAqCFZtogrCg+laIR0ggrHR2FR2CPf/yIunUa7ZVs2/Pqs2rIo4yOABH4ATY4Bw0wQ1ogTbA4AE8gRfwajwaz8ab8T5rLRnFzD74A+PjG4UqmaI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SGhFNe3EgfmxdSImvhk//WDLoqY=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhbBVUmqYDdC1Y3LCvYBTQiT6aQdOpOEmYlQQpZu/BU3LhRx6ye482+ctBG09cCFwzn3cu89fsyoVJb1ZZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre0dc3evI6NEYNLGEYtEz0eSMBqStqKKkV4sCOI+I11/fJ373XsiJI3COzWJicvRMKQBxUhpyTMPkZc6HKmR4CnOsot649SBP8JlO/PMqlWzpoCLxC5IFRRoeeanM4hwwkmoMENS9m0rVm6KhKKYkaziJJLECI/RkPQ1DREn0k2nj2TwWCsDGERCV6jgVP09kSIu5YT7ujM/Uc57ufif109U0HBTGsaJIiGeLQoSBlUE81TggAqCFZtogrCg+laIR0ggrHR2FR2CPf/yIunUa7ZVs2/Pqs2rIo4yOABH4ATY4Bw0wQ1ogTbA4AE8gRfwajwaz8ab8T5rLRnFzD74A+PjG4UqmaI=</latexit>
30AU 6 q 6 100AU i < 40 deg
<latexit sha1_base64="4hfSd/rVxNEuITLjm2PdOb86TOo=">AAACPHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEgMVZVAJRgYCiyMRZC2UlNVjnvbWnUetR2kKuqHsfARbEwsDCDEyozTBglarmXp+Jxz5XuPF3EmlWU9GwuLS8srq7m1/PrG5ta2ubNbk2EsKDg05KFoeEQCZwE4iikOjUgA8T0OdW9wler1exCShcGdGkXQ8kkvYF1GidJU27w9sdyi6xPVF35y4Yz1g8NQchIo7BbxEM8QtjXjxz+HnZdTqQO9tlmwStak8DywM1BAWVXb5pPbCWnsQ6AoJ1I2bStSrYQIxSiHcd6NJUSEDkgPmhoGxAfZSibLj/GhZjq4Gwp99YwT9ndHQnwpR76nnenYclZLyf+0Zqy6Z62EBVGsIKDTj7oxxyrEaZK4wwRQxUcaECqYnhXTPhGEKp13Xodgz648D2rHJdsq2TflQuUyiyOH9tEBOkI2OkUVdI2qyEEUPaAX9IbejUfj1fgwPqfWBSPr2UN/yvj6BkARqw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4hfSd/rVxNEuITLjm2PdOb86TOo=">AAACPHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEgMVZVAJRgYCiyMRZC2UlNVjnvbWnUetR2kKuqHsfARbEwsDCDEyozTBglarmXp+Jxz5XuPF3EmlWU9GwuLS8srq7m1/PrG5ta2ubNbk2EsKDg05KFoeEQCZwE4iikOjUgA8T0OdW9wler1exCShcGdGkXQ8kkvYF1GidJU27w9sdyi6xPVF35y4Yz1g8NQchIo7BbxEM8QtjXjxz+HnZdTqQO9tlmwStak8DywM1BAWVXb5pPbCWnsQ6AoJ1I2bStSrYQIxSiHcd6NJUSEDkgPmhoGxAfZSibLj/GhZjq4Gwp99YwT9ndHQnwpR76nnenYclZLyf+0Zqy6Z62EBVGsIKDTj7oxxyrEaZK4wwRQxUcaECqYnhXTPhGEKp13Xodgz648D2rHJdsq2TflQuUyiyOH9tEBOkI2OkUVdI2qyEEUPaAX9IbejUfj1fgwPqfWBSPr2UN/yvj6BkARqw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4hfSd/rVxNEuITLjm2PdOb86TOo=">AAACPHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEgMVZVAJRgYCiyMRZC2UlNVjnvbWnUetR2kKuqHsfARbEwsDCDEyozTBglarmXp+Jxz5XuPF3EmlWU9GwuLS8srq7m1/PrG5ta2ubNbk2EsKDg05KFoeEQCZwE4iikOjUgA8T0OdW9wler1exCShcGdGkXQ8kkvYF1GidJU27w9sdyi6xPVF35y4Yz1g8NQchIo7BbxEM8QtjXjxz+HnZdTqQO9tlmwStak8DywM1BAWVXb5pPbCWnsQ6AoJ1I2bStSrYQIxSiHcd6NJUSEDkgPmhoGxAfZSibLj/GhZjq4Gwp99YwT9ndHQnwpR76nnenYclZLyf+0Zqy6Z62EBVGsIKDTj7oxxyrEaZK4wwRQxUcaECqYnhXTPhGEKp13Xodgz648D2rHJdsq2TflQuUyiyOH9tEBOkI2OkUVdI2qyEEUPaAX9IbejUfj1fgwPqfWBSPr2UN/yvj6BkARqw0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4hfSd/rVxNEuITLjm2PdOb86TOo=">AAACPHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEgMVZVAJRgYCiyMRZC2UlNVjnvbWnUetR2kKuqHsfARbEwsDCDEyozTBglarmXp+Jxz5XuPF3EmlWU9GwuLS8srq7m1/PrG5ta2ubNbk2EsKDg05KFoeEQCZwE4iikOjUgA8T0OdW9wler1exCShcGdGkXQ8kkvYF1GidJU27w9sdyi6xPVF35y4Yz1g8NQchIo7BbxEM8QtjXjxz+HnZdTqQO9tlmwStak8DywM1BAWVXb5pPbCWnsQ6AoJ1I2bStSrYQIxSiHcd6NJUSEDkgPmhoGxAfZSibLj/GhZjq4Gwp99YwT9ndHQnwpR76nnenYclZLyf+0Zqy6Z62EBVGsIKDTj7oxxyrEaZK4wwRQxUcaECqYnhXTPhGEKp13Xodgz648D2rHJdsq2TflQuUyiyOH9tEBOkI2OkUVdI2qyEEUPaAX9IbejUfj1fgwPqfWBSPr2UN/yvj6BkARqw0=</latexit>
100AU < q i < 40 deg
<latexit sha1_base64="bxJgxv14FSNnorSs8ZyXnDIi+Z0=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwUUsiBV10UXXjsoJpC00ok8m0HTqTxJmJUEK/wo2/4saFIm7FnX/jpA2irXcYOJxzLvfe48eMSmVZX0ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreMXf3WjJKBCYOjlgkOj6ShNGQOIoqRjqxIIj7jLT90VWmt++JkDQKb9U4Jh5Hg5D2KUZKUz3zxLYst+JypIaCpxfOxK3UoVuBd9D9ebReyzwBGfTMslW1pgUXgZ2DMsir2TM/3SDCCSehwgxJ2bWtWHkpEopiRiYlN5EkRniEBqSrYYg4kV46PWsCjzQTwH4k9A8VnLK/O1LEpRxzXzuz/eW8lpH/ad1E9c+9lIZxokiIZ4P6CYMqgllGMKCCYMXGGiAsqN4V4iESCCudZEmHYM+fvAhap1Xbqto3tXLjMo+jCA7AITgGNjgDDXANmsABGDyAJ/ACXo1H49l4M95n1oKR9+yDP2V8fAM0iZuf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bxJgxv14FSNnorSs8ZyXnDIi+Z0=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwUUsiBV10UXXjsoJpC00ok8m0HTqTxJmJUEK/wo2/4saFIm7FnX/jpA2irXcYOJxzLvfe48eMSmVZX0ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreMXf3WjJKBCYOjlgkOj6ShNGQOIoqRjqxIIj7jLT90VWmt++JkDQKb9U4Jh5Hg5D2KUZKUz3zxLYst+JypIaCpxfOxK3UoVuBd9D9ebReyzwBGfTMslW1pgUXgZ2DMsir2TM/3SDCCSehwgxJ2bWtWHkpEopiRiYlN5EkRniEBqSrYYg4kV46PWsCjzQTwH4k9A8VnLK/O1LEpRxzXzuz/eW8lpH/ad1E9c+9lIZxokiIZ4P6CYMqgllGMKCCYMXGGiAsqN4V4iESCCudZEmHYM+fvAhap1Xbqto3tXLjMo+jCA7AITgGNjgDDXANmsABGDyAJ/ACXo1H49l4M95n1oKR9+yDP2V8fAM0iZuf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bxJgxv14FSNnorSs8ZyXnDIi+Z0=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwUUsiBV10UXXjsoJpC00ok8m0HTqTxJmJUEK/wo2/4saFIm7FnX/jpA2irXcYOJxzLvfe48eMSmVZX0ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreMXf3WjJKBCYOjlgkOj6ShNGQOIoqRjqxIIj7jLT90VWmt++JkDQKb9U4Jh5Hg5D2KUZKUz3zxLYst+JypIaCpxfOxK3UoVuBd9D9ebReyzwBGfTMslW1pgUXgZ2DMsir2TM/3SDCCSehwgxJ2bWtWHkpEopiRiYlN5EkRniEBqSrYYg4kV46PWsCjzQTwH4k9A8VnLK/O1LEpRxzXzuz/eW8lpH/ad1E9c+9lIZxokiIZ4P6CYMqgllGMKCCYMXGGiAsqN4V4iESCCudZEmHYM+fvAhap1Xbqto3tXLjMo+jCA7AITgGNjgDDXANmsABGDyAJ/ACXo1H49l4M95n1oKR9+yDP2V8fAM0iZuf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bxJgxv14FSNnorSs8ZyXnDIi+Z0=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwUUsiBV10UXXjsoJpC00ok8m0HTqTxJmJUEK/wo2/4saFIm7FnX/jpA2irXcYOJxzLvfe48eMSmVZX0ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreMXf3WjJKBCYOjlgkOj6ShNGQOIoqRjqxIIj7jLT90VWmt++JkDQKb9U4Jh5Hg5D2KUZKUz3zxLYst+JypIaCpxfOxK3UoVuBd9D9ebReyzwBGfTMslW1pgUXgZ2DMsir2TM/3SDCCSehwgxJ2bWtWHkpEopiRiYlN5EkRniEBqSrYYg4kV46PWsCjzQTwH4k9A8VnLK/O1LEpRxzXzuz/eW8lpH/ad1E9c+9lIZxokiIZ4P6CYMqgllGMKCCYMXGGiAsqN4V4iESCCudZEmHYM+fvAhap1Xbqto3tXLjMo+jCA7AITgGNjgDDXANmsABGDyAJ/ACXo1H49l4M95n1oKR9+yDP2V8fAM0iZuf</latexit>
30AU 6 q i > 40 deg
<latexit sha1_base64="MTNbYM2ZBZv70SWWDqd+qCHKxBM=">AAACJXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KGVGC7pwUXXjsoLTFjpDyaS3bWjm0SQjlKE/48ZfcePCIoIrf8VMO4i23hA4Oececu/xIs6kMs1PI7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O4V9w8aMowFBZuGPBQtj0jgLABbMcWhFQkgvseh6Q1vU735CEKyMHhQ4whcn/QD1mOUKE11ilfnplN2fKIGwk+u7Yl+cBhJTgKFnTIeYefnMKefKdXU04V+p1gyK+as8DKwMlBCWdU7xanTDWnsQ6AoJ1K2LTNSbkKEYpTDpODEEiJCh6QPbQ0D4oN0k9mWE3yimS7uhUJfPd2M/e1IiC/l2Pd0Z7qPXNRS8j+tHavepZuwIIoVBHT+US/mWIU4jQx3mQCq+FgDQgXTs2I6IIJQpYMt6BCsxZWXQeOsYpkV675aqt1kceTRETpGp8hCF6iG7lAd2YiiJ/SC3tDUeDZejXfjY96aMzLPIfpTxtc367ejCg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MTNbYM2ZBZv70SWWDqd+qCHKxBM=">AAACJXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KGVGC7pwUXXjsoLTFjpDyaS3bWjm0SQjlKE/48ZfcePCIoIrf8VMO4i23hA4Oececu/xIs6kMs1PI7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O4V9w8aMowFBZuGPBQtj0jgLABbMcWhFQkgvseh6Q1vU735CEKyMHhQ4whcn/QD1mOUKE11ilfnplN2fKIGwk+u7Yl+cBhJTgKFnTIeYefnMKefKdXU04V+p1gyK+as8DKwMlBCWdU7xanTDWnsQ6AoJ1K2LTNSbkKEYpTDpODEEiJCh6QPbQ0D4oN0k9mWE3yimS7uhUJfPd2M/e1IiC/l2Pd0Z7qPXNRS8j+tHavepZuwIIoVBHT+US/mWIU4jQx3mQCq+FgDQgXTs2I6IIJQpYMt6BCsxZWXQeOsYpkV675aqt1kceTRETpGp8hCF6iG7lAd2YiiJ/SC3tDUeDZejXfjY96aMzLPIfpTxtc367ejCg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MTNbYM2ZBZv70SWWDqd+qCHKxBM=">AAACJXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KGVGC7pwUXXjsoLTFjpDyaS3bWjm0SQjlKE/48ZfcePCIoIrf8VMO4i23hA4Oececu/xIs6kMs1PI7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O4V9w8aMowFBZuGPBQtj0jgLABbMcWhFQkgvseh6Q1vU735CEKyMHhQ4whcn/QD1mOUKE11ilfnplN2fKIGwk+u7Yl+cBhJTgKFnTIeYefnMKefKdXU04V+p1gyK+as8DKwMlBCWdU7xanTDWnsQ6AoJ1K2LTNSbkKEYpTDpODEEiJCh6QPbQ0D4oN0k9mWE3yimS7uhUJfPd2M/e1IiC/l2Pd0Z7qPXNRS8j+tHavepZuwIIoVBHT+US/mWIU4jQx3mQCq+FgDQgXTs2I6IIJQpYMt6BCsxZWXQeOsYpkV675aqt1kceTRETpGp8hCF6iG7lAd2YiiJ/SC3tDUeDZejXfjY96aMzLPIfpTxtc367ejCg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MTNbYM2ZBZv70SWWDqd+qCHKxBM=">AAACJXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KGVGC7pwUXXjsoLTFjpDyaS3bWjm0SQjlKE/48ZfcePCIoIrf8VMO4i23hA4Oececu/xIs6kMs1PI7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O4V9w8aMowFBZuGPBQtj0jgLABbMcWhFQkgvseh6Q1vU735CEKyMHhQ4whcn/QD1mOUKE11ilfnplN2fKIGwk+u7Yl+cBhJTgKFnTIeYefnMKefKdXU04V+p1gyK+as8DKwMlBCWdU7xanTDWnsQ6AoJ1K2LTNSbkKEYpTDpODEEiJCh6QPbQ0D4oN0k9mWE3yimS7uhUJfPd2M/e1IiC/l2Pd0Z7qPXNRS8j+tHavepZuwIIoVBHT+US/mWIU4jQx3mQCq+FgDQgXTs2I6IIJQpYMt6BCsxZWXQeOsYpkV675aqt1kceTRETpGp8hCF6iG7lAd2YiiJ/SC3tDUeDZejXfjY96aMzLPIfpTxtc367ejCg==</latexit>
m9 = 5M  a9 = 500AU e9 = 0.25 i9 = 20deg
<latexit sha1_base64="OHEq5YgifTe+PsvRowD9aGJf688=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OHEq5YgifTe+PsvRowD9aGJf688=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OHEq5YgifTe+PsvRowD9aGJf688=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OHEq5YgifTe+PsvRowD9aGJf688=">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</latexit>
m9 = 5M  a9 = 500AU e9 = 0.25 i9 = 20deg
<latexit sha1_base64="OHEq5YgifTe+PsvRowD9aGJf688=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OHEq5YgifTe+PsvRowD9aGJf688=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OHEq5YgifTe+PsvRowD9aGJf688=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OHEq5YgifTe+PsvRowD9aGJf688=">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</latexit>
m9 = 5M  a9 = 500AU e9 = 0.25 i9 = 20deg
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Figure 14: Apsidal confinement of simulated KBOs. Each panel depicts the orbital footprints of longitude of
perihelion of stable KBOs relative to Planet Nine, ∆$, as a function of semi-major axis, a. The top, middle
and bottom pairs of plots depict synthetic Kuiper belts, generated with Planet Nine masses of m9 = 5 M⊕ (top
panels), 10 M⊕ (middle panels), and 20 M⊕ (bottom panels). The corresponding values of P9 orbital elements
are labeled above each row. The panels on the left-hand-side of the figure show the results of JSUNP9
simulations, where the orbital motion of Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus is resolved self-consistently. The right-
hand-side panels show analogous results, obtained within J2NP9 simulations that only treat Neptune and
Planet Nine as active perturbers and replace the other planets with an effective quadrupole moment of the
sun. The enhanced fuzziness of orbital footprints shown on the left panels stems primarily from our use
of heliocentric rather than barycentric orbital elements. Blue points signify orbits that have 30 AU6 q 6
100 AU and i < 40 deg, and thus satisfy our criteria for observability. Pink points mark unobservable orbits
with q > 100 AU and i < 40 deg. Orange dots denote high-inclination objects with i > 40 deg. The large
circular points depict the orbital elements of the observed KBOs, color-coded in the same way as in Figures
6 and 8. In all cases, the value of ∆$ for the simulated TNOs is randomly distributed for small semi-major
axes, and becomes confined to a much more limited range for larger a. The critical (transition) value of the
semi-major axis is marked on each panel with a vertical dashed line. The top of each panel further reports
the apsidal confinement fraction, f$, which is given by the ratio of blue points that fall within ±90 deg of
exact perihelion anti-alignment with P9 (the domain between the two horizontal dashed lines) to the total
number of blue points that reside outside of the critical semi-major axis.
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results corresponding to three sets of P9 parameters are depicted, with J2NP9 calcu-
lations illustrated on the right-hand-side. While the panels of this Figure contain the
orbital footprints generated by all long-lived particles over the last two billion years
of their dynamical evolution, only a fraction of these synthetic data points would have
been detectable by past and ongoing surveys. Thus, we require a proxy to distinguish
between observationally detectable and undetectable objects. One possibility would
be to develop a survey simulator to construct samples of observable data points from
the simulations. Such a simulator, however, would require adequate characterization
of the surveys which could have detected these distant objects. The number of objects
detected with a & 250 AU is relatively small and they are found by several different
surveys, each with differing detection efficiencies and biases. Unfortunately, a defini-
tive assessment of the cumulative biases and other survey characteristics has not yet
been carried out, although simulators tailored to specific surveys exist, and additional
simulators are under construction (see, e.g., Shankman et al. 2017; Hamilton et al., in
prep). Here we instead make simple orbital element cuts to approximate observational
biases.
Well known biases exist against the detection of both high perihelion and high in-
clination objects. Maintaining consistency with our discussion of the observations, we
approximate these biases by classifying the simulation data into three categories, as
follows. Objects deemed discoverable by conventional ecliptic surveys are character-
ized by 30 AU 6 q < 100 AU and i < 40 deg, and are shown with blue points in Figure
14. The undiscoverable counterpart to this population has q > 100 AU and i < 40 deg,
and is shown with pink points. Finally, the high-inclination component of the synthetic
Kuiper belt is taken to be composed of objects with q > 30 AU and i > 40 deg, and is
graphically depicted with orange points. Akin to Figure 8, the aggregate of observed
a > 250 AU KBOs is over-plotted on the panels of Figure 14, maintaining the same
color-scheme as that employed in Figure 6.
The Critical Semi-Major Axis. In each simulation depicted in Figure 14, the observa-
tionally discoverable subset of orbital footprints (blue points) exhibits a well-defined
boundary, where low-a objects experience apsidal circulation and large-a particles clus-
ter around ∆$ ∼ 180 deg. Accordingly, we can characterize the suite of J2NP9 cal-
culations by delineating the critical semi-major axis beyond which orbital clustering
emerges, ac, as a function of a9, e9, i9, and m9.
In order to map the dependence of ac on P9 parameters, we examined the (obser-
vationally discoverable) distribution of ∆$ as a function of a in each simulation. We
then computed the apsidal confinement fraction, ζ$, defined as the fraction of parti-
cle footprints that lie within ±90 deg of exact anti-alignment with Planet Nine (shown
with dashed horizontal lines in Figure 14) inside semi-major axis bins δa = 10 AU. As
semi-major axis is increased from 150 AU outward, ζ$ shifts from an initial value very
close to 1/2 (implying a fully randomized $−distribution), to some higher value (typi-
cally close to unity), signifying a clustered distribution. To parameterize this transition
in the apsidal confinement fraction, we fit an an error function to the resulting (a, ζ$)
sequence, and interpret the crossover point in the fit as ac. In each panel depicted in
Figure 14, this transition point is marked with a vertical dashed line, and marked on
top of each plot.
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Remarkably, our semi-averaged simulation suite reveals that ac exhibits only a
weak dependence on Planet Nine’s inclination. The bottom right panel of Figure 15
depicts the fractional variation of the critical semi-major axis, ac/〈ac〉 as a function of
i9 across the entire simulation suite, where 〈ac〉 represents a simple average of ac over
i9 computed at constant values of a9 and e9. Magenta, brown, and dark yellow points
correspond to m9 = 5, 10, and 20 M⊕ simulations respectively. Put simply, the results
illustrated in this panel show that at a given combination of m9, a9, and e9, changes in
ac due to variations in i9 are only on the order of ∼ 10%. While the dependence of
ac upon i9 is so shallow that it can in principle be ignored, here we correct for it by
fitting a linear regression to the numerical data shown in Figure 15, and computing a
corresponding weighted average of the critical semi-major axis a¯c.
Figure 15 shows a¯c on a (a9, e9) simulation grid for our three choices of the mass
of Planet Nine (m9), with the solid lines on each plot corresponding to a¯c = 200, 250,
and 300 AU as labeled. The simulations show a clear relationship, which bounds the
P9 semi-major axis from below at a9 & 300 AU, and requires progressively higher
eccentricities to generate an observationally acceptable value of a¯c at larger semi-major
axis. Moreover, in the e9 . 0.5 range, the solid curves shown on each panel are
essentially identical to one-another, meaning that for q9 & 300 AU, the critical semi-
major axis is approximately m9-independent. This finding is quantitatively consistent
with analytical estimates, wherein a¯c is interpreted as the minimum semi-major axis at
which Hamiltonian (9) possess an elliptic equilibrium at ∆$ = 180 deg (Batygin and
Morbidelli, 2017).
The results summarized in Figure 15 elucidate the acceptable range of a9 and e9
combinations for a given value of m9 within the Planet Nine hypothesis. Simultane-
ously, however, the derived loci of a¯c point to a fundamental degeneracy between these
two orbital elements i.e., the same value of critical semi-major axis can be reproduced
by a broad array of (a9, e9) pairs, meaning that additional information is needed to
further constrain Planet Nine’s orbit. The following section considers such additional
constraints from a targeted set of fully resolved simulations.
5.2. Fully Resolved Simulations
With the P9 parameter range corresponding to 200 AU . a¯c . 300 AU identified
for the semi-averaged simulations, we have carried out a second suite of calculations
that fully resolve the orbital evolution of Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus, in addition to
Planet Nine and Neptune (we will refer to calculations employing this physical setup
as the JSUNP9 suite of simulations). Given the higher computational cost associated
with these numerical experiments, we limited our choice of P9 orbital elements to
those generating values of a¯c that roughly fall into the desired range, as informed by
J2NP9 results. For each value of the mass m9, this domain is shown with a yellow
outline in Figure 15 (corresponding to 660 additional simulations). With the exception
of a smaller timestep necessary to properly model the orbit of Jupiter (which we set to
∆ t = 1 year, modifying the absorbing radius to R = 4.5 AU and setting J2 = 0), we
adopted all other parameters of the JSUNP9 calculations to be the same as those of the
corresponding J2NP9 runs.
JSUNP9 analogues of the J2NP9 calculations that are depicted on the RHS panels
of Figure 14 are shown on the LHS of the same Figure. Note that although JSUNP9 and
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a¯c = 300AU
<latexit sha1_base64="dID0S3TQ5VtZN6cGLZmSn6BpH2o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQspEBd0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZMHMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3Pv8RPOpELo26gsLC4tr1RXa2 vrG5tb5vZOW8apINQmMY9F18eSchZRWzHFaTcRFIc+px1/dFP4nQcqJIujezVOqBviQcQCRrDSkmfuOz4WGc69zBFhRvL88hQh57h4XNm5Z9ZRA00A54lVkjoo0fLML6cfkzSkkSIcS9mzUKLcDAvFCKd5zUklTTAZ4QHtaRrhkEo3m5yRw0Ot9GEQC12RghP190SGQynHoa87Q6yGctYrxP+8XqqCCzdjUZIqGpHpR0HKoYphkQnsM0GJ4mNNMBFM7wrJEAtMlE6upkOwZk+eJ+2ThoUa1t1ZvXldxlEFe+AAHAELnIMmuAUtYAMCHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWilHO7II/ MD5/APZVmMU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dID0S3TQ5VtZN6cGLZmSn6BpH2o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQspEBd0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZMHMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3Pv8RPOpELo26gsLC4tr1RXa2 vrG5tb5vZOW8apINQmMY9F18eSchZRWzHFaTcRFIc+px1/dFP4nQcqJIujezVOqBviQcQCRrDSkmfuOz4WGc69zBFhRvL88hQh57h4XNm5Z9ZRA00A54lVkjoo0fLML6cfkzSkkSIcS9mzUKLcDAvFCKd5zUklTTAZ4QHtaRrhkEo3m5yRw0Ot9GEQC12RghP190SGQynHoa87Q6yGctYrxP+8XqqCCzdjUZIqGpHpR0HKoYphkQnsM0GJ4mNNMBFM7wrJEAtMlE6upkOwZk+eJ+2ThoUa1t1ZvXldxlEFe+AAHAELnIMmuAUtYAMCHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWilHO7II/ MD5/APZVmMU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dID0S3TQ5VtZN6cGLZmSn6BpH2o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQspEBd0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZMHMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3Pv8RPOpELo26gsLC4tr1RXa2 vrG5tb5vZOW8apINQmMY9F18eSchZRWzHFaTcRFIc+px1/dFP4nQcqJIujezVOqBviQcQCRrDSkmfuOz4WGc69zBFhRvL88hQh57h4XNm5Z9ZRA00A54lVkjoo0fLML6cfkzSkkSIcS9mzUKLcDAvFCKd5zUklTTAZ4QHtaRrhkEo3m5yRw0Ot9GEQC12RghP190SGQynHoa87Q6yGctYrxP+8XqqCCzdjUZIqGpHpR0HKoYphkQnsM0GJ4mNNMBFM7wrJEAtMlE6upkOwZk+eJ+2ThoUa1t1ZvXldxlEFe+AAHAELnIMmuAUtYAMCHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWilHO7II/ MD5/APZVmMU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dID0S3TQ5VtZN6cGLZmSn6BpH2o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQspEBd0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZMHMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3Pv8RPOpELo26gsLC4tr1RXa2 vrG5tb5vZOW8apINQmMY9F18eSchZRWzHFaTcRFIc+px1/dFP4nQcqJIujezVOqBviQcQCRrDSkmfuOz4WGc69zBFhRvL88hQh57h4XNm5Z9ZRA00A54lVkjoo0fLML6cfkzSkkSIcS9mzUKLcDAvFCKd5zUklTTAZ4QHtaRrhkEo3m5yRw0Ot9GEQC12RghP190SGQynHoa87Q6yGctYrxP+8XqqCCzdjUZIqGpHpR0HKoYphkQnsM0GJ4mNNMBFM7wrJEAtMlE6upkOwZk+eJ+2ThoUa1t1ZvXldxlEFe+AAHAELnIMmuAUtYAMCHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWilHO7II/ MD5/APZVmMU=</latexit>
a¯c = 250AU
<latexit sha1_base64="gsqjqQ01ojysktSmyK+7Hm9/7kA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAgupCRF0Y1QdeOygmkLTQiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3PvCRNKpLLtb2NhcWl5ZbWyVl 3f2NzaNnd22zJOBcIuimksuiGUmBKOXUUUxd1EYMhCijvh6KbwOw9YSBLzezVOsM/ggJOIIKi0FJgHXghFBvMg8wTLUJ5fNs5s76R4XLl5YNbsuj2BNU+cktRAiVZgfnn9GKUMc4UolLLn2InyMygUQRTnVS+VOIFoBAe4pymHDEs/m5yRW0da6VtRLHRxZU3U3xMZZFKOWag7GVRDOesV4n9eL1XRhZ8RnqQKczT9KEqppWKryMTqE4GRomNNIBJE72qhIRQQKZ1cVYfgzJ48T9qNumPXnbvTWvO6jKMC9sEhOAYOOAdNcAtawAUIPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatC0Y5swf+ wPj8AfyMmMk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gsqjqQ01ojysktSmyK+7Hm9/7kA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAgupCRF0Y1QdeOygmkLTQiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3PvCRNKpLLtb2NhcWl5ZbWyVl 3f2NzaNnd22zJOBcIuimksuiGUmBKOXUUUxd1EYMhCijvh6KbwOw9YSBLzezVOsM/ggJOIIKi0FJgHXghFBvMg8wTLUJ5fNs5s76R4XLl5YNbsuj2BNU+cktRAiVZgfnn9GKUMc4UolLLn2InyMygUQRTnVS+VOIFoBAe4pymHDEs/m5yRW0da6VtRLHRxZU3U3xMZZFKOWag7GVRDOesV4n9eL1XRhZ8RnqQKczT9KEqppWKryMTqE4GRomNNIBJE72qhIRQQKZ1cVYfgzJ48T9qNumPXnbvTWvO6jKMC9sEhOAYOOAdNcAtawAUIPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatC0Y5swf+ wPj8AfyMmMk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gsqjqQ01ojysktSmyK+7Hm9/7kA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAgupCRF0Y1QdeOygmkLTQiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3PvCRNKpLLtb2NhcWl5ZbWyVl 3f2NzaNnd22zJOBcIuimksuiGUmBKOXUUUxd1EYMhCijvh6KbwOw9YSBLzezVOsM/ggJOIIKi0FJgHXghFBvMg8wTLUJ5fNs5s76R4XLl5YNbsuj2BNU+cktRAiVZgfnn9GKUMc4UolLLn2InyMygUQRTnVS+VOIFoBAe4pymHDEs/m5yRW0da6VtRLHRxZU3U3xMZZFKOWag7GVRDOesV4n9eL1XRhZ8RnqQKczT9KEqppWKryMTqE4GRomNNIBJE72qhIRQQKZ1cVYfgzJ48T9qNumPXnbvTWvO6jKMC9sEhOAYOOAdNcAtawAUIPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatC0Y5swf+ wPj8AfyMmMk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gsqjqQ01ojysktSmyK+7Hm9/7kA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAgupCRF0Y1QdeOygmkLTQiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3PvCRNKpLLtb2NhcWl5ZbWyVl 3f2NzaNnd22zJOBcIuimksuiGUmBKOXUUUxd1EYMhCijvh6KbwOw9YSBLzezVOsM/ggJOIIKi0FJgHXghFBvMg8wTLUJ5fNs5s76R4XLl5YNbsuj2BNU+cktRAiVZgfnn9GKUMc4UolLLn2InyMygUQRTnVS+VOIFoBAe4pymHDEs/m5yRW0da6VtRLHRxZU3U3xMZZFKOWag7GVRDOesV4n9eL1XRhZ8RnqQKczT9KEqppWKryMTqE4GRomNNIBJE72qhIRQQKZ1cVYfgzJ48T9qNumPXnbvTWvO6jKMC9sEhOAYOOAdNcAtawAUIPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatC0Y5swf+ wPj8AfyMmMk=</latexit>
a¯c = 200AU
<latexit sha1_base64="3WF5KNDFNXXIzcSNxzPsZswmnS0=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRgkVwIWVSBN0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZNJmJkIJWTlxl9x40IRt36DO//GSZuFth64cOace5l7T5AwKhWE30ZlaXllda26Xt vY3NreMXf3OjJOBSYOjlksegGShFFOHEUVI71EEBQFjHSD8U3hdx+IkDTm92qSEC9CQ05DipHSkm8eugESGcr9zBVRhvP8sgmhe1o8rpzcN+uwAaewFoldkjoo0fbNL3cQ4zQiXGGGpOzbMFFehoSimJG85qaSJAiP0ZD0NeUoItLLpmfk1rFWBlYYC11cWVP190SGIiknUaA7I6RGct4rxP+8fqrCCy+jPEkV4Xj2UZgyS8VWkYk1oIJgxSaaICyo3tXCIyQQVjq5mg7Bnj95kXSaDRs27Luzeuu6jKMKDsAROAE2OActcAvawAEYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PmatFaOc2Qd/ YHz+APTGmMQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3WF5KNDFNXXIzcSNxzPsZswmnS0=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRgkVwIWVSBN0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZNJmJkIJWTlxl9x40IRt36DO//GSZuFth64cOace5l7T5AwKhWE30ZlaXllda26Xt vY3NreMXf3OjJOBSYOjlksegGShFFOHEUVI71EEBQFjHSD8U3hdx+IkDTm92qSEC9CQ05DipHSkm8eugESGcr9zBVRhvP8sgmhe1o8rpzcN+uwAaewFoldkjoo0fbNL3cQ4zQiXGGGpOzbMFFehoSimJG85qaSJAiP0ZD0NeUoItLLpmfk1rFWBlYYC11cWVP190SGIiknUaA7I6RGct4rxP+8fqrCCy+jPEkV4Xj2UZgyS8VWkYk1oIJgxSaaICyo3tXCIyQQVjq5mg7Bnj95kXSaDRs27Luzeuu6jKMKDsAROAE2OActcAvawAEYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PmatFaOc2Qd/ YHz+APTGmMQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3WF5KNDFNXXIzcSNxzPsZswmnS0=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRgkVwIWVSBN0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZNJmJkIJWTlxl9x40IRt36DO//GSZuFth64cOace5l7T5AwKhWE30ZlaXllda26Xt vY3NreMXf3OjJOBSYOjlksegGShFFOHEUVI71EEBQFjHSD8U3hdx+IkDTm92qSEC9CQ05DipHSkm8eugESGcr9zBVRhvP8sgmhe1o8rpzcN+uwAaewFoldkjoo0fbNL3cQ4zQiXGGGpOzbMFFehoSimJG85qaSJAiP0ZD0NeUoItLLpmfk1rFWBlYYC11cWVP190SGIiknUaA7I6RGct4rxP+8fqrCCy+jPEkV4Xj2UZgyS8VWkYk1oIJgxSaaICyo3tXCIyQQVjq5mg7Bnj95kXSaDRs27Luzeuu6jKMKDsAROAE2OActcAvawAEYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PmatFaOc2Qd/ YHz+APTGmMQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3WF5KNDFNXXIzcSNxzPsZswmnS0=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRgkVwIWVSBN0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZNJmJkIJWTlxl9x40IRt36DO//GSZuFth64cOace5l7T5AwKhWE30ZlaXllda26Xt vY3NreMXf3OjJOBSYOjlksegGShFFOHEUVI71EEBQFjHSD8U3hdx+IkDTm92qSEC9CQ05DipHSkm8eugESGcr9zBVRhvP8sgmhe1o8rpzcN+uwAaewFoldkjoo0fbNL3cQ4zQiXGGGpOzbMFFehoSimJG85qaSJAiP0ZD0NeUoItLLpmfk1rFWBlYYC11cWVP190SGIiknUaA7I6RGct4rxP+8fqrCCy+jPEkV4Xj2UZgyS8VWkYk1oIJgxSaaICyo3tXCIyQQVjq5mg7Bnj95kXSaDRs27Luzeuu6jKMKDsAROAE2OActcAvawAEYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PmatFaOc2Qd/ YHz+APTGmMQ=</latexit>
a¯c = 300AU
<latexit sha1_base64="dID0S3TQ5VtZN6cGLZmSn6BpH2o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQsp EBd0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZMHMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3Pv8RPOpELo26gsLC4tr1RXa2vrG5tb5vZOW8apINQmMY9F18eSchZRWzHFaTcRFIc+px1/dFP4nQcqJIujezVOqBviQcQCRrDSkmfuOz4WGc69 zBFhRvL88hQh57h4XNm5Z9ZRA00A54lVkjoo0fLML6cfkzSkkSIcS9mzUKLcDAvFCKd5zUklTTAZ4QHtaRrhkEo3m5yRw0Ot9GEQC12RghP190SGQynHoa87Q6yGctYrxP+8XqqCCzdjUZIqGpHpR0HKoYphkQnsM0GJ4mNNMBFM7 wrJEAtMlE6upkOwZk+eJ+2ThoUa1t1ZvXldxlEFe+AAHAELnIMmuAUtYAMCHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWilHO7II/MD5/APZVmMU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dID0S3TQ5VtZN6cGLZmSn6BpH2o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQsp EBd0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZMHMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3Pv8RPOpELo26gsLC4tr1RXa2vrG5tb5vZOW8apINQmMY9F18eSchZRWzHFaTcRFIc+px1/dFP4nQcqJIujezVOqBviQcQCRrDSkmfuOz4WGc69 zBFhRvL88hQh57h4XNm5Z9ZRA00A54lVkjoo0fLML6cfkzSkkSIcS9mzUKLcDAvFCKd5zUklTTAZ4QHtaRrhkEo3m5yRw0Ot9GEQC12RghP190SGQynHoa87Q6yGctYrxP+8XqqCCzdjUZIqGpHpR0HKoYphkQnsM0GJ4mNNMBFM7 wrJEAtMlE6upkOwZk+eJ+2ThoUa1t1ZvXldxlEFe+AAHAELnIMmuAUtYAMCHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWilHO7II/MD5/APZVmMU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dID0S3TQ5VtZN6cGLZmSn6BpH2o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQsp EBd0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZMHMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3Pv8RPOpELo26gsLC4tr1RXa2vrG5tb5vZOW8apINQmMY9F18eSchZRWzHFaTcRFIc+px1/dFP4nQcqJIujezVOqBviQcQCRrDSkmfuOz4WGc69 zBFhRvL88hQh57h4XNm5Z9ZRA00A54lVkjoo0fLML6cfkzSkkSIcS9mzUKLcDAvFCKd5zUklTTAZ4QHtaRrhkEo3m5yRw0Ot9GEQC12RghP190SGQynHoa87Q6yGctYrxP+8XqqCCzdjUZIqGpHpR0HKoYphkQnsM0GJ4mNNMBFM7 wrJEAtMlE6upkOwZk+eJ+2ThoUa1t1ZvXldxlEFe+AAHAELnIMmuAUtYAMCHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWilHO7II/MD5/APZVmMU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dID0S3TQ5VtZN6cGLZmSn6BpH2o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQsp EBd0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZMHMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3Pv8RPOpELo26gsLC4tr1RXa2vrG5tb5vZOW8apINQmMY9F18eSchZRWzHFaTcRFIc+px1/dFP4nQcqJIujezVOqBviQcQCRrDSkmfuOz4WGc69 zBFhRvL88hQh57h4XNm5Z9ZRA00A54lVkjoo0fLML6cfkzSkkSIcS9mzUKLcDAvFCKd5zUklTTAZ4QHtaRrhkEo3m5yRw0Ot9GEQC12RghP190SGQynHoa87Q6yGctYrxP+8XqqCCzdjUZIqGpHpR0HKoYphkQnsM0GJ4mNNMBFM7 wrJEAtMlE6upkOwZk+eJ+2ThoUa1t1ZvXldxlEFe+AAHAELnIMmuAUtYAMCHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWilHO7II/MD5/APZVmMU=</latexit>
a¯c = 250AU
<latexit sha1_base64="gsqjqQ01ojysktSmyK+7Hm9/7kA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAgupCR F0Y1QdeOygmkLTQiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3PvCRNKpLLtb2NhcWl5ZbWyVl3f2NzaNnd22zJOBcIuimksuiGUmBKOXUUUxd1EYMhCijvh6KbwOw9YSBLzezVOsM/ggJOIIKi0FJgHXghFBvMg 8wTLUJ5fNs5s76R4XLl5YNbsuj2BNU+cktRAiVZgfnn9GKUMc4UolLLn2InyMygUQRTnVS+VOIFoBAe4pymHDEs/m5yRW0da6VtRLHRxZU3U3xMZZFKOWag7GVRDOesV4n9eL1XRhZ8RnqQKczT9KEqppWKryMTqE4GRomNNIBJE7 2qhIRQQKZ1cVYfgzJ48T9qNumPXnbvTWvO6jKMC9sEhOAYOOAdNcAtawAUIPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatC0Y5swf+wPj8AfyMmMk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gsqjqQ01ojysktSmyK+7Hm9/7kA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAgupCR F0Y1QdeOygmkLTQiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3PvCRNKpLLtb2NhcWl5ZbWyVl3f2NzaNnd22zJOBcIuimksuiGUmBKOXUUUxd1EYMhCijvh6KbwOw9YSBLzezVOsM/ggJOIIKi0FJgHXghFBvMg 8wTLUJ5fNs5s76R4XLl5YNbsuj2BNU+cktRAiVZgfnn9GKUMc4UolLLn2InyMygUQRTnVS+VOIFoBAe4pymHDEs/m5yRW0da6VtRLHRxZU3U3xMZZFKOWag7GVRDOesV4n9eL1XRhZ8RnqQKczT9KEqppWKryMTqE4GRomNNIBJE7 2qhIRQQKZ1cVYfgzJ48T9qNumPXnbvTWvO6jKMC9sEhOAYOOAdNcAtawAUIPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatC0Y5swf+wPj8AfyMmMk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gsqjqQ01ojysktSmyK+7Hm9/7kA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAgupCR F0Y1QdeOygmkLTQiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3PvCRNKpLLtb2NhcWl5ZbWyVl3f2NzaNnd22zJOBcIuimksuiGUmBKOXUUUxd1EYMhCijvh6KbwOw9YSBLzezVOsM/ggJOIIKi0FJgHXghFBvMg 8wTLUJ5fNs5s76R4XLl5YNbsuj2BNU+cktRAiVZgfnn9GKUMc4UolLLn2InyMygUQRTnVS+VOIFoBAe4pymHDEs/m5yRW0da6VtRLHRxZU3U3xMZZFKOWag7GVRDOesV4n9eL1XRhZ8RnqQKczT9KEqppWKryMTqE4GRomNNIBJE7 2qhIRQQKZ1cVYfgzJ48T9qNumPXnbvTWvO6jKMC9sEhOAYOOAdNcAtawAUIPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatC0Y5swf+wPj8AfyMmMk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gsqjqQ01ojysktSmyK+7Hm9/7kA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAgupCR F0Y1QdeOygmkLTQiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3PvCRNKpLLtb2NhcWl5ZbWyVl3f2NzaNnd22zJOBcIuimksuiGUmBKOXUUUxd1EYMhCijvh6KbwOw9YSBLzezVOsM/ggJOIIKi0FJgHXghFBvMg 8wTLUJ5fNs5s76R4XLl5YNbsuj2BNU+cktRAiVZgfnn9GKUMc4UolLLn2InyMygUQRTnVS+VOIFoBAe4pymHDEs/m5yRW0da6VtRLHRxZU3U3xMZZFKOWag7GVRDOesV4n9eL1XRhZ8RnqQKczT9KEqppWKryMTqE4GRomNNIBJE7 2qhIRQQKZ1cVYfgzJ48T9qNumPXnbvTWvO6jKMC9sEhOAYOOAdNcAtawAUIPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatC0Y5swf+wPj8AfyMmMk=</latexit>
a¯c = 200AU
<latexit sha1_base64="3WF5KNDFNXXIzcSNxzPsZswmnS0=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRgkVwIWV SBN0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZNJmJkIJWTlxl9x40IRt36DO//GSZuFth64cOace5l7T5AwKhWE30ZlaXllda26XtvY3NreMXf3OjJOBSYOjlksegGShFFOHEUVI71EEBQFjHSD8U3hdx+IkDTm92qSEC9CQ05DipHSkm8eugESGcr9 zBVRhvP8sgmhe1o8rpzcN+uwAaewFoldkjoo0fbNL3cQ4zQiXGGGpOzbMFFehoSimJG85qaSJAiP0ZD0NeUoItLLpmfk1rFWBlYYC11cWVP190SGIiknUaA7I6RGct4rxP+8fqrCCy+jPEkV4Xj2UZgyS8VWkYk1oIJgxSaaICyo3 tXCIyQQVjq5mg7Bnj95kXSaDRs27Luzeuu6jKMKDsAROAE2OActcAvawAEYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PmatFaOc2Qd/YHz+APTGmMQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3WF5KNDFNXXIzcSNxzPsZswmnS0=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRgkVwIWV SBN0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZNJmJkIJWTlxl9x40IRt36DO//GSZuFth64cOace5l7T5AwKhWE30ZlaXllda26XtvY3NreMXf3OjJOBSYOjlksegGShFFOHEUVI71EEBQFjHSD8U3hdx+IkDTm92qSEC9CQ05DipHSkm8eugESGcr9 zBVRhvP8sgmhe1o8rpzcN+uwAaewFoldkjoo0fbNL3cQ4zQiXGGGpOzbMFFehoSimJG85qaSJAiP0ZD0NeUoItLLpmfk1rFWBlYYC11cWVP190SGIiknUaA7I6RGct4rxP+8fqrCCy+jPEkV4Xj2UZgyS8VWkYk1oIJgxSaaICyo3 tXCIyQQVjq5mg7Bnj95kXSaDRs27Luzeuu6jKMKDsAROAE2OActcAvawAEYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PmatFaOc2Qd/YHz+APTGmMQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3WF5KNDFNXXIzcSNxzPsZswmnS0=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRgkVwIWV SBN0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZNJmJkIJWTlxl9x40IRt36DO//GSZuFth64cOace5l7T5AwKhWE30ZlaXllda26XtvY3NreMXf3OjJOBSYOjlksegGShFFOHEUVI71EEBQFjHSD8U3hdx+IkDTm92qSEC9CQ05DipHSkm8eugESGcr9 zBVRhvP8sgmhe1o8rpzcN+uwAaewFoldkjoo0fbNL3cQ4zQiXGGGpOzbMFFehoSimJG85qaSJAiP0ZD0NeUoItLLpmfk1rFWBlYYC11cWVP190SGIiknUaA7I6RGct4rxP+8fqrCCy+jPEkV4Xj2UZgyS8VWkYk1oIJgxSaaICyo3 tXCIyQQVjq5mg7Bnj95kXSaDRs27Luzeuu6jKMKDsAROAE2OActcAvawAEYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PmatFaOc2Qd/YHz+APTGmMQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3WF5KNDFNXXIzcSNxzPsZswmnS0=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRgkVwIWV SBN0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZNJmJkIJWTlxl9x40IRt36DO//GSZuFth64cOace5l7T5AwKhWE30ZlaXllda26XtvY3NreMXf3OjJOBSYOjlksegGShFFOHEUVI71EEBQFjHSD8U3hdx+IkDTm92qSEC9CQ05DipHSkm8eugESGcr9 zBVRhvP8sgmhe1o8rpzcN+uwAaewFoldkjoo0fbNL3cQ4zQiXGGGpOzbMFFehoSimJG85qaSJAiP0ZD0NeUoItLLpmfk1rFWBlYYC11cWVP190SGIiknUaA7I6RGct4rxP+8fqrCCy+jPEkV4Xj2UZgyS8VWkYk1oIJgxSaaICyo3 tXCIyQQVjq5mg7Bnj95kXSaDRs27Luzeuu6jKMKDsAROAE2OActcAvawAEYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PmatFaOc2Qd/YHz+APTGmMQ=</latexit>
a¯c = 300AU
<latexit sha1_base64="dID0S3TQ5VtZN6cGLZmSn6BpH2o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQsp EBd0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZMHMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3Pv8RPOpELo26gsLC4tr1RXa2vrG5tb5vZOW8apINQmMY9F18eSchZRWzHFaTcRFIc+px1/dFP4nQcqJIujezVOqBviQcQCRrDSkmfuOz4WGc69 zBFhRvL88hQh57h4XNm5Z9ZRA00A54lVkjoo0fLML6cfkzSkkSIcS9mzUKLcDAvFCKd5zUklTTAZ4QHtaRrhkEo3m5yRw0Ot9GEQC12RghP190SGQynHoa87Q6yGctYrxP+8XqqCCzdjUZIqGpHpR0HKoYphkQnsM0GJ4mNNMBFM7 wrJEAtMlE6upkOwZk+eJ+2ThoUa1t1ZvXldxlEFe+AAHAELnIMmuAUtYAMCHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWilHO7II/MD5/APZVmMU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dID0S3TQ5VtZN6cGLZmSn6BpH2o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQsp EBd0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZMHMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3Pv8RPOpELo26gsLC4tr1RXa2vrG5tb5vZOW8apINQmMY9F18eSchZRWzHFaTcRFIc+px1/dFP4nQcqJIujezVOqBviQcQCRrDSkmfuOz4WGc69 zBFhRvL88hQh57h4XNm5Z9ZRA00A54lVkjoo0fLML6cfkzSkkSIcS9mzUKLcDAvFCKd5zUklTTAZ4QHtaRrhkEo3m5yRw0Ot9GEQC12RghP190SGQynHoa87Q6yGctYrxP+8XqqCCzdjUZIqGpHpR0HKoYphkQnsM0GJ4mNNMBFM7 wrJEAtMlE6upkOwZk+eJ+2ThoUa1t1ZvXldxlEFe+AAHAELnIMmuAUtYAMCHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWilHO7II/MD5/APZVmMU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dID0S3TQ5VtZN6cGLZmSn6BpH2o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQsp EBd0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZMHMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3Pv8RPOpELo26gsLC4tr1RXa2vrG5tb5vZOW8apINQmMY9F18eSchZRWzHFaTcRFIc+px1/dFP4nQcqJIujezVOqBviQcQCRrDSkmfuOz4WGc69 zBFhRvL88hQh57h4XNm5Z9ZRA00A54lVkjoo0fLML6cfkzSkkSIcS9mzUKLcDAvFCKd5zUklTTAZ4QHtaRrhkEo3m5yRw0Ot9GEQC12RghP190SGQynHoa87Q6yGctYrxP+8XqqCCzdjUZIqGpHpR0HKoYphkQnsM0GJ4mNNMBFM7 wrJEAtMlE6upkOwZk+eJ+2ThoUa1t1ZvXldxlEFe+AAHAELnIMmuAUtYAMCHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWilHO7II/MD5/APZVmMU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dID0S3TQ5VtZN6cGLZmSn6BpH2o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQsp EBd0IVTcuK5i20IQwmU7aoZMHMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3Pv8RPOpELo26gsLC4tr1RXa2vrG5tb5vZOW8apINQmMY9F18eSchZRWzHFaTcRFIc+px1/dFP4nQcqJIujezVOqBviQcQCRrDSkmfuOz4WGc69 zBFhRvL88hQh57h4XNm5Z9ZRA00A54lVkjoo0fLML6cfkzSkkSIcS9mzUKLcDAvFCKd5zUklTTAZ4QHtaRrhkEo3m5yRw0Ot9GEQC12RghP190SGQynHoa87Q6yGctYrxP+8XqqCCzdjUZIqGpHpR0HKoYphkQnsM0GJ4mNNMBFM7 wrJEAtMlE6upkOwZk+eJ+2ThoUa1t1ZvXldxlEFe+AAHAELnIMmuAUtYAMCHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWilHO7II/MD5/APZVmMU=</latexit>
a¯c = 250AU
<latexit sha1_base64="gsqjqQ01ojysktSmyK+7Hm9/7kA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAgupCR F0Y1QdeOygmkLTQiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3PvCRNKpLLtb2NhcWl5ZbWyVl3f2NzaNnd22zJOBcIuimksuiGUmBKOXUUUxd1EYMhCijvh6KbwOw9YSBLzezVOsM/ggJOIIKi0FJgHXghFBvMg 8wTLUJ5fNs5s76R4XLl5YNbsuj2BNU+cktRAiVZgfnn9GKUMc4UolLLn2InyMygUQRTnVS+VOIFoBAe4pymHDEs/m5yRW0da6VtRLHRxZU3U3xMZZFKOWag7GVRDOesV4n9eL1XRhZ8RnqQKczT9KEqppWKryMTqE4GRomNNIBJE7 2qhIRQQKZ1cVYfgzJ48T9qNumPXnbvTWvO6jKMC9sEhOAYOOAdNcAtawAUIPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatC0Y5swf+wPj8AfyMmMk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gsqjqQ01ojysktSmyK+7Hm9/7kA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAgupCR F0Y1QdeOygmkLTQiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3PvCRNKpLLtb2NhcWl5ZbWyVl3f2NzaNnd22zJOBcIuimksuiGUmBKOXUUUxd1EYMhCijvh6KbwOw9YSBLzezVOsM/ggJOIIKi0FJgHXghFBvMg 8wTLUJ5fNs5s76R4XLl5YNbsuj2BNU+cktRAiVZgfnn9GKUMc4UolLLn2InyMygUQRTnVS+VOIFoBAe4pymHDEs/m5yRW0da6VtRLHRxZU3U3xMZZFKOWag7GVRDOesV4n9eL1XRhZ8RnqQKczT9KEqppWKryMTqE4GRomNNIBJE7 2qhIRQQKZ1cVYfgzJ48T9qNumPXnbvTWvO6jKMC9sEhOAYOOAdNcAtawAUIPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatC0Y5swf+wPj8AfyMmMk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gsqjqQ01ojysktSmyK+7Hm9/7kA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAgupCR F0Y1QdeOygmkLTQiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3PvCRNKpLLtb2NhcWl5ZbWyVl3f2NzaNnd22zJOBcIuimksuiGUmBKOXUUUxd1EYMhCijvh6KbwOw9YSBLzezVOsM/ggJOIIKi0FJgHXghFBvMg 8wTLUJ5fNs5s76R4XLl5YNbsuj2BNU+cktRAiVZgfnn9GKUMc4UolLLn2InyMygUQRTnVS+VOIFoBAe4pymHDEs/m5yRW0da6VtRLHRxZU3U3xMZZFKOWag7GVRDOesV4n9eL1XRhZ8RnqQKczT9KEqppWKryMTqE4GRomNNIBJE7 2qhIRQQKZ1cVYfgzJ48T9qNumPXnbvTWvO6jKMC9sEhOAYOOAdNcAtawAUIPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatC0Y5swf+wPj8AfyMmMk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gsqjqQ01ojysktSmyK+7Hm9/7kA=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAgupCR F0Y1QdeOygmkLTQiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhKzc+CtuXCji1m9w5984abPQ1gMXzpxzL3PvCRNKpLLtb2NhcWl5ZbWyVl3f2NzaNnd22zJOBcIuimksuiGUmBKOXUUUxd1EYMhCijvh6KbwOw9YSBLzezVOsM/ggJOIIKi0FJgHXghFBvMg 8wTLUJ5fNs5s76R4XLl5YNbsuj2BNU+cktRAiVZgfnn9GKUMc4UolLLn2InyMygUQRTnVS+VOIFoBAe4pymHDEs/m5yRW0da6VtRLHRxZU3U3xMZZFKOWag7GVRDOesV4n9eL1XRhZ8RnqQKczT9KEqppWKryMTqE4GRomNNIBJE7 2qhIRQQKZ1cVYfgzJ48T9qNumPXnbvTWvO6jKMC9sEhOAYOOAdNcAtawAUIPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatC0Y5swf+wPj8AfyMmMk=</latexit>













































<latexit sha1_base64="8RVmbjvParhib7xSckI2QpGLgJs=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj 16aQyCpzAjinoQgl68CBHMAskw9HQ6SZNehl6EOORLvHhQxKuf4s2/sZPMQaMPCh7vVVFVL0kZ1SYIvrzC0vLK6lpxvbSxubVd9nd2m1pahUkDSyZVO0GaMCpIw1DDSDtVBPGEkVYyup76rQeiNJXi3oxTE nE0ELRPMTJOiv0yjy8uT2/jrCtTZvUk9itBNZgB/iVhTiogRz32P7s9iS0nwmCGtO6EQWqiDClDMSOTUtdqkiI8QgPScVQgTnSUzQ6fwEOn9GBfKlfCwJn6cyJDXOsxT1wnR2aoF72p+J/XsaZ/HmVUpNY QgeeL+pZBI+E0BdijimDDxo4grKi7FeIhUggbl1XJhRAuvvyXNI+rYVAN704qtas8jiLYBwfgCITgDNTADaiDBsDAgifwAl69R+/Ze/Pe560FL5/ZA7/gfXwDZ22S6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8RVmbjvParhib7xSckI2QpGLgJs=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj 16aQyCpzAjinoQgl68CBHMAskw9HQ6SZNehl6EOORLvHhQxKuf4s2/sZPMQaMPCh7vVVFVL0kZ1SYIvrzC0vLK6lpxvbSxubVd9nd2m1pahUkDSyZVO0GaMCpIw1DDSDtVBPGEkVYyup76rQeiNJXi3oxTE nE0ELRPMTJOiv0yjy8uT2/jrCtTZvUk9itBNZgB/iVhTiogRz32P7s9iS0nwmCGtO6EQWqiDClDMSOTUtdqkiI8QgPScVQgTnSUzQ6fwEOn9GBfKlfCwJn6cyJDXOsxT1wnR2aoF72p+J/XsaZ/HmVUpNY QgeeL+pZBI+E0BdijimDDxo4grKi7FeIhUggbl1XJhRAuvvyXNI+rYVAN704qtas8jiLYBwfgCITgDNTADaiDBsDAgifwAl69R+/Ze/Pe560FL5/ZA7/gfXwDZ22S6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8RVmbjvParhib7xSckI2QpGLgJs=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj 16aQyCpzAjinoQgl68CBHMAskw9HQ6SZNehl6EOORLvHhQxKuf4s2/sZPMQaMPCh7vVVFVL0kZ1SYIvrzC0vLK6lpxvbSxubVd9nd2m1pahUkDSyZVO0GaMCpIw1DDSDtVBPGEkVYyup76rQeiNJXi3oxTE nE0ELRPMTJOiv0yjy8uT2/jrCtTZvUk9itBNZgB/iVhTiogRz32P7s9iS0nwmCGtO6EQWqiDClDMSOTUtdqkiI8QgPScVQgTnSUzQ6fwEOn9GBfKlfCwJn6cyJDXOsxT1wnR2aoF72p+J/XsaZ/HmVUpNY QgeeL+pZBI+E0BdijimDDxo4grKi7FeIhUggbl1XJhRAuvvyXNI+rYVAN704qtas8jiLYBwfgCITgDNTADaiDBsDAgifwAl69R+/Ze/Pe560FL5/ZA7/gfXwDZ22S6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8RVmbjvParhib7xSckI2QpGLgJs=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj 16aQyCpzAjinoQgl68CBHMAskw9HQ6SZNehl6EOORLvHhQxKuf4s2/sZPMQaMPCh7vVVFVL0kZ1SYIvrzC0vLK6lpxvbSxubVd9nd2m1pahUkDSyZVO0GaMCpIw1DDSDtVBPGEkVYyup76rQeiNJXi3oxTE nE0ELRPMTJOiv0yjy8uT2/jrCtTZvUk9itBNZgB/iVhTiogRz32P7s9iS0nwmCGtO6EQWqiDClDMSOTUtdqkiI8QgPScVQgTnSUzQ6fwEOn9GBfKlfCwJn6cyJDXOsxT1wnR2aoF72p+J/XsaZ/HmVUpNY QgeeL+pZBI+E0BdijimDDxo4grKi7FeIhUggbl1XJhRAuvvyXNI+rYVAN704qtas8jiLYBwfgCITgDNTADaiDBsDAgifwAl69R+/Ze/Pe560FL5/ZA7/gfXwDZ22S6w==</latexit>
m9 = 10M 
<latexit sha1_base64="T6bT4G3XLKMkfmucIV78VUDL73A=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVRIR1IVQdONGqGAf0IYwmU7aofMIM5NCCf0TNy4UceufuPNvnLZZaPXAhcM593LvPXHKqDa +/+WUVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXf/oKVlpjBpYsmk6sRIE0YFaRpqGOmkiiAeM9KOR7czvz0mSlMpHs0kJSFHA0ETipGxUuS6PLq6Dvz7KO/JlGV6GrlVv+bP4f0lQUGqUKARuZ+9vsQZJ8JghrTuBn5qwhwpQzEj00ov0yRFeIQGpGupQJzoMJ9fPvVOrNL3EqlsCePN1Z8TOeJaT3hsOzkyQ73szcT/vG5mksswpyLNDBF4sSjJmGekN4vB61NFsGETSxBW1N7q4SFSCBsbVsWGECy//Je0zmqBXwsezqv1myKOMhzBMZxCA BdQhztoQBMwjOEJXuDVyZ1n5815X7SWnGLmEH7B+fgG0meTIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T6bT4G3XLKMkfmucIV78VUDL73A=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVRIR1IVQdONGqGAf0IYwmU7aofMIM5NCCf0TNy4UceufuPNvnLZZaPXAhcM593LvPXHKqDa +/+WUVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXf/oKVlpjBpYsmk6sRIE0YFaRpqGOmkiiAeM9KOR7czvz0mSlMpHs0kJSFHA0ETipGxUuS6PLq6Dvz7KO/JlGV6GrlVv+bP4f0lQUGqUKARuZ+9vsQZJ8JghrTuBn5qwhwpQzEj00ov0yRFeIQGpGupQJzoMJ9fPvVOrNL3EqlsCePN1Z8TOeJaT3hsOzkyQ73szcT/vG5mksswpyLNDBF4sSjJmGekN4vB61NFsGETSxBW1N7q4SFSCBsbVsWGECy//Je0zmqBXwsezqv1myKOMhzBMZxCA BdQhztoQBMwjOEJXuDVyZ1n5815X7SWnGLmEH7B+fgG0meTIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T6bT4G3XLKMkfmucIV78VUDL73A=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVRIR1IVQdONGqGAf0IYwmU7aofMIM5NCCf0TNy4UceufuPNvnLZZaPXAhcM593LvPXHKqDa +/+WUVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXf/oKVlpjBpYsmk6sRIE0YFaRpqGOmkiiAeM9KOR7czvz0mSlMpHs0kJSFHA0ETipGxUuS6PLq6Dvz7KO/JlGV6GrlVv+bP4f0lQUGqUKARuZ+9vsQZJ8JghrTuBn5qwhwpQzEj00ov0yRFeIQGpGupQJzoMJ9fPvVOrNL3EqlsCePN1Z8TOeJaT3hsOzkyQ73szcT/vG5mksswpyLNDBF4sSjJmGekN4vB61NFsGETSxBW1N7q4SFSCBsbVsWGECy//Je0zmqBXwsezqv1myKOMhzBMZxCA BdQhztoQBMwjOEJXuDVyZ1n5815X7SWnGLmEH7B+fgG0meTIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T6bT4G3XLKMkfmucIV78VUDL73A=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVRIR1IVQdONGqGAf0IYwmU7aofMIM5NCCf0TNy4UceufuPNvnLZZaPXAhcM593LvPXHKqDa +/+WUVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXf/oKVlpjBpYsmk6sRIE0YFaRpqGOmkiiAeM9KOR7czvz0mSlMpHs0kJSFHA0ETipGxUuS6PLq6Dvz7KO/JlGV6GrlVv+bP4f0lQUGqUKARuZ+9vsQZJ8JghrTuBn5qwhwpQzEj00ov0yRFeIQGpGupQJzoMJ9fPvVOrNL3EqlsCePN1Z8TOeJaT3hsOzkyQ73szcT/vG5mksswpyLNDBF4sSjJmGekN4vB61NFsGETSxBW1N7q4SFSCBsbVsWGECy//Je0zmqBXwsezqv1myKOMhzBMZxCA BdQhztoQBMwjOEJXuDVyZ1n5815X7SWnGLmEH7B+fgG0meTIQ==</latexit>
m9 = 20M 
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m9 = 5M 
<latexit sha1_base64="8RVmbjvParhib7xSckI2QpGLgJs=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj16aQyCpzAjinoQgl68CBHMAskw9HQ6SZNehl6EOORLvHhQxKuf4s2/sZPMQaMPCh7vVVFVL0kZ1SYIvrzC0vLK6lpxvbSx ubVd9nd2m1pahUkDSyZVO0GaMCpIw1DDSDtVBPGEkVYyup76rQeiNJXi3oxTEnE0ELRPMTJOiv0yjy8uT2/jrCtTZvUk9itBNZgB/iVhTiogRz32P7s9iS0nwmCGtO6EQWqiDClDMSOTUtdqkiI8QgPScVQgTnSUzQ6fwEOn9GBfKlfCwJn6cyJDXOsxT1wnR2aoF72p+J/XsaZ/HmVUpNYQgeeL+pZBI+E0BdijimDDxo4grKi7FeIhUggbl1XJhRAuvvyXNI+rYVAN704qtas8jiLYBwfgCITgDNTADaiDBsDAgifwAl69R+/Ze/Pe560FL5/ZA7/gfXwDZ22S6w== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8RVmbjvParhib7xSckI2QpGLgJs=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj16aQyCpzAjinoQgl68CBHMAskw9HQ6SZNehl6EOORLvHhQxKuf4s2/sZPMQaMPCh7vVVFVL0kZ1SYIvrzC0vLK6lpxvbSx ubVd9nd2m1pahUkDSyZVO0GaMCpIw1DDSDtVBPGEkVYyup76rQeiNJXi3oxTEnE0ELRPMTJOiv0yjy8uT2/jrCtTZvUk9itBNZgB/iVhTiogRz32P7s9iS0nwmCGtO6EQWqiDClDMSOTUtdqkiI8QgPScVQgTnSUzQ6fwEOn9GBfKlfCwJn6cyJDXOsxT1wnR2aoF72p+J/XsaZ/HmVUpNYQgeeL+pZBI+E0BdijimDDxo4grKi7FeIhUggbl1XJhRAuvvyXNI+rYVAN704qtas8jiLYBwfgCITgDNTADaiDBsDAgifwAl69R+/Ze/Pe560FL5/ZA7/gfXwDZ22S6w== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8RVmbjvParhib7xSckI2QpGLgJs=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj16aQyCpzAjinoQgl68CBHMAskw9HQ6SZNehl6EOORLvHhQxKuf4s2/sZPMQaMPCh7vVVFVL0kZ1SYIvrzC0vLK6lpxvbSx ubVd9nd2m1pahUkDSyZVO0GaMCpIw1DDSDtVBPGEkVYyup76rQeiNJXi3oxTEnE0ELRPMTJOiv0yjy8uT2/jrCtTZvUk9itBNZgB/iVhTiogRz32P7s9iS0nwmCGtO6EQWqiDClDMSOTUtdqkiI8QgPScVQgTnSUzQ6fwEOn9GBfKlfCwJn6cyJDXOsxT1wnR2aoF72p+J/XsaZ/HmVUpNYQgeeL+pZBI+E0BdijimDDxo4grKi7FeIhUggbl1XJhRAuvvyXNI+rYVAN704qtas8jiLYBwfgCITgDNTADaiDBsDAgifwAl69R+/Ze/Pe560FL5/ZA7/gfXwDZ22S6w== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8RVmbjvParhib7xSckI2QpGLgJs=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj16aQyCpzAjinoQgl68CBHMAskw9HQ6SZNehl6EOORLvHhQxKuf4s2/sZPMQaMPCh7vVVFVL0kZ1SYIvrzC0vLK6lpxvbSx ubVd9nd2m1pahUkDSyZVO0GaMCpIw1DDSDtVBPGEkVYyup76rQeiNJXi3oxTEnE0ELRPMTJOiv0yjy8uT2/jrCtTZvUk9itBNZgB/iVhTiogRz32P7s9iS0nwmCGtO6EQWqiDClDMSOTUtdqkiI8QgPScVQgTnSUzQ6fwEOn9GBfKlfCwJn6cyJDXOsxT1wnR2aoF72p+J/XsaZ/HmVUpNYQgeeL+pZBI+E0BdijimDDxo4grKi7FeIhUggbl1XJhRAuvvyXNI+rYVAN704qtas8jiLYBwfgCITgDNTADaiDBsDAgifwAl69R+/Ze/Pe560FL5/ZA7/gfXwDZ22S6w== </latexit>
m9 = 10M 
<latexit sha1_base64="T6bT4G3XLKMkfmucIV78VUDL73A=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVRIR1IVQdONGqGAf0IYwmU7aofMIM5NCCf0TNy4UceufuPNvnLZZaPXAhcM593LvPXHKqDa+/+WUVlbX1jfKm5Wt 7Z3dPXf/oKVlpjBpYsmk6sRIE0YFaRpqGOmkiiAeM9KOR7czvz0mSlMpHs0kJSFHA0ETipGxUuS6PLq6Dvz7KO/JlGV6GrlVv+bP4f0lQUGqUKARuZ+9vsQZJ8JghrTuBn5qwhwpQzEj00ov0yRFeIQGpGupQJzoMJ9fPvVOrNL3EqlsCePN1Z8TOeJaT3hsOzkyQ73szcT/vG5mksswpyLNDBF4sSjJmGekN4vB61NFsGETSxBW1N7q4SFSCBsbVsWGECy//Je0zmqBXwsezqv1myKOMhzBMZxCABdQhztoQBMwjOEJXuDVyZ1n5815X7SWnGLmEH7B+fgG0meTIQ== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T6bT4G3XLKMkfmucIV78VUDL73A=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVRIR1IVQdONGqGAf0IYwmU7aofMIM5NCCf0TNy4UceufuPNvnLZZaPXAhcM593LvPXHKqDa+/+WUVlbX1jfKm5Wt 7Z3dPXf/oKVlpjBpYsmk6sRIE0YFaRpqGOmkiiAeM9KOR7czvz0mSlMpHs0kJSFHA0ETipGxUuS6PLq6Dvz7KO/JlGV6GrlVv+bP4f0lQUGqUKARuZ+9vsQZJ8JghrTuBn5qwhwpQzEj00ov0yRFeIQGpGupQJzoMJ9fPvVOrNL3EqlsCePN1Z8TOeJaT3hsOzkyQ73szcT/vG5mksswpyLNDBF4sSjJmGekN4vB61NFsGETSxBW1N7q4SFSCBsbVsWGECy//Je0zmqBXwsezqv1myKOMhzBMZxCABdQhztoQBMwjOEJXuDVyZ1n5815X7SWnGLmEH7B+fgG0meTIQ== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T6bT4G3XLKMkfmucIV78VUDL73A=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVRIR1IVQdONGqGAf0IYwmU7aofMIM5NCCf0TNy4UceufuPNvnLZZaPXAhcM593LvPXHKqDa+/+WUVlbX1jfKm5Wt 7Z3dPXf/oKVlpjBpYsmk6sRIE0YFaRpqGOmkiiAeM9KOR7czvz0mSlMpHs0kJSFHA0ETipGxUuS6PLq6Dvz7KO/JlGV6GrlVv+bP4f0lQUGqUKARuZ+9vsQZJ8JghrTuBn5qwhwpQzEj00ov0yRFeIQGpGupQJzoMJ9fPvVOrNL3EqlsCePN1Z8TOeJaT3hsOzkyQ73szcT/vG5mksswpyLNDBF4sSjJmGekN4vB61NFsGETSxBW1N7q4SFSCBsbVsWGECy//Je0zmqBXwsezqv1myKOMhzBMZxCABdQhztoQBMwjOEJXuDVyZ1n5815X7SWnGLmEH7B+fgG0meTIQ== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T6bT4G3XLKMkfmucIV78VUDL73A=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVRIR1IVQdONGqGAf0IYwmU7aofMIM5NCCf0TNy4UceufuPNvnLZZaPXAhcM593LvPXHKqDa+/+WUVlbX1jfKm5Wt 7Z3dPXf/oKVlpjBpYsmk6sRIE0YFaRpqGOmkiiAeM9KOR7czvz0mSlMpHs0kJSFHA0ETipGxUuS6PLq6Dvz7KO/JlGV6GrlVv+bP4f0lQUGqUKARuZ+9vsQZJ8JghrTuBn5qwhwpQzEj00ov0yRFeIQGpGupQJzoMJ9fPvVOrNL3EqlsCePN1Z8TOeJaT3hsOzkyQ73szcT/vG5mksswpyLNDBF4sSjJmGekN4vB61NFsGETSxBW1N7q4SFSCBsbVsWGECy//Je0zmqBXwsezqv1myKOMhzBMZxCABdQhztoQBMwjOEJXuDVyZ1n5815X7SWnGLmEH7B+fgG0meTIQ== </latexit>
m9 = 20M 
<latexit sha1_base64="noJs4zyoMVAssPwiq01OrfSDiSo=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7JbBPUgFL14ESrYD2iXJZumbWg2WZJsoSz9J148KOLVf+LNf2Pa7kFbHww83pthZl6UcKaN5307hbX1jc2t4nZp Z3dv/8A9PGpqmSpCG0RyqdoR1pQzQRuGGU7biaI4jjhtRaO7md8aU6WZFE9mktAgxgPB+oxgY6XQdePw+qbqPYRZVyY81dPQLXsVbw60SvyclCFHPXS/uj1J0pgKQzjWuuN7iQkyrAwjnE5L3VTTBJMRHtCOpQLHVAfZ/PIpOrNKD/WlsiUMmqu/JzIcaz2JI9sZYzPUy95M/M/rpKZ/FWRMJKmhgiwW9VOOjESzGFCPKUoMn1iCiWL2VkSGWGFibFglG4K//PIqaVYrvlfxHy/Ktds8jiKcwCmcgw+XUIN7qEMDCIzhGV7hzcmcF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AdP2kyI= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="noJs4zyoMVAssPwiq01OrfSDiSo=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7JbBPUgFL14ESrYD2iXJZumbWg2WZJsoSz9J148KOLVf+LNf2Pa7kFbHww83pthZl6UcKaN5307hbX1jc2t4nZp Z3dv/8A9PGpqmSpCG0RyqdoR1pQzQRuGGU7biaI4jjhtRaO7md8aU6WZFE9mktAgxgPB+oxgY6XQdePw+qbqPYRZVyY81dPQLXsVbw60SvyclCFHPXS/uj1J0pgKQzjWuuN7iQkyrAwjnE5L3VTTBJMRHtCOpQLHVAfZ/PIpOrNKD/WlsiUMmqu/JzIcaz2JI9sZYzPUy95M/M/rpKZ/FWRMJKmhgiwW9VOOjESzGFCPKUoMn1iCiWL2VkSGWGFibFglG4K//PIqaVYrvlfxHy/Ktds8jiKcwCmcgw+XUIN7qEMDCIzhGV7hzcmcF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AdP2kyI= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="noJs4zyoMVAssPwiq01OrfSDiSo=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7JbBPUgFL14ESrYD2iXJZumbWg2WZJsoSz9J148KOLVf+LNf2Pa7kFbHww83pthZl6UcKaN5307hbX1jc2t4nZp Z3dv/8A9PGpqmSpCG0RyqdoR1pQzQRuGGU7biaI4jjhtRaO7md8aU6WZFE9mktAgxgPB+oxgY6XQdePw+qbqPYRZVyY81dPQLXsVbw60SvyclCFHPXS/uj1J0pgKQzjWuuN7iQkyrAwjnE5L3VTTBJMRHtCOpQLHVAfZ/PIpOrNKD/WlsiUMmqu/JzIcaz2JI9sZYzPUy95M/M/rpKZ/FWRMJKmhgiwW9VOOjESzGFCPKUoMn1iCiWL2VkSGWGFibFglG4K//PIqaVYrvlfxHy/Ktds8jiKcwCmcgw+XUIN7qEMDCIzhGV7hzcmcF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AdP2kyI= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="noJs4zyoMVAssPwiq01OrfSDiSo=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7JbBPUgFL14ESrYD2iXJZumbWg2WZJsoSz9J148KOLVf+LNf2Pa7kFbHww83pthZl6UcKaN5307hbX1jc2t4nZp Z3dv/8A9PGpqmSpCG0RyqdoR1pQzQRuGGU7biaI4jjhtRaO7md8aU6WZFE9mktAgxgPB+oxgY6XQdePw+qbqPYRZVyY81dPQLXsVbw60SvyclCFHPXS/uj1J0pgKQzjWuuN7iQkyrAwjnE5L3VTTBJMRHtCOpQLHVAfZ/PIpOrNKD/WlsiUMmqu/JzIcaz2JI9sZYzPUy95M/M/rpKZ/FWRMJKmhgiwW9VOOjESzGFCPKUoMn1iCiWL2VkSGWGFibFglG4K//PIqaVYrvlfxHy/Ktds8jiKcwCmcgw+XUIN7qEMDCIzhGV7hzcmcF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AdP2kyI= </latexit>
400
data
350 300 250 200 150
critical semi-major axis (AU)
q = 100AU




<latexit sha1_base64="HdMogGPjrmmiHNXdftmufc3JnZY=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQUpWFL0IVS8eK7htobuWbJptQ5PsmmSVsvR/ePGgiFf/izf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTYIfTuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzq7y909Bxqgj1SMxj1QqxppxJ6hlmOG0limIRc toMB9djv/lIlWaxvDPDhAYC9ySLGMHGSvcPF6cI+Ue+EtmlN+qUK6iKJoDzxM1JBeSod8pffjcmqaDSEI61brsoMUGGlWGE01HJTzVNMBngHm1bKrGgOsgmV4/ggVW6MIqVLWngRP09kWGh9VCEtlNg09ez3lj8z2unJjoPMiaT1FBJpouilEMTw3EEsMsUJYYPLcFEMXsrJH2sMDE2qJINwZ19eZ40jqsuqrq3J5XaVR5HEeyBfXAIXHAGauAG1IEHCFDgGbyCN+fJeXHenY9pa8HJZ3bBHzifPxxCkZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdMogGPjrmmiHNXdftmufc3JnZY=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQUpWFL0IVS8eK7htobuWbJptQ5PsmmSVsvR/ePGgiFf/izf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTYIfTuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzq7y909Bxqgj1SMxj1QqxppxJ6hlmOG0limIRc toMB9djv/lIlWaxvDPDhAYC9ySLGMHGSvcPF6cI+Ue+EtmlN+qUK6iKJoDzxM1JBeSod8pffjcmqaDSEI61brsoMUGGlWGE01HJTzVNMBngHm1bKrGgOsgmV4/ggVW6MIqVLWngRP09kWGh9VCEtlNg09ez3lj8z2unJjoPMiaT1FBJpouilEMTw3EEsMsUJYYPLcFEMXsrJH2sMDE2qJINwZ19eZ40jqsuqrq3J5XaVR5HEeyBfXAIXHAGauAG1IEHCFDgGbyCN+fJeXHenY9pa8HJZ3bBHzifPxxCkZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdMogGPjrmmiHNXdftmufc3JnZY=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQUpWFL0IVS8eK7htobuWbJptQ5PsmmSVsvR/ePGgiFf/izf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTYIfTuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzq7y909Bxqgj1SMxj1QqxppxJ6hlmOG0limIRc toMB9djv/lIlWaxvDPDhAYC9ySLGMHGSvcPF6cI+Ue+EtmlN+qUK6iKJoDzxM1JBeSod8pffjcmqaDSEI61brsoMUGGlWGE01HJTzVNMBngHm1bKrGgOsgmV4/ggVW6MIqVLWngRP09kWGh9VCEtlNg09ez3lj8z2unJjoPMiaT1FBJpouilEMTw3EEsMsUJYYPLcFEMXsrJH2sMDE2qJINwZ19eZ40jqsuqrq3J5XaVR5HEeyBfXAIXHAGauAG1IEHCFDgGbyCN+fJeXHenY9pa8HJZ3bBHzifPxxCkZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdMogGPjrmmiHNXdftmufc3JnZY=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQUpWFL0IVS8eK7htobuWbJptQ5PsmmSVsvR/ePGgiFf/izf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTYIfTuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzq7y909Bxqgj1SMxj1QqxppxJ6hlmOG0limIRc toMB9djv/lIlWaxvDPDhAYC9ySLGMHGSvcPF6cI+Ue+EtmlN+qUK6iKJoDzxM1JBeSod8pffjcmqaDSEI61brsoMUGGlWGE01HJTzVNMBngHm1bKrGgOsgmV4/ggVW6MIqVLWngRP09kWGh9VCEtlNg09ez3lj8z2unJjoPMiaT1FBJpouilEMTw3EEsMsUJYYPLcFEMXsrJH2sMDE2qJINwZ19eZ40jqsuqrq3J5XaVR5HEeyBfXAIXHAGauAG1IEHCFDgGbyCN+fJeXHenY9pa8HJZ3bBHzifPxxCkZo=</latexit>
q = 100AU




<latexit sha1_base64="HdMogGPjrmmiHNXdftmufc3JnZY=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQUpWFL0IVS8eK7htobuWbJptQ5PsmmSVsvR/ePGgiFf/izf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTYIfTuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzq7y909Bxqgj1SMxj1QqxppxJ6hlmOG0limIRc toMB9djv/lIlWaxvDPDhAYC9ySLGMHGSvcPF6cI+Ue+EtmlN+qUK6iKJoDzxM1JBeSod8pffjcmqaDSEI61brsoMUGGlWGE01HJTzVNMBngHm1bKrGgOsgmV4/ggVW6MIqVLWngRP09kWGh9VCEtlNg09ez3lj8z2unJjoPMiaT1FBJpouilEMTw3EEsMsUJYYPLcFEMXsrJH2sMDE2qJINwZ19eZ40jqsuqrq3J5XaVR5HEeyBfXAIXHAGauAG1IEHCFDgGbyCN+fJeXHenY9pa8HJZ3bBHzifPxxCkZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdMogGPjrmmiHNXdftmufc3JnZY=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQUpWFL0IVS8eK7htobuWbJptQ5PsmmSVsvR/ePGgiFf/izf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTYIfTuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzq7y909Bxqgj1SMxj1QqxppxJ6hlmOG0limIRc toMB9djv/lIlWaxvDPDhAYC9ySLGMHGSvcPF6cI+Ue+EtmlN+qUK6iKJoDzxM1JBeSod8pffjcmqaDSEI61brsoMUGGlWGE01HJTzVNMBngHm1bKrGgOsgmV4/ggVW6MIqVLWngRP09kWGh9VCEtlNg09ez3lj8z2unJjoPMiaT1FBJpouilEMTw3EEsMsUJYYPLcFEMXsrJH2sMDE2qJINwZ19eZ40jqsuqrq3J5XaVR5HEeyBfXAIXHAGauAG1IEHCFDgGbyCN+fJeXHenY9pa8HJZ3bBHzifPxxCkZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdMogGPjrmmiHNXdftmufc3JnZY=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQUpWFL0IVS8eK7htobuWbJptQ5PsmmSVsvR/ePGgiFf/izf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTYIfTuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzq7y909Bxqgj1SMxj1QqxppxJ6hlmOG0limIRc toMB9djv/lIlWaxvDPDhAYC9ySLGMHGSvcPF6cI+Ue+EtmlN+qUK6iKJoDzxM1JBeSod8pffjcmqaDSEI61brsoMUGGlWGE01HJTzVNMBngHm1bKrGgOsgmV4/ggVW6MIqVLWngRP09kWGh9VCEtlNg09ez3lj8z2unJjoPMiaT1FBJpouilEMTw3EEsMsUJYYPLcFEMXsrJH2sMDE2qJINwZ19eZ40jqsuqrq3J5XaVR5HEeyBfXAIXHAGauAG1IEHCFDgGbyCN+fJeXHenY9pa8HJZ3bBHzifPxxCkZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdMogGPjrmmiHNXdftmufc3JnZY=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQUpWFL0IVS8eK7htobuWbJptQ5PsmmSVsvR/ePGgiFf/izf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTYIfTuFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzq7y909Bxqgj1SMxj1QqxppxJ6hlmOG0limIRc toMB9djv/lIlWaxvDPDhAYC9ySLGMHGSvcPF6cI+Ue+EtmlN+qUK6iKJoDzxM1JBeSod8pffjcmqaDSEI61brsoMUGGlWGE01HJTzVNMBngHm1bKrGgOsgmV4/ggVW6MIqVLWngRP09kWGh9VCEtlNg09ez3lj8z2unJjoPMiaT1FBJpouilEMTw3EEsMsUJYYPLcFEMXsrJH2sMDE2qJINwZ19eZ40jqsuqrq3J5XaVR5HEeyBfXAIXHAGauAG1IEHCFDgGbyCN+fJeXHenY9pa8HJZ3bBHzifPxxCkZo=</latexit>
q = 100AU

















<latexit sha1_base64="rXLhKoT60fg3tAM+6dCuREZByL0=">AAACDnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWApuKqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhZiKUkCdw46u4caGIW9fufBunaUBt/WHg5zvncOb8YcKo0o7zZVVWVtfWN6qbta3tnd09e/+gq+JUYtLBMYtlP0SKMCpIR1PNSD+RBPGQkV44uZ7Ve/dEKhqLOz1NiM/RSNCIYqQNCuwGCjJP8gzn+anHkBgxAn8Q9GSBArvuNJ1CcNm4pamDUu3A/vSGMU45ERozpNTAdRLtZ0hqihnJa16qSILwBI3IwFiBOFF+VpyTw4YhQxjF0jyhYUF/T2SIKzXloenkSI/VYm0G/6sNUh1d+hkVSaqJwPNFUcqgjuEsGzikkmDNpsYgLKn5K8RjJBHWJsGaCcFdPHnZdM+artN0b8/rrasyjio4AsfgBLjgArTADWiDDsDgATyBF/BqPVrP1pv1Pm+tWOXMIfgj6+MbLFaczA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rXLhKoT60fg3tAM+6dCuREZByL0=">AAACDnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWApuKqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhZiKUkCdw46u4caGIW9fufBunaUBt/WHg5zvncOb8YcKo0o7zZVVWVtfWN6qbta3tnd09e/+gq+JUYtLBMYtlP0SKMCpIR1PNSD+RBPGQkV44uZ7Ve/dEKhqLOz1NiM/RSNCIYqQNCuwGCjJP8gzn+anHkBgxAn8Q9GSBArvuNJ1CcNm4pamDUu3A/vSGMU45ERozpNTAdRLtZ0hqihnJa16qSILwBI3IwFiBOFF+VpyTw4YhQxjF0jyhYUF/T2SIKzXloenkSI/VYm0G/6sNUh1d+hkVSaqJwPNFUcqgjuEsGzikkmDNpsYgLKn5K8RjJBHWJsGaCcFdPHnZdM+artN0b8/rrasyjio4AsfgBLjgArTADWiDDsDgATyBF/BqPVrP1pv1Pm+tWOXMIfgj6+MbLFaczA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rXLhKoT60fg3tAM+6dCuREZByL0=">AAACDnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWApuKqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhZiKUkCdw46u4caGIW9fufBunaUBt/WHg5zvncOb8YcKo0o7zZVVWVtfWN6qbta3tnd09e/+gq+JUYtLBMYtlP0SKMCpIR1PNSD+RBPGQkV44uZ7Ve/dEKhqLOz1NiM/RSNCIYqQNCuwGCjJP8gzn+anHkBgxAn8Q9GSBArvuNJ1CcNm4pamDUu3A/vSGMU45ERozpNTAdRLtZ0hqihnJa16qSILwBI3IwFiBOFF+VpyTw4YhQxjF0jyhYUF/T2SIKzXloenkSI/VYm0G/6sNUh1d+hkVSaqJwPNFUcqgjuEsGzikkmDNpsYgLKn5K8RjJBHWJsGaCcFdPHnZdM+artN0b8/rrasyjio4AsfgBLjgArTADWiDDsDgATyBF/BqPVrP1pv1Pm+tWOXMIfgj6+MbLFaczA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rXLhKoT60fg3tAM+6dCuREZByL0=">AAACDnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWApuKqJCLosunFZwV6gCWEynbRDZyZhZiKUkCdw46u4caGIW9fufBunaUBt/WHg5zvncOb8YcKo0o7zZVVWVtfWN6qbta3tnd09e/+gq+JUYtLBMYtlP0SKMCpIR1PNSD+RBPGQkV44uZ7Ve/dEKhqLOz1NiM/RSNCIYqQNCuwGCjJP8gzn+anHkBgxAn8Q9GSBArvuNJ1CcNm4pamDUu3A/vSGMU45ERozpNTAdRLtZ0hqihnJa16qSILwBI3IwFiBOFF+VpyTw4YhQxjF0jyhYUF/T2SIKzXloenkSI/VYm0G/6sNUh1d+hkVSaqJwPNFUcqgjuEsGzikkmDNpsYgLKn5K8RjJBHWJsGaCcFdPHnZdM+artN0b8/rrasyjio4AsfgBLjgArTADWiDDsDgATyBF/BqPVrP1pv1Pm+tWOXMIfgj6+MbLFaczA==</latexit>
a¯c = 200AU
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Figure 15: Critical KBO semi-major axis, ac, corresponding to a transition from perihelion-randomized
to apsidally confined orbital distribution, as a function of Planet Nine parameters. The lower right panel
demonstrates the weak dependence of ac on Planet Nine’s inclination. Because this dependence is shallow,
we model it out with a simple linear regression, and define a weighted average of the critical semi-major
axis a¯c. The remaining three panels portray this quantity on the (a9, e9) plane, and explicitly mark the
contours corresponding to a¯c = 200 AU, 250 AU, and 300 AU. The yellow outlines on each graph delineate
the domain over which full-fledged JSUNP9 simulations were carried out. The two circles on each panel mark
the (a9, e9) combination for the specific value of m9 that yield optimal fits to the data, with the embedded
numbers reporting the value of i9 in degrees.
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J2NP9 results are qualitatively identical, panels corresponding to JSUNP9 simulations
appear more “fuzzy” than their J2NP9 counterparts. This difference dominantly stems
from the fact that (to maintain consistency with the observations) we have chosen to
plot the dynamical evolution in osculating heliocentric, rather than barycentric orbital
elements. Because our semi-averaged calculations do not resolve the orbital motion
of Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus around the sun, much of the short-periodic jitter that
is present in the JSUNP9 results is filtered out in the J2NP9 simulation suite. In other
words, the underlying dynamical evolution detailed in the two sets of simulations is
even more similar than it appears.
As the next step in comparing the fully resolved and semi-averaged simulations,
we re-computed the critical semi-major axis in the JSUNP9 runs, and found that the
resulting contours of a¯c on the (a9, ee) plane are in close agreement with those obtained
within the J2NP9 set of numerical experiments. In fact, a hint of this agreement was
already evident in Figure 14, where JSUNP9 and J2NP9 experiments employing the
same parameters are illustrated side-by-side. Consequently, we conclude that the black
curves delineated on Figure 15 can be considered to be an accurate representation of
the J2NP9 and JSUNP9 results alike.
Despite the considerable degeneracy that exists in P9 orbital elements that can gen-
erate a value of a¯c close to 250 AU, the actual characteristics of the distant belt produced
in the simulations exhibit a sensitive dependence on Planet Nine’s orbital properties.
Therefore, a key objective of our analysis is to quantify the orbital architecture of the
simulated a > a¯c Kuiper belt in each numerical experiment, and compare its statis-
tical properties with the observations. For consistency, we will follow the procedure
outlined in our discussion of the data (section 3), and characterize the attributes of the
synthetic Kuiper belt in terms of apsidal confinement, mean inclination, and the rms
dispersion of the orbital poles.
To ensure the orthonormality of our coordinate system, it is useful to introduce





1 − e2) γ = −∆$
Z =
√
1 − e2(1 − cos(i)) z = −∆Ω, (15)
and carry out this analysis in phase-space, rather than in terms of Keplerian orbital
elements. Note that in the above expressions, the conjugate angles are measured with
respect to the corresponding parameters of Planet Nine’s orbit (as mentioned already
in section 4, this choice leads to a trivial modification of the Hamiltonian, wherein
additional terms are introduced to account for the slow apsidal precession and nodal
regression of Planet Nine’s orbit; see Appendix B). Although the actions Γ and Z have
well-defined physical meanings and naturally connect to the definition of the angular
momentum deficit (Laskar, 1997), one limitation of these variables is that at i = 0,
the angle ∆Ω becomes ill-defined17. A convenient way to sidestep this coordinate
singularity is to transform to the cartesian canonical variables h =
√
2Γ cos(∆$), k =
17The same issue technically arises for ∆$ in relation to circular orbits, but this poses no practical limita-
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e =
1
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fraction of orbital footprints in (h,k) quadrants II & III relative to all observable points
i =
10deg
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i =
20deg
<latexit sha1_base64="mKlqiecZRNhNxS2vvYImUGH3bo8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoBeh6MVjBfsBbSibzaRdutnE3Y1QSv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6SCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXSSKYZNlohEdQKqUXCJTcONwE6qkMaBwHYwup357SdUmifywYxT9GM6kDzijBordfh1ze2FOOiXK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/emHCshilYYJq3fXc1PgTqgxnAqelXqYxpWxEB9i1VNIYtT+Z3zslZ1YJSZQoW9KQufp7YkJjrcdxYDtjaoZ62ZuJ/3ndzERX/oTLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7noRcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmxEZVsCN7yy6ukVat6btW7v6jUb/I4inACp3AOHlxCHe6gAU1gIOAZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHI6KPXg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mKlqiecZRNhNxS2vvYImUGH3bo8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoBeh6MVjBfsBbSibzaRdutnE3Y1QSv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6SCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXSSKYZNlohEdQKqUXCJTcONwE6qkMaBwHYwup357SdUmifywYxT9GM6kDzijBordfh1ze2FOOiXK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/emHCshilYYJq3fXc1PgTqgxnAqelXqYxpWxEB9i1VNIYtT+Z3zslZ1YJSZQoW9KQufp7YkJjrcdxYDtjaoZ62ZuJ/3ndzERX/oTLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7noRcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmxEZVsCN7yy6ukVat6btW7v6jUb/I4inACp3AOHlxCHe6gAU1gIOAZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHI6KPXg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mKlqiecZRNhNxS2vvYImUGH3bo8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoBeh6MVjBfsBbSibzaRdutnE3Y1QSv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6SCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXSSKYZNlohEdQKqUXCJTcONwE6qkMaBwHYwup357SdUmifywYxT9GM6kDzijBordfh1ze2FOOiXK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/emHCshilYYJq3fXc1PgTqgxnAqelXqYxpWxEB9i1VNIYtT+Z3zslZ1YJSZQoW9KQufp7YkJjrcdxYDtjaoZ62ZuJ/3ndzERX/oTLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7noRcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmxEZVsCN7yy6ukVat6btW7v6jUb/I4inACp3AOHlxCHe6gAU1gIOAZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHI6KPXg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mKlqiecZRNhNxS2vvYImUGH3bo8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoBeh6MVjBfsBbSibzaRdutnE3Y1QSv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6SCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXSSKYZNlohEdQKqUXCJTcONwE6qkMaBwHYwup357SdUmifywYxT9GM6kDzijBordfh1ze2FOOiXK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/emHCshilYYJq3fXc1PgTqgxnAqelXqYxpWxEB9i1VNIYtT+Z3zslZ1YJSZQoW9KQufp7YkJjrcdxYDtjaoZ62ZuJ/3ndzERX/oTLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7noRcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmxEZVsCN7yy6ukVat6btW7v6jUb/I4inACp3AOHlxCHe6gAU1gIOAZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHI6KPXg==</latexit>
i =
30deg

























<latexit sha1_base64="VmfMPnR4jDqDYMEhjrKeuowq78g=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Coko6kEoevFYwX5AG8pmO23XbjZhdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhYng2njet7O0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/slvb26zpOFcMai0WsmiHVKLjEmuFGYDNRSKNQYCMc3k78xhMqzWP5YEYJBhHtS97jjBor1fHac6/OO6Wy53pTkEXi56QMOaqd0le7G7M0QmmYoFq3fC8xQUaV4UzguNhONSaUDWkfW5ZKGqEOsum1Y3JslS7pxcqWNGSq/p7IaKT1KAptZ0TNQM97E/E/r5Wa3mWQcZmkBiWbLeqlgpiYTF4nXa6QGTGyhDLF7a2EDaiizNiAijYEf/7lRVI/dX3P9e/PypWbPI4CHMIRnIAPF1CBO6hCDRg8wjO8wpsTOy/Ou/Mxa11y8pkD+APn8wcX2I4k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VmfMPnR4jDqDYMEhjrKeuowq78g=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Coko6kEoevFYwX5AG8pmO23XbjZhdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhYng2njet7O0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/slvb26zpOFcMai0WsmiHVKLjEmuFGYDNRSKNQYCMc3k78xhMqzWP5YEYJBhHtS97jjBor1fHac6/OO6Wy53pTkEXi56QMOaqd0le7G7M0QmmYoFq3fC8xQUaV4UzguNhONSaUDWkfW5ZKGqEOsum1Y3JslS7pxcqWNGSq/p7IaKT1KAptZ0TNQM97E/E/r5Wa3mWQcZmkBiWbLeqlgpiYTF4nXa6QGTGyhDLF7a2EDaiizNiAijYEf/7lRVI/dX3P9e/PypWbPI4CHMIRnIAPF1CBO6hCDRg8wjO8wpsTOy/Ou/Mxa11y8pkD+APn8wcX2I4k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VmfMPnR4jDqDYMEhjrKeuowq78g=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Coko6kEoevFYwX5AG8pmO23XbjZhdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhYng2njet7O0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/slvb26zpOFcMai0WsmiHVKLjEmuFGYDNRSKNQYCMc3k78xhMqzWP5YEYJBhHtS97jjBor1fHac6/OO6Wy53pTkEXi56QMOaqd0le7G7M0QmmYoFq3fC8xQUaV4UzguNhONSaUDWkfW5ZKGqEOsum1Y3JslS7pxcqWNGSq/p7IaKT1KAptZ0TNQM97E/E/r5Wa3mWQcZmkBiWbLeqlgpiYTF4nXa6QGTGyhDLF7a2EDaiizNiAijYEf/7lRVI/dX3P9e/PypWbPI4CHMIRnIAPF1CBO6hCDRg8wjO8wpsTOy/Ou/Mxa11y8pkD+APn8wcX2I4k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VmfMPnR4jDqDYMEhjrKeuowq78g=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Coko6kEoevFYwX5AG8pmO23XbjZhdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhYng2njet7O0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/slvb26zpOFcMai0WsmiHVKLjEmuFGYDNRSKNQYCMc3k78xhMqzWP5YEYJBhHtS97jjBor1fHac6/OO6Wy53pTkEXi56QMOaqd0le7G7M0QmmYoFq3fC8xQUaV4UzguNhONSaUDWkfW5ZKGqEOsum1Y3JslS7pxcqWNGSq/p7IaKT1KAptZ0TNQM97E/E/r5Wa3mWQcZmkBiWbLeqlgpiYTF4nXa6QGTGyhDLF7a2EDaiizNiAijYEf/7lRVI/dX3P9e/PypWbPI4CHMIRnIAPF1CBO6hCDRg8wjO8wpsTOy/Ou/Mxa11y8pkD+APn8wcX2I4k</latexit>
⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="TZ6dp5tyCBo6NdZnLwRhzdKcg4s=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1HFo8lrHpRMyCFBpaKFBCJzHAVCThMZrc5v7jExgrYv2A0wRCxUZaDAVnmEs9QNav1vy6PwddJUFBaqRAs1/96g1inirQyCWzthv4CYYZMyi4hFmll1pIGJ+wEXQd1UyBDbP5rTN65pQBHcbGlUY6V39PZExZO1WR61QMx3bZy8X/vG6Kw+swEzpJETRfLBqmkmJM88fpQBjgKKeOMG6Eu5XyMTOMo4un4kIIll9eJe2LeuDXg/vLWuOmiKNMTsgpOScBuSINckeapEU4GZNn8krePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx+QPvM8fCOKOOA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZ6dp5tyCBo6NdZnLwRhzdKcg4s=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1HFo8lrHpRMyCFBpaKFBCJzHAVCThMZrc5v7jExgrYv2A0wRCxUZaDAVnmEs9QNav1vy6PwddJUFBaqRAs1/96g1inirQyCWzthv4CYYZMyi4hFmll1pIGJ+wEXQd1UyBDbP5rTN65pQBHcbGlUY6V39PZExZO1WR61QMx3bZy8X/vG6Kw+swEzpJETRfLBqmkmJM88fpQBjgKKeOMG6Eu5XyMTOMo4un4kIIll9eJe2LeuDXg/vLWuOmiKNMTsgpOScBuSINckeapEU4GZNn8krePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx+QPvM8fCOKOOA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZ6dp5tyCBo6NdZnLwRhzdKcg4s=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1HFo8lrHpRMyCFBpaKFBCJzHAVCThMZrc5v7jExgrYv2A0wRCxUZaDAVnmEs9QNav1vy6PwddJUFBaqRAs1/96g1inirQyCWzthv4CYYZMyi4hFmll1pIGJ+wEXQd1UyBDbP5rTN65pQBHcbGlUY6V39PZExZO1WR61QMx3bZy8X/vG6Kw+swEzpJETRfLBqmkmJM88fpQBjgKKeOMG6Eu5XyMTOMo4un4kIIll9eJe2LeuDXg/vLWuOmiKNMTsgpOScBuSINckeapEU4GZNn8krePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx+QPvM8fCOKOOA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZ6dp5tyCBo6NdZnLwRhzdKcg4s=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1HFo8lrHpRMyCFBpaKFBCJzHAVCThMZrc5v7jExgrYv2A0wRCxUZaDAVnmEs9QNav1vy6PwddJUFBaqRAs1/96g1inirQyCWzthv4CYYZMyi4hFmll1pIGJ+wEXQd1UyBDbP5rTN65pQBHcbGlUY6V39PZExZO1WR61QMx3bZy8X/vG6Kw+swEzpJETRfLBqmkmJM88fpQBjgKKeOMG6Eu5XyMTOMo4un4kIIll9eJe2LeuDXg/vLWuOmiKNMTsgpOScBuSINckeapEU4GZNn8krePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx+QPvM8fCOKOOA==</latexit>
  <latexit sha1_base64="WVBNru380J4XCjCR9Lt9t8h8e1I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAbBU9gVQY9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfGBsG3V1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/8w6OWUZkmtEkUV7oTY0M5k7RpmeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzvz2E9WGKflgJymNBB5KljCCrZNaPcOGAvf9alAL5kCrJCxIFQo0+v5Xb6BIJqi0hGNjumGQ2ijH2jLC6bTSywxNMRnjIe06KrGgJsrn107RmVMGKFHalbRorv6eyLEwZiJi1ymwHZllbyb+53Uzm1xHOZNpZqkki0VJxpFVaPY6GjBNieUTRzDRzN2KyAhrTKwLqOJCCJdfXiWti1oY1ML7y2r9poijDCdwCucQwhXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5hj/wPn8AnF+PIw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WVBNru380J4XCjCR9Lt9t8h8e1I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAbBU9gVQY9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfGBsG3V1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/8w6OWUZkmtEkUV7oTY0M5k7RpmeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzvz2E9WGKflgJymNBB5KljCCrZNaPcOGAvf9alAL5kCrJCxIFQo0+v5Xb6BIJqi0hGNjumGQ2ijH2jLC6bTSywxNMRnjIe06KrGgJsrn107RmVMGKFHalbRorv6eyLEwZiJi1ymwHZllbyb+53Uzm1xHOZNpZqkki0VJxpFVaPY6GjBNieUTRzDRzN2KyAhrTKwLqOJCCJdfXiWti1oY1ML7y2r9poijDCdwCucQwhXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5hj/wPn8AnF+PIw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WVBNru380J4XCjCR9Lt9t8h8e1I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAbBU9gVQY9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfGBsG3V1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/8w6OWUZkmtEkUV7oTY0M5k7RpmeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzvz2E9WGKflgJymNBB5KljCCrZNaPcOGAvf9alAL5kCrJCxIFQo0+v5Xb6BIJqi0hGNjumGQ2ijH2jLC6bTSywxNMRnjIe06KrGgJsrn107RmVMGKFHalbRorv6eyLEwZiJi1ymwHZllbyb+53Uzm1xHOZNpZqkki0VJxpFVaPY6GjBNieUTRzDRzN2KyAhrTKwLqOJCCJdfXiWti1oY1ML7y2r9poijDCdwCucQwhXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5hj/wPn8AnF+PIw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WVBNru380J4XCjCR9Lt9t8h8e1I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAbBU9gVQY9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfGBsG3V1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/8w6OWUZkmtEkUV7oTY0M5k7RpmeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzvz2E9WGKflgJymNBB5KljCCrZNaPcOGAvf9alAL5kCrJCxIFQo0+v5Xb6BIJqi0hGNjumGQ2ijH2jLC6bTSywxNMRnjIe06KrGgJsrn107RmVMGKFHalbRorv6eyLEwZiJi1ymwHZllbyb+53Uzm1xHOZNpZqkki0VJxpFVaPY6GjBNieUTRzDRzN2KyAhrTKwLqOJCCJdfXiWti1oY1ML7y2r9poijDCdwCucQwhXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5hj/wPn8AnF+PIw==</latexit>
orbits aligned with P9 plane
 ⌦ = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="pwqmbntphhfJvzMlLeLziUAkYpY=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoBehqAdvVrAf0F1LNp1tQ5PskmSVsvR/ePGgiFf/izf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++0UlpZXVteK66WNza3tnfLuXlPHqaLQoDGPVTskGjiT0DDMcGgnCogIObTC4dXEbz2C0iyW92aUQCBIX7KIUWKs9OBfAzfEvxXQJxdut1xxq+4UeJF4OamgHPVu+cvvxTQVIA3lROuO5yYmyIgyjHIYl/xUQ0LokPShY6kkAnSQTa8e4yOr9HAUK1vS4Kn6eyIjQuuRCG2nIGag572J+J/XSU10HmRMJqkBSWeLopRjE+NJBLjHFFDDR5YQqpi9FdMBUYQaG1TJhuDNv7xImidVz616d6eV2mUeRxEdoEN0jDx0hmroBtVRA1Gk0DN6RW/Ok/PivDsfs9aCk8/soz9wPn8Aur6R/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pwqmbntphhfJvzMlLeLziUAkYpY=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoBehqAdvVrAf0F1LNp1tQ5PskmSVsvR/ePGgiFf/izf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++0UlpZXVteK66WNza3tnfLuXlPHqaLQoDGPVTskGjiT0DDMcGgnCogIObTC4dXEbz2C0iyW92aUQCBIX7KIUWKs9OBfAzfEvxXQJxdut1xxq+4UeJF4OamgHPVu+cvvxTQVIA3lROuO5yYmyIgyjHIYl/xUQ0LokPShY6kkAnSQTa8e4yOr9HAUK1vS4Kn6eyIjQuuRCG2nIGag572J+J/XSU10HmRMJqkBSWeLopRjE+NJBLjHFFDDR5YQqpi9FdMBUYQaG1TJhuDNv7xImidVz616d6eV2mUeRxEdoEN0jDx0hmroBtVRA1Gk0DN6RW/Ok/PivDsfs9aCk8/soz9wPn8Aur6R/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pwqmbntphhfJvzMlLeLziUAkYpY=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoBehqAdvVrAf0F1LNp1tQ5PskmSVsvR/ePGgiFf/izf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++0UlpZXVteK66WNza3tnfLuXlPHqaLQoDGPVTskGjiT0DDMcGgnCogIObTC4dXEbz2C0iyW92aUQCBIX7KIUWKs9OBfAzfEvxXQJxdut1xxq+4UeJF4OamgHPVu+cvvxTQVIA3lROuO5yYmyIgyjHIYl/xUQ0LokPShY6kkAnSQTa8e4yOr9HAUK1vS4Kn6eyIjQuuRCG2nIGag572J+J/XSU10HmRMJqkBSWeLopRjE+NJBLjHFFDDR5YQqpi9FdMBUYQaG1TJhuDNv7xImidVz616d6eV2mUeRxEdoEN0jDx0hmroBtVRA1Gk0DN6RW/Ok/PivDsfs9aCk8/soz9wPn8Aur6R/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pwqmbntphhfJvzMlLeLziUAkYpY=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoBehqAdvVrAf0F1LNp1tQ5PskmSVsvR/ePGgiFf/izf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++0UlpZXVteK66WNza3tnfLuXlPHqaLQoDGPVTskGjiT0DDMcGgnCogIObTC4dXEbz2C0iyW92aUQCBIX7KIUWKs9OBfAzfEvxXQJxdut1xxq+4UeJF4OamgHPVu+cvvxTQVIA3lROuO5yYmyIgyjHIYl/xUQ0LokPShY6kkAnSQTa8e4yOr9HAUK1vS4Kn6eyIjQuuRCG2nIGag572J+J/XSU10HmRMJqkBSWeLopRjE+NJBLjHFFDDR5YQqpi9FdMBUYQaG1TJhuDNv7xImidVz616d6eV2mUeRxEdoEN0jDx0hmroBtVRA1Gk0DN6RW/Ok/PivDsfs9aCk8/soz9wPn8Aur6R/g==</latexit>
µ




rms dispersion in (p,g)
apsidally anti-aligned cluster
f$ =
<latexit sha1_base64="8CV1ECfWaAjMtkG9H2DE8IYa5ds=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQS9C0YvHCvZD2qVk02wbmmRDki2Upb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMixRnxvr+t1dYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZOkmtAGSXii2xE2lDNJG5ZZTttKUywiTlvR6G7mt8ZUG5bIRztRNBR4IFnMCLZOeop73THWit30yhW/6s+BVkmQkwrkqPfKX91+QlJBpSUcG9MJfGXDDGvLCKfTUjc1VGEywgPacVRiQU2YzQ+eojOn9FGcaFfSorn6eyLDwpiJiFynwHZolr2Z+J/XSW18HWZMqtRSSRaL4pQjm6DZ96jPNCWWTxzBRDN3KyJDrDGxLqOSCyFYfnmVNC+qgV8NHi4rtds8jiKcwCmcQwBXUIN7qEMDCAh4hld487T34r17H4vWgpfPHMMfeJ8/tG2QVA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8CV1ECfWaAjMtkG9H2DE8IYa5ds=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQS9C0YvHCvZD2qVk02wbmmRDki2Upb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMixRnxvr+t1dYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZOkmtAGSXii2xE2lDNJG5ZZTttKUywiTlvR6G7mt8ZUG5bIRztRNBR4IFnMCLZOeop73THWit30yhW/6s+BVkmQkwrkqPfKX91+QlJBpSUcG9MJfGXDDGvLCKfTUjc1VGEywgPacVRiQU2YzQ+eojOn9FGcaFfSorn6eyLDwpiJiFynwHZolr2Z+J/XSW18HWZMqtRSSRaL4pQjm6DZ96jPNCWWTxzBRDN3KyJDrDGxLqOSCyFYfnmVNC+qgV8NHi4rtds8jiKcwCmcQwBXUIN7qEMDCAh4hld487T34r17H4vWgpfPHMMfeJ8/tG2QVA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8CV1ECfWaAjMtkG9H2DE8IYa5ds=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQS9C0YvHCvZD2qVk02wbmmRDki2Upb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMixRnxvr+t1dYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZOkmtAGSXii2xE2lDNJG5ZZTttKUywiTlvR6G7mt8ZUG5bIRztRNBR4IFnMCLZOeop73THWit30yhW/6s+BVkmQkwrkqPfKX91+QlJBpSUcG9MJfGXDDGvLCKfTUjc1VGEywgPacVRiQU2YzQ+eojOn9FGcaFfSorn6eyLDwpiJiFynwHZolr2Z+J/XSW18HWZMqtRSSRaL4pQjm6DZ96jPNCWWTxzBRDN3KyJDrDGxLqOSCyFYfnmVNC+qgV8NHi4rtds8jiKcwCmcQwBXUIN7qEMDCAh4hld487T34r17H4vWgpfPHMMfeJ8/tG2QVA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8CV1ECfWaAjMtkG9H2DE8IYa5ds=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQS9C0YvHCvZD2qVk02wbmmRDki2Upb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMixRnxvr+t1dYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZOkmtAGSXii2xE2lDNJG5ZZTttKUywiTlvR6G7mt8ZUG5bIRztRNBR4IFnMCLZOeop73THWit30yhW/6s+BVkmQkwrkqPfKX91+QlJBpSUcG9MJfGXDDGvLCKfTUjc1VGEywgPacVRiQU2YzQ+eojOn9FGcaFfSorn6eyLDwpiJiFynwHZolr2Z+J/XSW18HWZMqtRSSRaL4pQjm6DZ96jPNCWWTxzBRDN3KyJDrDGxLqOSCyFYfnmVNC+qgV8NHi4rtds8jiKcwCmcQwBXUIN7qEMDCAh4hld487T34r17H4vWgpfPHMMfeJ8/tG2QVA==</latexit>
÷
characteristic scatter of low-q, low-i KBOs around the mean (<p>,<g>) vector










<latexit sha1_base64="CwkEea8XY/NOM7ZUvn652DKtm4U=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBD0WvXisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZ1kiqHPEpGodkg1Ci7RN9wIbKcKaRwKbIWju5nfekKleSIfzTjFIKYDySPOqLGSXx1ejM575Ypbc+cgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dkjOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxEN8GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSfOy5rk17+GqUr/N4yjCCZxCFTy4hjrcQwN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AMPujfw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CwkEea8XY/NOM7ZUvn652DKtm4U=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBD0WvXisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZ1kiqHPEpGodkg1Ci7RN9wIbKcKaRwKbIWju5nfekKleSIfzTjFIKYDySPOqLGSXx1ejM575Ypbc+cgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dkjOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxEN8GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSfOy5rk17+GqUr/N4yjCCZxCFTy4hjrcQwN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AMPujfw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CwkEea8XY/NOM7ZUvn652DKtm4U=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBD0WvXisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZ1kiqHPEpGodkg1Ci7RN9wIbKcKaRwKbIWju5nfekKleSIfzTjFIKYDySPOqLGSXx1ejM575Ypbc+cgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dkjOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxEN8GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSfOy5rk17+GqUr/N4yjCCZxCFTy4hjrcQwN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AMPujfw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CwkEea8XY/NOM7ZUvn652DKtm4U=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBD0WvXisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZ1kiqHPEpGodkg1Ci7RN9wIbKcKaRwKbIWju5nfekKleSIfzTjFIKYDySPOqLGSXx1ejM575Ypbc+cgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dkjOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxEN8GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXSfOy5rk17+GqUr/N4yjCCZxCFTy4hjrcQwN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AMPujfw=</latexit>
(p, g)
<latexit sha1_base64="IhO0+r5/zQko8H0P+Wk+DwN8A6c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBD0WvXisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZ1kiqHPEpGodkg1Ci7RN9wIbKcKaRwKbIWju5nfekKleSIfzTjFIKYDySPOqLGSX00vBue9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gr3yV7efsCxGaZigWnc8NzXBhCrDmcBpqZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh1M5sdOyZlV+iRKlC1pyFz9PTGhsdbjOLSdMTVDvezNxP+8Tmaim2DCZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZfU76XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZsfmUbAje8surpHlZ89ya93BVqd/mcRThBE6hCh5cQx3uoQE+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AMoSjgA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IhO0+r5/zQko8H0P+Wk+DwN8A6c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBD0WvXisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZ1kiqHPEpGodkg1Ci7RN9wIbKcKaRwKbIWju5nfekKleSIfzTjFIKYDySPOqLGSX00vBue9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gr3yV7efsCxGaZigWnc8NzXBhCrDmcBpqZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh1M5sdOyZlV+iRKlC1pyFz9PTGhsdbjOLSdMTVDvezNxP+8Tmaim2DCZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZfU76XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZsfmUbAje8surpHlZ89ya93BVqd/mcRThBE6hCh5cQx3uoQE+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AMoSjgA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IhO0+r5/zQko8H0P+Wk+DwN8A6c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBD0WvXisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZ1kiqHPEpGodkg1Ci7RN9wIbKcKaRwKbIWju5nfekKleSIfzTjFIKYDySPOqLGSX00vBue9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gr3yV7efsCxGaZigWnc8NzXBhCrDmcBpqZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh1M5sdOyZlV+iRKlC1pyFz9PTGhsdbjOLSdMTVDvezNxP+8Tmaim2DCZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZfU76XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZsfmUbAje8surpHlZ89ya93BVqd/mcRThBE6hCh5cQx3uoQE+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AMoSjgA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IhO0+r5/zQko8H0P+Wk+DwN8A6c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBD0WvXisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZ1kiqHPEpGodkg1Ci7RN9wIbKcKaRwKbIWju5nfekKleSIfzTjFIKYDySPOqLGSX00vBue9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gr3yV7efsCxGaZigWnc8NzXBhCrDmcBpqZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh1M5sdOyZlV+iRKlC1pyFz9PTGhsdbjOLSdMTVDvezNxP+8Tmaim2DCZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZfU76XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZsfmUbAje8surpHlZ89ya93BVqd/mcRThBE6hCh5cQx3uoQE+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AMoSjgA=</latexit>
parameter symbol definition criterion
critical semi-major axis ac<latexit sha1_base64="9qKErK3+pIH/DjrASJbFis5G2qA=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48V7Ae2S8mm2TY0yS5JVijL/gsvHhTx6r/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqylo0FrHuhsQwwRVrWW4F6yaaERkK1gkntzO/88S04bF6sNOEBZKMFI84JdZJj2SQ9bXMaJ4PqjWv7s2BV4lfkBoUaA6qX/1hTFPJlKWCGNPzvcQGGdGWU8HySj81LCF0Qkas56gikpkgm1+c4zOnDHEUa1fK4rn6eyIj0pipDF2nJHZslr2Z+J/XS210HWRcJallii4WRanANsaz9/GQa0atmDpCqObuVkzHRBNqXUgVF4K//PIqaV/Ufa/u31/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoAF30IQWUFDwDK/whgx6Qe/oY9FaQsXMMfwB+vwBFd2RLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9qKErK3+pIH/DjrASJbFis5G2qA=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48V7Ae2S8mm2TY0yS5JVijL/gsvHhTx6r/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqylo0FrHuhsQwwRVrWW4F6yaaERkK1gkntzO/88S04bF6sNOEBZKMFI84JdZJj2SQ9bXMaJ4PqjWv7s2BV4lfkBoUaA6qX/1hTFPJlKWCGNPzvcQGGdGWU8HySj81LCF0Qkas56gikpkgm1+c4zOnDHEUa1fK4rn6eyIj0pipDF2nJHZslr2Z+J/XS210HWRcJallii4WRanANsaz9/GQa0atmDpCqObuVkzHRBNqXUgVF4K//PIqaV/Ufa/u31/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoAF30IQWUFDwDK/whgx6Qe/oY9FaQsXMMfwB+vwBFd2RLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9qKErK3+pIH/DjrASJbFis5G2qA=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48V7Ae2S8mm2TY0yS5JVijL/gsvHhTx6r/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqylo0FrHuhsQwwRVrWW4F6yaaERkK1gkntzO/88S04bF6sNOEBZKMFI84JdZJj2SQ9bXMaJ4PqjWv7s2BV4lfkBoUaA6qX/1hTFPJlKWCGNPzvcQGGdGWU8HySj81LCF0Qkas56gikpkgm1+c4zOnDHEUa1fK4rn6eyIj0pipDF2nJHZslr2Z+J/XS210HWRcJallii4WRanANsaz9/GQa0atmDpCqObuVkzHRBNqXUgVF4K//PIqaV/Ufa/u31/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoAF30IQWUFDwDK/whgx6Qe/oY9FaQsXMMfwB+vwBFd2RLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9qKErK3+pIH/DjrASJbFis5G2qA=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48V7Ae2S8mm2TY0yS5JVijL/gsvHhTx6r/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqylo0FrHuhsQwwRVrWW4F6yaaERkK1gkntzO/88S04bF6sNOEBZKMFI84JdZJj2SQ9bXMaJ4PqjWv7s2BV4lfkBoUaA6qX/1hTFPJlKWCGNPzvcQGGdGWU8HySj81LCF0Qkas56gikpkgm1+c4zOnDHEUa1fK4rn6eyIj0pipDF2nJHZslr2Z+J/XS210HWRcJallii4WRanANsaz9/GQa0atmDpCqObuVkzHRBNqXUgVF4K//PIqaV/Ufa/u31/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoAF30IQWUFDwDK/whgx6Qe/oY9FaQsXMMfwB+vwBFd2RLA==</latexit> transition point between randomized and apsidally confined KBOs
⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="TZ6dp5tyCBo6NdZnLwRhzdKcg4s=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1HFo8lrHpRMyCFBpaKFBCJzHAVCThMZrc5v7jExgrYv2A0wRCxUZaDAVnmEs9QNav1vy6PwddJUFBaqRAs1/96g1inirQyCWzthv4CYYZMyi4hFmll1pIGJ+wEXQd1UyBDbP5rTN65pQBHcbGlUY6V39PZExZO1WR61QMx3bZy8X/vG6Kw+swEzpJETRfLBqmkmJM88fpQBjgKKeOMG6Eu5XyMTOMo4un4kIIll9eJe2LeuDXg/vLWuOmiKNMTsgpOScBuSINckeapEU4GZNn8krePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx+QPvM8fCOKOOA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZ6dp5tyCBo6NdZnLwRhzdKcg4s=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1HFo8lrHpRMyCFBpaKFBCJzHAVCThMZrc5v7jExgrYv2A0wRCxUZaDAVnmEs9QNav1vy6PwddJUFBaqRAs1/96g1inirQyCWzthv4CYYZMyi4hFmll1pIGJ+wEXQd1UyBDbP5rTN65pQBHcbGlUY6V39PZExZO1WR61QMx3bZy8X/vG6Kw+swEzpJETRfLBqmkmJM88fpQBjgKKeOMG6Eu5XyMTOMo4un4kIIll9eJe2LeuDXg/vLWuOmiKNMTsgpOScBuSINckeapEU4GZNn8krePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx+QPvM8fCOKOOA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZ6dp5tyCBo6NdZnLwRhzdKcg4s=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1HFo8lrHpRMyCFBpaKFBCJzHAVCThMZrc5v7jExgrYv2A0wRCxUZaDAVnmEs9QNav1vy6PwddJUFBaqRAs1/96g1inirQyCWzthv4CYYZMyi4hFmll1pIGJ+wEXQd1UyBDbP5rTN65pQBHcbGlUY6V39PZExZO1WR61QMx3bZy8X/vG6Kw+swEzpJETRfLBqmkmJM88fpQBjgKKeOMG6Eu5XyMTOMo4un4kIIll9eJe2LeuDXg/vLWuOmiKNMTsgpOScBuSINckeapEU4GZNn8krePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx+QPvM8fCOKOOA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZ6dp5tyCBo6NdZnLwRhzdKcg4s=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1HFo8lrHpRMyCFBpaKFBCJzHAVCThMZrc5v7jExgrYv2A0wRCxUZaDAVnmEs9QNav1vy6PwddJUFBaqRAs1/96g1inirQyCWzthv4CYYZMyi4hFmll1pIGJ+wEXQd1UyBDbP5rTN65pQBHcbGlUY6V39PZExZO1WR61QMx3bZy8X/vG6Kw+swEzpJETRfLBqmkmJM88fpQBjgKKeOMG6Eu5XyMTOMo4un4kIIll9eJe2LeuDXg/vLWuOmiKNMTsgpOScBuSINckeapEU4GZNn8krePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx+QPvM8fCOKOOA==</latexit>









average relative longitude of ascending node of the distant Kuiper belt
 
<latexit sha1_base64="WVBNru380J4XCjCR9Lt9t8h8e1I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAbBU9gVQY9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfGBsG3V1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/8w6OWUZkmtEkUV7oTY0M5k7RpmeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzvz2E9WGKflgJymNBB5KljCCrZNaPcOGAvf9alAL5kCrJCxIFQo0+v5Xb6BIJqi0hGNjumGQ2ijH2jLC6bTSywxNMRnjIe06KrGgJsrn107RmVMGKFHalbRorv6eyLEwZiJi1ymwHZllbyb+53Uzm1xHOZNpZqkki0VJxpFVaPY6GjBNieUTRzDRzN2KyAhrTKwLqOJCCJdfXiWti1oY1ML7y2r9poijDCdwCucQwhXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5hj/wPn8AnF+PIw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WVBNru380J4XCjCR9Lt9t8h8e1I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAbBU9gVQY9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfGBsG3V1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/8w6OWUZkmtEkUV7oTY0M5k7RpmeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzvz2E9WGKflgJymNBB5KljCCrZNaPcOGAvf9alAL5kCrJCxIFQo0+v5Xb6BIJqi0hGNjumGQ2ijH2jLC6bTSywxNMRnjIe06KrGgJsrn107RmVMGKFHalbRorv6eyLEwZiJi1ymwHZllbyb+53Uzm1xHOZNpZqkki0VJxpFVaPY6GjBNieUTRzDRzN2KyAhrTKwLqOJCCJdfXiWti1oY1ML7y2r9poijDCdwCucQwhXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5hj/wPn8AnF+PIw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WVBNru380J4XCjCR9Lt9t8h8e1I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAbBU9gVQY9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfGBsG3V1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/8w6OWUZkmtEkUV7oTY0M5k7RpmeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzvz2E9WGKflgJymNBB5KljCCrZNaPcOGAvf9alAL5kCrJCxIFQo0+v5Xb6BIJqi0hGNjumGQ2ijH2jLC6bTSywxNMRnjIe06KrGgJsrn107RmVMGKFHalbRorv6eyLEwZiJi1ymwHZllbyb+53Uzm1xHOZNpZqkki0VJxpFVaPY6GjBNieUTRzDRzN2KyAhrTKwLqOJCCJdfXiWti1oY1ML7y2r9poijDCdwCucQwhXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5hj/wPn8AnF+PIw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WVBNru380J4XCjCR9Lt9t8h8e1I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAbBU9gVQY9BLx4jmAckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfGBsG3V1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/8w6OWUZkmtEkUV7oTY0M5k7RpmeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzvz2E9WGKflgJymNBB5KljCCrZNaPcOGAvf9alAL5kCrJCxIFQo0+v5Xb6BIJqi0hGNjumGQ2ijH2jLC6bTSywxNMRnjIe06KrGgJsrn107RmVMGKFHalbRorv6eyLEwZiJi1ymwHZllbyb+53Uzm1xHOZNpZqkki0VJxpFVaPY6GjBNieUTRzDRzN2KyAhrTKwLqOJCCJdfXiWti1oY1ML7y2r9poijDCdwCucQwhXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5hj/wPn8AnF+PIw==</latexit>
µ
<latexit sha1_base64="UFOX4zita877+Ikq+M6IENXmVh0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzQOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQj7BiwdFvPpF3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoEDJ26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcZzyUNGBFrFgFJ300FVZr1zxq/4cZJUEOalAjnqv/NXtJyxTXCOT1NpO4KcYTqhBwSSflrqZ5SllIzrgHUc1VdyGk/mpU3LmlD6JE+NKI5mrvycmVFk7VpHrVBSHdtmbif95nQzj63AidJoh12yxKM4kwYTM/iZ9YThDOXaEMiPcrYQNqaEMXTolF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3F9Wajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAZ3UIcGMBjAM7zCmye9F+/d+1i0Frx85hj+wPv8AV1ejdY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UFOX4zita877+Ikq+M6IENXmVh0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzQOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQj7BiwdFvPpF3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoEDJ26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcZzyUNGBFrFgFJ300FVZr1zxq/4cZJUEOalAjnqv/NXtJyxTXCOT1NpO4KcYTqhBwSSflrqZ5SllIzrgHUc1VdyGk/mpU3LmlD6JE+NKI5mrvycmVFk7VpHrVBSHdtmbif95nQzj63AidJoh12yxKM4kwYTM/iZ9YThDOXaEMiPcrYQNqaEMXTolF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3F9Wajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAZ3UIcGMBjAM7zCmye9F+/d+1i0Frx85hj+wPv8AV1ejdY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UFOX4zita877+Ikq+M6IENXmVh0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzQOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQj7BiwdFvPpF3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoEDJ26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcZzyUNGBFrFgFJ300FVZr1zxq/4cZJUEOalAjnqv/NXtJyxTXCOT1NpO4KcYTqhBwSSflrqZ5SllIzrgHUc1VdyGk/mpU3LmlD6JE+NKI5mrvycmVFk7VpHrVBSHdtmbif95nQzj63AidJoh12yxKM4kwYTM/iZ9YThDOXaEMiPcrYQNqaEMXTolF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3F9Wajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAZ3UIcGMBjAM7zCmye9F+/d+1i0Frx85hj+wPv8AV1ejdY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UFOX4zita877+Ikq+M6IENXmVh0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzQOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQj7BiwdFvPpF3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoEDJ26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcZzyUNGBFrFgFJ300FVZr1zxq/4cZJUEOalAjnqv/NXtJyxTXCOT1NpO4KcYTqhBwSSflrqZ5SllIzrgHUc1VdyGk/mpU3LmlD6JE+NKI5mrvycmVFk7VpHrVBSHdtmbif95nQzj63AidJoh12yxKM4kwYTM/iZ9YThDOXaEMiPcrYQNqaEMXTolF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3F9Wajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAZ3UIcGMBjAM7zCmye9F+/d+1i0Frx85hj+wPv8AV1ejdY=</latexit>
ac 2 (200, 300)AU
<latexit sha1_base64="DR4SNLNNS2P8dM2K5KnGda1D9hA=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdenCYBEqlDKpgi6rblxWsA9oQphMJ+3QySTMTIQSsnTjr7hxoYhbP8Gdf+OkzUJbD1w4nHMv997jx4xKBeG3sbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+yae/sdGSUCkzaOWCR6PpKEUU7aiipGerEgKPQZ6frjm9zvPhAhacTv1SQmboiGnAYUI6UlzzxCXuqIMMVZ5lBebUBYO4Pw1Knl4lU788wKrMMprEViF6QCCrQ888sZRDgJCVeYISn7NoyVmyKhKGYkKzuJJDHCYzQkfU05Col00+kjmXWilYEVREIXV9ZU/T2RolDKSejrzhCpkZz3cvE/r5+o4NJNKY8TRTieLQoSZqnIylOxBlQQrNhEE4QF1bdaeIQEwkpnV9Yh2PMvL5JOo27Dun13XmleF3GUwCE4BlVggwvQBLegBdoAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxsesdckoZg7AHxifP353mFU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DR4SNLNNS2P8dM2K5KnGda1D9hA=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdenCYBEqlDKpgi6rblxWsA9oQphMJ+3QySTMTIQSsnTjr7hxoYhbP8Gdf+OkzUJbD1w4nHMv997jx4xKBeG3sbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+yae/sdGSUCkzaOWCR6PpKEUU7aiipGerEgKPQZ6frjm9zvPhAhacTv1SQmboiGnAYUI6UlzzxCXuqIMMVZ5lBebUBYO4Pw1Knl4lU788wKrMMprEViF6QCCrQ888sZRDgJCVeYISn7NoyVmyKhKGYkKzuJJDHCYzQkfU05Col00+kjmXWilYEVREIXV9ZU/T2RolDKSejrzhCpkZz3cvE/r5+o4NJNKY8TRTieLQoSZqnIylOxBlQQrNhEE4QF1bdaeIQEwkpnV9Yh2PMvL5JOo27Dun13XmleF3GUwCE4BlVggwvQBLegBdoAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxsesdckoZg7AHxifP353mFU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DR4SNLNNS2P8dM2K5KnGda1D9hA=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdenCYBEqlDKpgi6rblxWsA9oQphMJ+3QySTMTIQSsnTjr7hxoYhbP8Gdf+OkzUJbD1w4nHMv997jx4xKBeG3sbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+yae/sdGSUCkzaOWCR6PpKEUU7aiipGerEgKPQZ6frjm9zvPhAhacTv1SQmboiGnAYUI6UlzzxCXuqIMMVZ5lBebUBYO4Pw1Knl4lU788wKrMMprEViF6QCCrQ888sZRDgJCVeYISn7NoyVmyKhKGYkKzuJJDHCYzQkfU05Col00+kjmXWilYEVREIXV9ZU/T2RolDKSejrzhCpkZz3cvE/r5+o4NJNKY8TRTieLQoSZqnIylOxBlQQrNhEE4QF1bdaeIQEwkpnV9Yh2PMvL5JOo27Dun13XmleF3GUwCE4BlVggwvQBLegBdoAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxsesdckoZg7AHxifP353mFU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DR4SNLNNS2P8dM2K5KnGda1D9hA=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdenCYBEqlDKpgi6rblxWsA9oQphMJ+3QySTMTIQSsnTjr7hxoYhbP8Gdf+OkzUJbD1w4nHMv997jx4xKBeG3sbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+yae/sdGSUCkzaOWCR6PpKEUU7aiipGerEgKPQZ6frjm9zvPhAhacTv1SQmboiGnAYUI6UlzzxCXuqIMMVZ5lBebUBYO4Pw1Knl4lU788wKrMMprEViF6QCCrQ888sZRDgJCVeYISn7NoyVmyKhKGYkKzuJJDHCYzQkfU05Col00+kjmXWilYEVREIXV9ZU/T2RolDKSejrzhCpkZz3cvE/r5+o4NJNKY8TRTieLQoSZqnIylOxBlQQrNhEE4QF1bdaeIQEwkpnV9Yh2PMvL5JOo27Dun13XmleF3GUwCE4BlVggwvQBLegBdoAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxsesdckoZg7AHxifP353mFU=</latexit>
f$   80%
<latexit sha1_base64="eJETqIgi+9QdmQebD4efeCE1qWA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeNr1aOXwRDwFHZFMMegF48RzAOyS5id9CZDZh/OzAbCkj/x4kERr/6JN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KUsGVdpxva2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDq2T07bKskkwxZLRCK7AVUoeIwtzbXAbiqRRoHATjC+m/udCUrFk/hRT1P0IzqMecgZ1Ubq23bY9yZUptwb4lPd8ap9u+LUnAXIOnELUoECzb795Q0SlkUYayaoUj3XSbWfU6k5Ezgre5nClLIxHWLP0JhGqPx8cfmMVI0yIGEiTcWaLNTfEzmNlJpGgemMqB6pVW8u/uf1Mh3W/ZzHaaYxZstFYSaITsg8BjLgEpkWU0Mok9zcStiISsq0CatsQnBXX14n7aua69Tch+tK47aIowTncAGX4MINNOAemtACBhN4hld4s3LrxXq3PpatG1YxcwZ/YH3+AMDakxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eJETqIgi+9QdmQebD4efeCE1qWA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeNr1aOXwRDwFHZFMMegF48RzAOyS5id9CZDZh/OzAbCkj/x4kERr/6JN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KUsGVdpxva2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDq2T07bKskkwxZLRCK7AVUoeIwtzbXAbiqRRoHATjC+m/udCUrFk/hRT1P0IzqMecgZ1Ubq23bY9yZUptwb4lPd8ap9u+LUnAXIOnELUoECzb795Q0SlkUYayaoUj3XSbWfU6k5Ezgre5nClLIxHWLP0JhGqPx8cfmMVI0yIGEiTcWaLNTfEzmNlJpGgemMqB6pVW8u/uf1Mh3W/ZzHaaYxZstFYSaITsg8BjLgEpkWU0Mok9zcStiISsq0CatsQnBXX14n7aua69Tch+tK47aIowTncAGX4MINNOAemtACBhN4hld4s3LrxXq3PpatG1YxcwZ/YH3+AMDakxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eJETqIgi+9QdmQebD4efeCE1qWA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeNr1aOXwRDwFHZFMMegF48RzAOyS5id9CZDZh/OzAbCkj/x4kERr/6JN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KUsGVdpxva2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDq2T07bKskkwxZLRCK7AVUoeIwtzbXAbiqRRoHATjC+m/udCUrFk/hRT1P0IzqMecgZ1Ubq23bY9yZUptwb4lPd8ap9u+LUnAXIOnELUoECzb795Q0SlkUYayaoUj3XSbWfU6k5Ezgre5nClLIxHWLP0JhGqPx8cfmMVI0yIGEiTcWaLNTfEzmNlJpGgemMqB6pVW8u/uf1Mh3W/ZzHaaYxZstFYSaITsg8BjLgEpkWU0Mok9zcStiISsq0CatsQnBXX14n7aua69Tch+tK47aIowTncAGX4MINNOAemtACBhN4hld4s3LrxXq3PpatG1YxcwZ/YH3+AMDakxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eJETqIgi+9QdmQebD4efeCE1qWA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeNr1aOXwRDwFHZFMMegF48RzAOyS5id9CZDZh/OzAbCkj/x4kERr/6JN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KUsGVdpxva2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDq2T07bKskkwxZLRCK7AVUoeIwtzbXAbiqRRoHATjC+m/udCUrFk/hRT1P0IzqMecgZ1Ubq23bY9yZUptwb4lPd8ap9u+LUnAXIOnELUoECzb795Q0SlkUYayaoUj3XSbWfU6k5Ezgre5nClLIxHWLP0JhGqPx8cfmMVI0yIGEiTcWaLNTfEzmNlJpGgemMqB6pVW8u/uf1Mh3W/ZzHaaYxZstFYSaITsg8BjLgEpkWU0Mok9zcStiISsq0CatsQnBXX14n7aua69Tch+tK47aIowTncAGX4MINNOAemtACBhN4hld4s3LrxXq3PpatG1YxcwZ/YH3+AMDakxA=</latexit>
⌘ ⇡ 0.1
<latexit sha1_base64="s0urqBKGZYIPmQyGiTzo9mmuLjI=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoigh6LXjxWsB/QhLLZTtqlm92wuxFr6C/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzopQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/tV9+CwrWWmKLSo5FJ1I6KBMwEtwwyHbqqAJBGHTjS+mfmdB1CaSXFvJimECRkKFjNKjJX6bjUAQwKSpko+Yq/u992aV/fmwKvEL0gNFWj23a9gIGmWgDCUE617vpeaMCfKMMphWgkyDSmhYzKEnqWCJKDDfH74FJ9aZYBjqWwJg+fq74mcJFpPksh2JsSM9LI3E//zepmJr8KciTQzIOhiUZxxbCSepYAHTAE1fGIJoYrZWzEdEUWosVlVbAj+8surpH1e921idxe1xnURRxkdoxN0hnx0iRroFjVRC1GUoWf0it6cJ+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5Qn/gfP4AxDiSfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s0urqBKGZYIPmQyGiTzo9mmuLjI=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoigh6LXjxWsB/QhLLZTtqlm92wuxFr6C/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzopQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/tV9+CwrWWmKLSo5FJ1I6KBMwEtwwyHbqqAJBGHTjS+mfmdB1CaSXFvJimECRkKFjNKjJX6bjUAQwKSpko+Yq/u992aV/fmwKvEL0gNFWj23a9gIGmWgDCUE617vpeaMCfKMMphWgkyDSmhYzKEnqWCJKDDfH74FJ9aZYBjqWwJg+fq74mcJFpPksh2JsSM9LI3E//zepmJr8KciTQzIOhiUZxxbCSepYAHTAE1fGIJoYrZWzEdEUWosVlVbAj+8surpH1e921idxe1xnURRxkdoxN0hnx0iRroFjVRC1GUoWf0it6cJ+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5Qn/gfP4AxDiSfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s0urqBKGZYIPmQyGiTzo9mmuLjI=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoigh6LXjxWsB/QhLLZTtqlm92wuxFr6C/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzopQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/tV9+CwrWWmKLSo5FJ1I6KBMwEtwwyHbqqAJBGHTjS+mfmdB1CaSXFvJimECRkKFjNKjJX6bjUAQwKSpko+Yq/u992aV/fmwKvEL0gNFWj23a9gIGmWgDCUE617vpeaMCfKMMphWgkyDSmhYzKEnqWCJKDDfH74FJ9aZYBjqWwJg+fq74mcJFpPksh2JsSM9LI3E//zepmJr8KciTQzIOhiUZxxbCSepYAHTAE1fGIJoYrZWzEdEUWosVlVbAj+8surpH1e921idxe1xnURRxkdoxN0hnx0iRroFjVRC1GUoWf0it6cJ+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5Qn/gfP4AxDiSfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s0urqBKGZYIPmQyGiTzo9mmuLjI=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoigh6LXjxWsB/QhLLZTtqlm92wuxFr6C/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzopQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/tV9+CwrWWmKLSo5FJ1I6KBMwEtwwyHbqqAJBGHTjS+mfmdB1CaSXFvJimECRkKFjNKjJX6bjUAQwKSpko+Yq/u992aV/fmwKvEL0gNFWj23a9gIGmWgDCUE617vpeaMCfKMMphWgkyDSmhYzKEnqWCJKDDfH74FJ9aZYBjqWwJg+fq74mcJFpPksh2JsSM9LI3E//zepmJr8KciTQzIOhiUZxxbCSepYAHTAE1fGIJoYrZWzEdEUWosVlVbAj+8surpH1e921idxe1xnURRxkdoxN0hnx0iRroFjVRC1GUoWf0it6cJ+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5Qn/gfP4AxDiSfA==</latexit>
  ⇡ 0.2
<latexit sha1_base64="bcNidIsCzQoCK8CQvGxCzZlY71E=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgKiRF0GXRjcsK9gFNKJPppB06jzAzUUvsp7hxoYhbv8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994Tp4xq4/vfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wq4dtLTOFSQtLJlU3RpowKkjLUMNIN1UE8ZiRTjy+nvmde6I0leLOTFIScTQUNKEYGSv13Wqo6ZCjEKWpko/Q9+p9t+Z7/hxwlQQFqYECzb77FQ4kzjgRBjOkdS/wUxPlSBmKGZlWwkyTFOExGpKepQJxoqN8fvoUnlplABOpbAkD5+rviRxxrSc8tp0cmZFe9mbif14vM8lllFORZoYIvFiUZAwaCWc5wAFVBBs2sQRhRe2tEI+QQtjYtCo2hGD55VXSrnuB7wW357XGVRFHGRyDE3AGAnABGuAGNEELYPAAnsEreHOenBfn3flYtJacYuYI/IHz+QNi75No</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bcNidIsCzQoCK8CQvGxCzZlY71E=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgKiRF0GXRjcsK9gFNKJPppB06jzAzUUvsp7hxoYhbv8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994Tp4xq4/vfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wq4dtLTOFSQtLJlU3RpowKkjLUMNIN1UE8ZiRTjy+nvmde6I0leLOTFIScTQUNKEYGSv13Wqo6ZCjEKWpko/Q9+p9t+Z7/hxwlQQFqYECzb77FQ4kzjgRBjOkdS/wUxPlSBmKGZlWwkyTFOExGpKepQJxoqN8fvoUnlplABOpbAkD5+rviRxxrSc8tp0cmZFe9mbif14vM8lllFORZoYIvFiUZAwaCWc5wAFVBBs2sQRhRe2tEI+QQtjYtCo2hGD55VXSrnuB7wW357XGVRFHGRyDE3AGAnABGuAGNEELYPAAnsEreHOenBfn3flYtJacYuYI/IHz+QNi75No</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bcNidIsCzQoCK8CQvGxCzZlY71E=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgKiRF0GXRjcsK9gFNKJPppB06jzAzUUvsp7hxoYhbv8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994Tp4xq4/vfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wq4dtLTOFSQtLJlU3RpowKkjLUMNIN1UE8ZiRTjy+nvmde6I0leLOTFIScTQUNKEYGSv13Wqo6ZCjEKWpko/Q9+p9t+Z7/hxwlQQFqYECzb77FQ4kzjgRBjOkdS/wUxPlSBmKGZlWwkyTFOExGpKepQJxoqN8fvoUnlplABOpbAkD5+rviRxxrSc8tp0cmZFe9mbif14vM8lllFORZoYIvFiUZAwaCWc5wAFVBBs2sQRhRe2tEI+QQtjYtCo2hGD55VXSrnuB7wW357XGVRFHGRyDE3AGAnABGuAGNEELYPAAnsEreHOenBfn3flYtJacYuYI/IHz+QNi75No</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bcNidIsCzQoCK8CQvGxCzZlY71E=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgKiRF0GXRjcsK9gFNKJPppB06jzAzUUvsp7hxoYhbv8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994Tp4xq4/vfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wq4dtLTOFSQtLJlU3RpowKkjLUMNIN1UE8ZiRTjy+nvmde6I0leLOTFIScTQUNKEYGSv13Wqo6ZCjEKWpko/Q9+p9t+Z7/hxwlQQFqYECzb77FQ4kzjgRBjOkdS/wUxPlSBmKGZlWwkyTFOExGpKepQJxoqN8fvoUnlplABOpbAkD5+rviRxxrSc8tp0cmZFe9mbif14vM8lllFORZoYIvFiUZAwaCWc5wAFVBBs2sQRhRe2tEI+QQtjYtCo2hGD55VXSrnuB7wW357XGVRFHGRyDE3AGAnABGuAGNEELYPAAnsEreHOenBfn3flYtJacYuYI/IHz+QNi75No</latexit>
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Figure 16: Phase-space coordinates and statistical measures employed in our analysis of the distant (a >
ac) Kuiper belt. The panel on the left-hand-side depicts the relationship between canonical cartesian (h, k)
variables and the orbital eccentricity. Analogous relationship between (p, g) variables and inclination is
shown on the right panel for e = 0.85 and e = 0.95 orbits (see equation 15 for definition). Domains of
phase-space occupied by observable low-q, low-i KBOs that share the same orbital plane and are apsidally
anti-aligned with respect to Planet Nine are marked on both panels by blue outlines. Additionally, the
geometrical meanings of the statistical characteristics of the distant Kuiper belt f$, η, µ, σ are labeled on the
panels, and their corresponding success criteria are summarized in the table below the plots.
√
2Γ sin(∆$) and p =
√
2Z cos(∆Ω), g =
√
2Z sin(∆Ω), such that radial distances from
the origin on (h, k) and (p, g) plots become measures of eccentricity and inclination,
while the polar angles translate to ∆$ and ∆Ω, respectively. The relationship between
these variables and standard orbital elements is illustrated graphically in Figure 16.
The dynamical footprints of long-term stable particles in the a > a¯c domain for the
same three combinations of P9 parameters as in Figure 14 are shown in Figures 17-19,
where JSUNP9 and J2NP9 simulations are plotted on the top and bottom pairs of panels
respectively. For consistency, here we continue to employ the same color scheme as
that used in Figure 14.
Apsidal Confinement. The panels depicted on the left-hand-side of Figures 17-19 il-
lustrate apsidal confinement of synthetic long-period KBOs. The vast majority of
simulated objects that satisfy our detectability criteria (blue points) cluster around
∆$ ∼ 180 deg. Note that the degree of confinement is never perfect – even at a > a¯c,
contamination from particles that circulate in ∆$ always exists. As with the obser-
vational data itself, we characterize the degree of $−clustering by the total apsidal
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confinement fraction, f$, (distinct from the previously mentioned running apsidal con-
finement fraction, ζ) by splitting the observable output of the simulation into two bins,
and computing the ratio (see Figure 16):
f$ =
N(30AU 6 q 6 100AU, i < 40 deg,∆$ ∈ [90, 270) deg )




While the apsidal confinement fraction of all but one simulation shown in Figures 14
and 17-19 is close to ∼ 90%, in general f$ exhibits a rather sensitive dependence on
P9 parameters, as will be discussed in greater detail below.
To complement f$, in Figures 17-19, we also mark the first, second, and third quar-
tiles of the simulated data on an exterior outer circle that encompasses the graph, and
report the corresponding quartiles of the long-term stable real objects (also shown in
Figure 6) on the inner circle. Importantly, the characteristic spread of of the primary
∆$ ∼ 180 deg cluster exhibits considerable mass-dependence. That is, the m9 = 10
and 20 M⊕ anti-aligned clusters (Figures 18 and 19) have a noticeably smaller disper-
sion than the real data, implying that the m9 = 5 M⊕ simulation appears to be favored
by the observations18. Note further that at higher masses, a prominent collection of ob-
servable orbital footprints with |∆$| . 90 deg also emerges, implying a comparatively
diminished f$.
More generally, we acknowledge that in addition to f$ – which is a relatively crude
measure of the degree of apsidal confinement – it is also possible to consider the an-
gular width of the ∆$ cluster as a meaningful constraint on the simulation results.
Paired with more precise modeling of the observational biases, such an analysis may
yield added insight into the most optimal fits of Planet Nine’s orbital parameters. For
completeness, we overlay the simulation results on Figures 17-19 with observed data
points, as well as the analytical contours of the Hamiltonian (9) (evaluated at α = a/a9
of unity, shown with black lines), which further elucidate the qualitative nature of sec-
ular trajectories executed by the particles in the simulations.
The left top panels of Figures 17-19 provide a natural point of comparison of ap-
sidal confinement entailed by the observational data, analytical theory, and fully re-
solved numerical simulations. In section 4, we interpreted the observed grouping in
longitude of perihelion as a consequence of secular libration of particle trajectories
around ∆$ = 180 deg, along contours of Hamiltonian (9). The prominence of this
dynamical behavior is indeed clearly exemplified by the evolutionary tracks of the sim-
ulated KBOs. The majority of the stable observational data points, in turn, appear to
be fully consistent with simulated objects that are randomly drawn from the vicinity of
the ∆$ = 180 deg island of libration.
Clustering of the Orbital Planes. In terms of canonical variables (15), the dynamical
state of the orbital planes of KBOs is described by the (Z, z) degree of freedom, where
physically, the action Z represents a measure of an orbit’s angular momentum deficit
in the direction normal to the ecliptic. The dynamical footprints of stable particles,
18The tendency towards a diminished range of ∆$ among the apsidally confined subset of points is also
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Figure 17: Comparison between simulated and observed dynamical architecture of the distant Kuiper belt.
Results are depicted in phase-space, defined by cartesian analogs of reduced Poincare´ action-angle coordi-
nates (equation 15; Figure 16). The panels on the left-hand-side show the degree of freedom related to the
eccentricity, such that a circular orbit corresponds to the origin of the plot, and an e = 1 orbit resides at a
radial distance of
√
2. Meanwhile, the polar angle denotes the KBO longitude of perihelion, relative to that
of Planet Nine. The panels show all stable t > 2 Gyr simulation data with a > ac, employing the same
color scheme as that adopted in Figure 14. The strong concentration of observable particles (blue points)
at ∆$ ∼ 180 deg is clearly evident on the left panels, and provides a good match to the observational data.
The corresponding first, second, and third quartiles of the ∆$ distribution of simulated particles are marked
on the outer black circle that encloses the Figure. For comparison, the first three quartiles corresponding to
the observational data are shown on the inner purple circle (akin to that depicted in Figure 6). The right-
hand-side panels show the degree of freedom related to KBO inclination. Similarly to the panels on the
LHS, i = 0 orbits lie at the origin and the polar angle denotes the longitude of ascending node relative to
that of P9. The quantitative attributes of the dynamics depicted in these panels are well summarized by the
location of the forced equilibrium action (shown with a yellow dot) and the rms spread of the observable
points about this equilibrium (shown with a solid yellow circle). For comparison, the correspondent char-
acteristics of the observational dataset are shown with a target-like dot and a dashed circle. The amplitude
of the forced equilibrium and the rms spread inherent to the simulation results as well as the observations
are further shown with lines on top and on the right of each plot. In addition to numerical and observational
data, the LHS and RHS panels also show the contours of Hamiltonians (9) and (10) respectively, evaluated
at α = 1. The conformation of simulation results to analytical expectations inform the agreement between
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data
simulation
m9 = 10M  a9 = 800AU e9 = 0.45 i9 = 15deg









































Figure 18: Same as Figure 17, but for P9 parameters m9 = 10 M⊕, a9 = 800 AU, e9 = 0.45, and i9 = 15 deg.
projected into cartesian analogs of the Poincare´ action-angle variables are shown on
the right-hand-side panels of Figures 17-19. As with the panels depicting the dynamics
in (Γ, γ), we overlay the observational data points as well as analytical contours of
Hamiltonian (10) evaluated at α = 1 and e = 0.85 on the plots.
An advantage of portraying the simulation results, theory, and observations in the
cartesian canonical coordinates (p, g) is that the interpretation of the underlying dynam-
ics becomes straightforward. In these variables, the analytic contours of Hamiltonian
(10) simply appear as a succession of circles, centered on a point that resides on the
p−axis, displaced to the right from the origin. Crucially, the distance between this point
and the origin is the analytical approximation to the forced equilibrium, η =
√
2Ze – a
quantity that characterizes the mean tilt of the orbital plane in P9-controlled domain of
the solar system.
If the dynamics executed by stable KBOs in the numerical experiment conforms
49
m9 = 20M  a9 = 1100AU e9 = 0.65 i9 = 10deg
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Figure 19: Same as Figure 17, but for P9 parameters m9 = 20 M⊕, a9 = 1100 AU, e9 = 0.65, and i9 = 10 deg.
to the expectations from analytic theory, then orbital footprints of simulated particles
should encircle this equilibrium point as well. With this notion in mind, we compute
the location of the equilibrium point in each simulation as the average of the vector
(〈p〉, 〈g〉) = 1N
N∑
j
(p j, g j)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
30AU6q6100AU, i<40 deg, a>a¯c
, (17)
where the sum runs over all observable (blue) points depicted in Figures 17-19. Quan-
titatively, the magnitude of the forced equilibrium is simply the norm of the two quanti-
ties η =
√〈p〉2 + 〈g〉2. In Figures 17-19, the coordinates of the average vector (〈p〉, 〈g〉)
are marked with a yellow dot, and the magnitude of η is shown on top of each right-
hand-side panel with a black line.
We caution that the norm of the average vector (〈p〉, 〈g〉) alone does not fully char-
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acterize the clustering of orbital planes, because it does not specify the direction (i.e.,
longitude) of the mean angular momentum vector of the distant KBOs. This comple-
mentary quantity is defined by the forced equilibrium angle µ = arctan(〈g〉/〈p〉). The
analytic picture described in section 4 suggests that within the framework of the P9
hypothesis, µ should generally be close to zero. While this expectation is well-satisfied
in simulations presented in Figures 17-19, numerical experiments where µ is far away
from zero are plentiful in our aggregate of simulations. Examining such large-µ sim-
ulations on an individual basis, we have determined that they routinely provide a poor
match to the observational data. Typically, this is because they represent calculations
where η is so small that µ is essentially ill-defined, or because the low-inclination com-
ponent of the distant belt is so depleted that the statistical measures η and µ become
unintelligible. As a result, simulations with µ 0 0 are disfavored in our analysis. For
this reason, in Figure 16, we simply denote η as being the horizontal displacement of
the average (〈p〉, 〈g〉) vector along the p−axis.
A second quantity that characterizes the extent to which simulated objects follow
theoretically expected dynamics is the rms dispersion of the (p, g) vector around the







p j − 〈p〉)2 + (g j − 〈g〉)2∣∣∣∣∣∣
30AU6q6100AU, i<40 deg, a>a¯c
. (18)
Graphically, the rms dispersion of numerical data is shown in Figures 17-19 with a
yellow circle centered on the (〈p〉, 〈g〉) equilibrium, and its magnitude is depicted on
the right of each panel with a black line. It is worth noting that a less precise way to
characterize the orbital state of the distant Kuiper belt that has been employed in the
literature draws attention to the clustering of the longitudes of ascending node (shown
in Figure 8). In terms of the above quantities, this clustering can be understood as
a direct consequence of the equilibrium inclination forced by Planet Nine, and only
arises when the rms dispersion of particle trajectories, σ, is comparable to, or smaller
than η itself.
To complement the simulation quantities η and σ, on each right-hand-side panel of
Figures 17-19, we illustrate analogous quantities corresponding to the observed long-
term stable objects as follows. The forced equilibrium point is marked with a large
yellow target-shaped point that resides on the p−axis, and the extent of rms disper-
sion is shown with a dashed yellow circle. The two quantities are further depicted
with purple lines on the top and the right of each panel, respectively. As is evident
from examination of Figures 17-19, among the depicted numerical experiments, the
m9 = 5 M⊕ and m9 = 10 M⊕ simulations provide a notably better match to the current
observational census of distant Kuiper belt objects than the m9 = 20 M⊕ simulation. As
we will discuss further below, the incompatibility of m9 = 20 M⊕ simulations with the
observations is a general result of our suite of numerical experiments.
5.3. Analysis of Simulation Ensemble
Having outlined a sequence of criteria by which a given simulation can be quan-
tified, let us now evaluate our entire ensemble of calculations with an eye towards
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identifying trends between P9 orbital elements and the statistical properties of the syn-
thetic KBOs. A key goal of this exercise is not only to delineate the dependence of
f$, η, µ and σ (summarized in Figure 16) on a9, e9, i9, and m9, but also to identify P9
parameters that yield a distant population of small bodies that match the observations
most closely.
We consider the total apsidal confinement fraction f$ as the first constraint. As a
starting point, however, we draw on above results to reduce the number of independent
variables by one. Recall from section 5.1 that for a given P9 mass, a combined choice
of a9 and e9 yields a value of a¯c, which is delineated in Figure 15. Employing this
relationship, we can restrict our analysis to systems characterized by 200 AU . a¯c .
300 AU, and thus (approximately) eliminate a9 as a free parameter in favor of e9. The
degree of apsidal confinement – computed using the two-bin approach discussed above
– is shown as function of P9 eccentricity, and color-coded by P9 inclination in the
top left panels of Figures 20, 21, and 22, for the m9 = 5, 10, and 20 M⊕ simulation
suites, respectively. For each value of the eccentricity, J2NP9 and JSUNP9 results are
portrayed side by side, with the former plotted on the left.
Three trends immediately emerge upon examination of these plots. First, it is evi-
dent that (perhaps counter-intuitively) simulations with m9 = 5 M⊕ generally produce
better confinement of the longitude of perihelion than their higher-mass counterparts.
In fact, values of f$ close to unity are readily achieved for e9 & 0.15 in m9 = 5 M⊕
experiments, while simulations with a more massive Planet Nine exhibit a more non-
uniform dependence of f$ on P9 eccentricity, resulting in only select runs (e9 & 0.35
and e9 & 0.55 for m9 = 10 and 20 M⊕ respectively) that attain satisfactory results. A
second trend, already pointed out in Brown and Batygin (2016), is that the degree of
apsidal confinement degrades with increasing P9 inclination. Particularly, on all three
Figures, the color-gradient of the illustrated simulation points suggests that P9 orbital
solutions with i9 & 30 deg are simply not viable. Finally, although not universally
true, provided the same P9 parameters, J2NP9 simulations tend to exhibit marginally
tighter apsidal confinement than those performed within the fully resolved JSUNP9 cal-
culations. Recalling from section 3 that among dynamically stable long-period KBOs
( f$)data = 8/9 ≈ 89% (shown on the top left panels with a horizontal dashed line), here
we adopt a slightly less stringent value of f$ > 80% as a criterion for success.
In the vast majority of our f$ > 80% simulations, apsidal confinement ensues
sufficiently close to ∆$ ∼ 180 deg that the compatibility of the mean longitude of
perihelion in numerical experiments with theory (section 4) does not entail a practically
useful constraint. On the contrary, the forced equilibrium angle µ – which corresponds
to the mean value of ∆Ω – varies significantly with e9. As already discussed above,
simulations with µ 0 0 fail to generate an inclination dispersion of the distant belt
that is in good agreement with the observations, and as a quantitative cut here we
have chosen to disregard simulations with |µ| > 10 deg. We emphasize that this cut is
not motivated by a specific observational constraint, and instead stems from empirical
examination of simulation results.
The distribution of µ as a function of e9 is shown on the right top panels of Fig-
ures 20-22. Although the specifics of each figure differ considerably, a common thread
emerges, wherein µ remains close to zero for nearly circular P9 orbits, but tends to-
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Figure 20: A summary of the m9 = 5 M⊕ simulation ensemble. The top left plot shows the perihelion con-
finement fraction, f$ (equation 16), as a function of P9 eccentricity (recall from Figure 15 that e9 and a9 are
linked together by the requirement that the critical semi-major axis lies in the range 200 AU . a¯c . 300 AU).
While the current census of stable long-period KBOs is characterized by ( f$)data = 8/9, as a rudimentary
cut on the results, we disregard any simulation that generates a distant Kuiper belt with f$ < 80%. The top
right panel depicts the forced equilibrium angle, µ (a measure of the vertical offset of the center of the yellow
circle in the right panels of Figure 17 away from the positive p-axis) of the simulated distant Kuiper belt, as a
function of e9. Reducing the aggregate of successful simulations further, we ignore any P9 parameter combi-
nation that produces a Kuiper belt with |µ| > 10 deg. The bottom panel shows a bubble chart where the y-axis
corresponds to the magnitude of the forced equilibrium, η, and the size of the individual bubbles informs the
ratio of the forced equilibrium amplitude to the rms dispersion (meaning that larger bubbles correspond to
tighter clustering of the orbital poles). Only simulations that satisfy the aforementioned f$ and |µ| criteria are
shown with colored circles (those that do not are shown with transparent bubbles), demonstrating that there
exists only a limited eccentricity range that produces distant Kuiper belt architecture that is compatible with
observations. The parameters of the two best-fit simulations for this choice of m9 are labeled, although given
observational uncertainties on the values of f$, η, and σ, it is clear that these parameter combinations are
not unique. Note further that for each value of e9, we plot the results from JSUNP9 and J2NP9 simulations
side-to-side, and that semi-averaged simulations tend to systematically exhibit marginally better confinement
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Figure 21: Same as Figure 20, but for m9 = 10 M⊕.
m9 = 5, 10 M⊕ and e9 & 0.75 for m9 = 20 M⊕). This limitation is particularly con-
straining for m9 = 20 M⊕ simulations because in this case the apsidal confinement
criterion restricts P9 eccentricity from below at e9 & 0.55, leaving only a limited
parameter range where such a massive planet can even approximately reproduce the
real data. Moreover, even at modest values of e9 and m9 6 10 M⊕, simulations with
i & 30 deg tend to produce µ significantly in excess of 10 deg. We note however, that
this behavior clashes with the apsidal confinement criterion, since high-inclination P9
simulations also generate particle disks with f$ considerably below 0.8, and are there-
fore incompatible with observations anyway.
The large lower panels on Figures 20-22 encode the characteristics of the KBO in-
clination degree of freedom from the simulations, as a function of P9 eccentricity. The
vertical coordinate of each simulation result in this plot denotes the value of the forced
equilibrium, η. Meanwhile, the size of the individual bubbles represents the ratio of this
magnitude to the rms dispersion of observable particles, η/σ. Consequently, smaller
bubbles correspond to synthetic belts where the orbital poles of the KBOs are more
54
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Figure 22: Same as Figure 20, but for m9 = 20 M⊕. Note that unlike the m9 = 5 M⊕ and m9 = 10 M⊕ cases,
in this simulation suite, none of the successful simulations exhibit clustering of the orbital planes that is as
good as the data, suggesting that the mass of Planet Nine is considerably smaller than 20 M⊕.
randomly distributed, while larger bubbles correspond to simulations where clustering
of orbital planes (and by extension, clustering of the longitude of the ascending node)
is strong. Simulations that satisfy the criteria f$ > 0.8 and |µ| 6 10 deg are shown with
colored bubbles (where as before, the color-scale informs P9’s inclination), while those
that do not conform to aforementioned benchmarks are depicted as nearly-transparent
circles. As with the top plots in these Figures, J2NP9 and JSUNP9 results are illustrated
next to one another, with the fully resolved calculations shown on the right.
The magnitude of the mean (〈p〉, 〈q〉)data vector corresponding to the long-term sta-
ble observed KBOs is shown with a dashed line, and the measure of rms dispersion
inherent to the observational data (ηdata/σdata) is shown by the yellow band that encom-
passes this line. Accordingly, a numerical experiment that constitutes an ideal match
to the data in the (p, g) plane would be represented with a bubble that fits perfectly
inside this yellow band. Examination of simulation data depicted in this sequence of
plots reveals some of the same trends that we already highlighted for f$. Across the
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board, J2NP9 simulations tend to yield slightly higher values of η than their JSUNP9
counterparts. More importantly, there exists a significant, and non-trivial dependence
of the degree of orbital clustering on Planet Nine’s mass and eccentricity.
Among acceptable m9 = 5 M⊕ calculations (Figure 20), η exhibits a nearly mono-
tonic inverse dependence on e9, such that simulations in the e9 ∼ 0.15 − 0.25, a9 ∼
400 − 500 AU and i9 ∼ 15 − 25 deg range result in the closest agreement between nu-
merical experiments and data. The characteristic range of best-fit P9 parameters shifts
to higher eccentricities and somewhat lower inclinations for m9 = 10 M⊕ runs, with
e9 ∼ 0.35 − 0.45, a9 ∼ 600 − 800 AU and i9 ∼ 15 − 20 deg appearing most favorable.
We note, however, that in this set of calculations, synthetic disks that exhibit the tight-
est clustering of the orbital planes are only as clustered as the real data. This suggests
that at higher masses, the degree of angular momentum vector clustering displayed by
the real objects simply cannot be reproduced, implying that ten Earth masses should be
viewed as a working upper limit on Planet Nine’s mass. Accordingly, the m9 = 20 M⊕
simulation suite indeed exhibits rather poor agreement with the observations. Even
when the degree of apsidal confinement is satisfactory – which already constrains the
eccentricity and semi-major axis to the e9 ∼ 0.55 − 0.65 and a9 ∼ 900 − 1200 AU
range – inclination dynamics of observed long-period KBOs are not well reproduced
by the numerical experiments since the µ ∼ 0 requirement restricts P9 inclination to
i9 ∼ 10 deg, preventing adequate excitation of η.
For each P9 mass, we emphasize two simulations in Figures 20-22 that generate
synthetic KBOs that are in closest agreement with the real distant Kuiper belt. These
orbital parameters are highlighted on a9 − e9 diagrams in Figure 15 with circles, and
are marked by their corresponding values of i9. We further note that because the (Γ, γ)
and (Z, z) phase space structure of each pair of simulations (corresponding to a given
value of m9) is rather similar, we only depict the larger semi-major axis calculations
in Figures 17-19 to avoid unnecessary redundancy. Overall, the analysis carried out
above points to an orbital solution where a m9 ∼ 5 − 10 M⊕ Planet Nine resides on a
mildly eccentric (e9 ∼ 0.1 − 0.5) and moderately inclined (i9 ∼ 15 − 25 deg) trajectory.
This set of properties results in good agreement between theory, simulation, and data,
in contrast to solutions with higher values of m9. Let us now examine one additional
aspect of P9-induced evolution in these simulations – namely, the generation of highly
inclined TNOs.
5.4. High-Inclination Dynamics
As a first step in examining the high-inclination component of the distant Kuiper
belt generated within the simulations, we inspect the orbital footprints of the long-term
stable particles on the i − ∆Ω plane. This projection is shown on the right-hand-side
of Figure 23 for both of the aforementioned m9 = 5 M⊕, a9 = 500 AU, e = 0.25,
i = 20 deg and m9 = 5 M⊕, a9 = 400 AU, e = 0.15, i = 20 deg calculations, with the
more eccentric simulation plotted on the top panel19. Unlike Figures 17-19, here we
employ a color-scale that is solely a measure of the perihelion distance, with blue points
19Equivalent i − ∆Ω plots for the favorable m9 = 10 M⊕ solutions look quite similar to the top right panel
of Figure 23, so we omit them to avoid redundancy.
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Figure 23: High-inclination dynamics induced by a m9 = 5 M⊕ Planet Nine. Akin to plots illustrated in
Figure 11, the right panels show the orbital footprints of simulated KBOs on the (i,∆Ω) plane for the two
optimal P9 orbital solutions emphasized in Figure 20. Note that the a9 = 500 AU, e9 = 0.25 solution
produces high-inclination objects more readily than its lower eccentricity counterpart. The panel on the left
shows a density histogram of particles footprints, projected into (θ,Θ) phase-space (see equation 11 and
Figure 12). Unlike the color-scheme employed in Figures 14 and 17, here we adopt a blue-gray gradient to
exclusively represent perihelion distance.
corresponding to q = 30 AU, and gray points signifying q > 100 AU. The full census
of observed a > 250 AU TNOs is also shown on the panels, with high-inclination
(i > 40 deg) Centaurs plotted as large orange points, and the KBO 2015 BP519 shown
with a pink dot, as in Figure 9.
Because we are showing only long-term stable particles in Figure 23, simulated
orbits that achieve q < 30 AU are essentially absent from the plot. This renders the
comparison between the numerical experiments and the present-day orbits of high-
inclination Centaurs inexact, leaving 2015 BP519 as the only high-inclination TNO
which conforms strictly to the depicted numerical results (recall that severe observa-
tional biases exist against detecting high-inclination, high-perihelion KBOs). Nev-
ertheless, it is very likely that the observed Centaurs originate as strongly inclined
q > 30 AU Kuiper belt objects that are scattered inwards by Neptune, meaning that
the numerical data depicted in Figure 23 represents the simulated source population of
high-i KBOs from which the observed Centaurs are derived.
As can be deduced from examination of Figure 23, the simulation with e = 0.25
produces retrograde TNOs in much greater proportions than its lower eccentricity
counterpart. Qualitatively, this can be attributed to the fact that the harmonic term
responsible for orbit-flipping behavior is octupolar in nature (section 4.1) and thus ne-
cessitates a significant eccentricity to drive high-inclination dynamics. In light of the
strong observational biases that act against the detection of high-inclination TNOs, the
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true occurrence ratio of distant high-i objects to low-i objects is not known. Unfor-
tunately, this means that at present, we cannot observationally favor either of the two
shown simulations, since they both produce strongly inclined TNOs in some propor-
tion. To complement the discussion presented in section 4.4, the panel on the left-hand-
side of Figure 23 presents the simulation results as a density histogram in phase-space,
where the transparency of the cells corresponds to a logarithmic measure of the num-
ber of orbital footprints contained within each cell and the color corresponds to typical
values q of the constituent points. The regions of phase-space occupied by real TNOs
is also heavily populated by simulated particles, suggesting that the agreement between
the observed and synthetic populations of distant TNOs is satisfactory.
Although highly inclined long-period Centaurs embody an unexpected consequence
of P9-induced dynamics, TNOs residing on nearly orthogonal and retrograde orbits
are not confined to the distant edges of the Kuiper belt, and are observed on shorter-
period orbits as well (Figure 9). As with the large semi-major axis Centaurs them-
selves, these objects are envisioned to have acquired large inclinations through in-
teractions with Planet Nine at large semi-major axes, and to have subsequently been
scattered inwards by Neptune. N-body simulations that elucidate this process for a
m9 = 10 M⊕, a9 = 600 AU, e9 = 0.5 Planet Nine were reported in Batygin and Brown
(2016b). Accordingly, let us now examine the generation of high-inclination TNOs
with a 6 100 AU by a lower mass, lower eccentricity Planet Nine derived from the
preceding analysis.
In order to populate the inner trans-Neptunian region with a sufficient number of
synthetic KBOs, we re-ran the m9 = 5 M⊕, a9 = 500 AU, e9 = 0.25, i9 = 20 deg numer-
ical experiment, increasing the particle count to N = 20, 000. The simulated orbital dis-
tribution of particles that attain a 6 100 AU throughout any point in the simulations is
shown in Figure 24 as a density histogram, where once again transparency represents a
logarithmic measure of the density of points. Recalling that all initial conditions of our
numerical experiments (including this one) are drawn from the a ∈ (100 AU, 800 AU)
range, every particle that comprises the density histogram shown in Figure 24 has been
emplaced into the a 6 100 AU region from a more distant orbital domain. The current
a 6 100 AU observational sample of TNOs is over-plotted on the Figure, and objects
with i > 60 deg are emphasized.
Upon examination of Figure 24, two qualitative features are immediately evident.
First, P9-induced dynamics significantly boosts the inclination dispersion of compar-
atively short-period TNOs, providing a natural explanation for the existence of nearly
orthogonal orbits, such as those of Drac (Gladman et al., 2009) and Niku (Chen et al.,
2016). Second, a distinct population of strongly retrograde particles with perihelion
distances in the 6 AU . q . 12 AU range is also produced. These synthetic objects
seamlessly explain the almost planar, but backward orbits of the TNOs 2016 NM56 and
2017 KZ31. Comprehensively, the union of the two panels shown on Figure 24 demon-
strates that the observed data is in excellent agreement with synthetic population of
TNOs produced within the simulation.
More generally, the inability of standard Nice model simulations to produce KBOs
with inclinations in excess of i & 40 deg has long been recognized as a shortcoming
of the instability-driven scenario of outer solar system evolution (Levison et al., 2008;
Nesvorny´, 2015b). Although the conflict between the observed aggregate of KBOs and
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Figure 24: Generation of a 6 100 AU high-inclination Centaurs by inward scattering of P9-perturbed distant
objects. The current census of TNOs is shown with black points, and the i > 60 deg objects that cannot
be explained within the standard model of solar system evolution are emphasized. The underlying density
histogram delineates the regions of parameter space onto which long-period, P9-influenced particles are
emplaced when they are scattered inwards by Neptune. The specific domains of a− q− i space most heavily
populated by Planet Nine signal a strong consistency with the observational dataset.
the Nice model can in principle be resolved either by P9-facilitated pollution of the
Kuiper belt with high-inclination objects that originate further out, or by inward deliv-
ery of Oort cloud objects, the two hypotheses make distinct predictions regarding the
orbital structure of the resulting high-inclination Kuiper belt. That is, while dynamical
emplacement driven by Planet Nine generates a rather specific orbital architecture (as
detailed in Figures 23 and 24), high-inclinations objects sourced from the Oort cloud
should stem from a more uniform distribution of orbital elements. Continued map-
ping of the high-i component of the Kuiper belt thus offers a direct avenue towards
observational differentiation between these two hypotheses.
5.5. Solar Obliquity
A final piece of information that is readily informed by our aggregate of JSUNP9
simulations concerns the interactions between Planet Nine and the mean plane of the
known eight-planet solar system (often referred to as the “invariable plane”; Souami &
Souchay 2012). Shortly after the initial formulation of the Planet Nine hypothesis, it
was pointed out by Bailey et al. (2016); Gomes et al. (2016); Lai (2016) that the sec-
ular gravitational torque exerted by P9 upon the canonical giant planets would slowly
perturb the orbital plane of the planets away from its initial state, thereby exciting a
spin-orbit misalignment between the total angular momentum vector of the canonical
giant planets and the spin-axis of the sun. Moreover, these authors found that given
plausible P9 parameters (e.g., m9 = 15 M⊕, a9 = 500 AU, e9 = 0.5, i = 20 deg; Bai-
ley et al. 2016), the entire 6-degree obliquity of the sun could be accounted for by P9
perturbations alone.
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This effect is self-consistently captured in our simulations, and it is worthwhile to
examine if the revised orbital properties of Planet Nine derived above remain consistent
with a scenario where Planet Nine plays a dominant role in the excitation of solar
obliquity. For the two best-fit P9 parameters combinations shown in Figures 17 and 18,
the answer is a resounding ’no.’ Specifically, for m9 = 5 M⊕, a9 = 500 AU, e9 = 0.25,
i9 = 20 deg, P9’s secular torque only leads to a ψ = 1.1 deg change in the inclination
of the solar system’s invariable plane over 4 Gyr. For a m9 = 10 M⊕ perturber on a
a9 = 800 AU, e9 = 0.45, i9 = 15 deg orbit, the induced solar obliquity is similarly
small, evaluating to only ψ = 0.7 deg. This implies that some other process, unrelated
to the existence of Planet Nine, must be responsible the present-day obliquity of the
sun.
To elaborate on this result further, it is useful to contextualize the sun’s spin-orbit
misalignment within its broader, galactic context. Over the last decade, observations
of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect (see for example Winn et al. 2010; Triaud 2017) and
doppler tomography (e.g., Marsh 2001; Johnson et al. 2017) have revealed that exo-
planetary systems around sun-like stars generically exhibit a very broad range of spin-
orbit misalignments, with projected stellar obliquities ranging from 0 to ∼ 180 deg.
Importantly, this finding applies both to singly-transiting planets as well as to multi-
transiting systems wherein the planets themselves are almost exactly coplanar, but are
cumulatively inclined with respect to the spin-axis of their host star (e.g., the inner
planets of Kepler-56, Li et al. 2014; Li & Winn 2016). Although the exact mechanism
through which extrasolar spin-orbit misalignments are excited remains an active area
of research, viable theories for the generation of planet-star misalignments include tur-
bulence within the protostellar core (Bate et al., 2010; Spalding et al., 2014; Fielding
et al., 2015), gravitational torques arising from primordial stellar companions (Batygin
et al., 2012; Batygin & Adams, 2013; Lai, 2014; Spalding & Batygin, 2014, 2015), as
well as magnetohydrodynamic interactions between the stellar magnetospheres and the
inner edges of their circumstellar disks (Lai et al., 2011). In light of these results, we
can comfortably attribute the 6-degree obliquity of the sun to the same primordial pro-
cess that shapes the broad distribution of spin-orbit misalignments of generic sun-like
stars throughout the Galaxy, decoupling it from the Planet Nine hypothesis.
6. Prospects for Detection
6.1. Optical Surveys
An important aspect of the Planet Nine hypothesis is that all of its theoretical at-
tributes are directly testable, through the astronomical detection, and characterization
of P9 itself. Arguably, the most straightforward approach towards direct detection of
Planet Nine is via conventional observations in reflected visible light. The reference
Planet Nine envisioned by Batygin and Brown (2016a,b) and (Brown and Batygin,
2016) had a moderately high semi-major axis, eccentricity, and mass, making Planet
Nine potentially as faint as ∼25th magnitude. The more detailed model comparisons
shown here suggest a Planet Nine that is lower in all of these parameters. Let us exam-
ine the effect of this refinement on the expected brightness.
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Figure 25: On-sky properties of a typical P9 orbital fit. The top panel depicts an example path of Planet
Nine, along with the RA-DEC projection of the ecliptic and galactic planes. The bottom panel reports the
expected range of the visual magnitude of Planet Nine as a function of the right ascension. While ongoing
observational surveys such as Pan-STARRS yield important limits on the location of P9 along its orbit, such
constraints are absent from the galactic plane, which remains scarcely explored by solar system surveys.
The brightness of Planet Nine depends on its size, albedo, and distance. For a
mass range between 5 and 10 M⊕, exoplanets follow an approximate power law where
R ≈ R⊕(M/M⊕)0.55, suggesting radii of 2.4 and 3.5R⊕, respectively (Weiss and Marcy,
2014). Such estimates are further consistent with the interior modeling efforts of Linder
and Mordasini (2016) who compute physical radii of ∼ 1.9 − 3.7R⊕ for an isolated
10 M⊕ object (see also Ginzburg et al. 2016). The albedo of Planet Nine is unknown,
but modeling by Fortney et al. (2016) suggests that at the inferred heliocentric distance,
the planetary H/He envelope will be free of all potential condensibles, rendering the
atmosphere an essentially pure Rayleigh scatterer with a V-band albedo of almost unity.
Neptune, in contrast, has an albedo of approximately 40%, which we take as a plausible
lower limit.
As discussed above, for 5 M⊕, the best-fit orbital solution is characterized by a9 =
500 AU and e9 = 0.25 which corresponds to an aphelion distance of 625 AU, where it
would be between magnitude V ≈ 21.2 and 22.2 (it would be between magnitude 19.0
and 20.0 at perihelion), depending on the albedo. For 10 M⊕, which we consider an
upper limit to the mass of Planet Nine, the most distant acceptable orbit has a9 = 800
AU, e9 = 0.45, and an aphelion of 1160 AU. Such an object would have an aphelion
magnitude between 23.0 and 24.0 (perihelion magnitude between 19.9 and 20.8).
Counterintuitively, a lower mass Planet Nine is brighter owing to its requirement for
a smaller heliocentric distance to have the same dynamical effect. To this end, a 5 M⊕
Planet Nine, for example, is bright enough to be detectable by wide-field surveys such
as Pan-STARRS throughout most of its orbit. It is not yet known how complete the
moving object search for Pan-STARRS is, but with the survey still ongoing a discovery
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could in principle happen at any time. An important complication, however, lies in that
the inferred aphelion of Planet Nine’s orbit is close to the intersection between P9’s
orbital path and the galactic plane, where higher source density can impede detection
(see Figure 25).
A higher mass and thus more distant Planet Nine will require a dedicated survey
along the predicted orbital path (Brown and Batygin, 2016), but with a lower limit
to the brightness of 24th magnitude, such an object is readily observable by the cur-
rent generation of telescopes with wide field cameras such as the Dark Energy Camera
on the Blanco 4m telescope in Chile and the Hyper-Suprime Camera on the Subaru
telescope in Hawaii. Finally, all but the very faintest possible Planet Nine will be ob-
servable with the Large Scale Synoptic Telescope (LSST), currently under construction
in Chile and scheduled for operations in 2022. Therefore, Planet Nine – if it exists as
described here – is likely to be discovered within a decade.
6.2. Infrared and Microwave Surveys
While detecting sunlight reflected at optical wavelengths might seem like the natu-
ral method for searching for Planet Nine, the 1/r4 dependency of the flux of reflected
sunlight makes the brightness of any object drop precipitously with distance. At long
wavelengths, thermal emission, on the other hand, drops as only T/r2, where T could
be approximately constant with distance (or drop as 1/r2 if the planet is in thermal
equilibrium with the sun). For sufficiently distant planets, thermal emission constitutes
a potentially preferable avenue towards direct detection. While current cosmological
experiments at millimeter wavelengths have sufficient sensitivity to detect Planet Nine
(Cowan et al., 2016), a systematic search would require millimeter telescopes with
both high sensitivity and high angular resolution to robustly detect moving sources.
The proposed CMB S-4, a next-generation cosmic microwave background experiment
(Abazajian et al., 2016) could fulfill these requirements. Such an observatory would be
sensitive not only to Planet Nine, but to putative even more distant bodies that might
be present in the solar system.
It is worth noting that Planet Nine could emit more strongly than a blackbody at
some wavelengths. Fortney et al. (2016) found that in extreme cases the atmosphere
of Planet Nine could be depleted of methane and have order of magnitude more emis-
sion in the 3-4 µm range. Meisner et al. (2017b) exploited this possibility to search
for Planet Nine in data from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) dataset.
In particular, they examined 3pi steradians and placed a strongly atmospheric-model-
dependent constraint on the presence of a high-mass Planet Nine at high galactic lati-
tudes.
6.3. Gravitational Detection
A separate approach towards indirect detection of Planet Nine was explored by
Fienga et al. (2016). Employing ranging data from the Cassini spacecraft, these au-
thors sought to detect Planet Nine’s direct gravitational signature in the solar system
ephemeris (somewhat akin to the technique Le Verrier 1846a,b used to discover Nep-
tune; section 1.1). Adopting the P9 parameters from (Batygin and Brown, 2016a), they
were able to immediately constrain P9 to the outer ∼ 50% of the orbit (in agreement
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with observational constraints; Brown and Batygin 2016). Moreover, the calculations
of Fienga et al. (2016) point to a small reduction in the residuals of the ranging data if
the true anomaly of P9 is taken to be ν9 ≈ 118 deg. This line of reasoning was further
explored by Holman and Payne (2016a,b), who additionally considered the long base-
line ephemerides of Pluto to place additional constraints on the sky-location of Planet
Nine.
The reanalysis of the ephemeris carried out by Folkner et al. (2016), however, high-
lights the sensitivity of Fienga et al.’s results to the specifics of the underlying dynam-
ical model, suggesting that the gravitational determinations of Planet Nine’s on-sky
location are in reality considerably less precise than advocated by Fienga et al. (2016);
Holman and Payne (2016a,b). An additional complication pertinent to this approach
was recently pointed out by Pitjeva & Pitjev (2018), who caution that failure to prop-
erly account for the mass contained within the resonant and classical Kuiper belt (which
they determine to be on the order of 2×10−2 M⊕) can further obscure P9’s gravitational
signal in the solar system’s ephemeris. Particularly, Pitjeva & Pitjev (2018) find that
the anomalous acceleration due to a 0.02 M⊕ Kuiper belt is essentially equivalent to
that arising from a m9 = 10 M⊕ planet at a heliocentric distance of r = 540 AU (for
orbits around Saturn), further discouraging the promise of teasing out Planet Nine’s
gravitational signal from spacecraft data.
7. Formation Scenarios
In terms of both physical and orbital characteristics, the inferred properties of
Planet Nine are certainly unlike those of any other planet of the solar system. Re-
cent photometric and spectroscopic surveys of planets around other stars (Borucki et
al., 2010; Batalha et al., 2013), however, have conclusively demonstrated that m ∼
5 − 10 M⊕ planets are exceedingly common around solar-type stars, and likely repre-
sent one of the dominant outcomes of the planet conglomeration process20. A moder-
ately excited orbital state (and in particular, a high eccentricity) is also not uncommon
among long-period extrasolar planets, and is a relatively well-established byproduct
of post-nebular dynamical relaxation of planetary systems (Juric´ & Tremaine, 2008).
Nevertheless, the formation of Planet Nine represents a formidable problem, primarily
due to its large distance from the sun.
To attack this speculative issue, several different origin scenarios have been pro-
posed and are discussed in this section. The first option is for the planet to form in
situ, via analogous formation mechanism(s) responsible for the known giant planets
(section 7.1). Another option is for Planet Nine to form in the same annular region
as the other giant planets, and then be scattered outward into its present orbit (section
7.2). Yet another possibility is for the planet to originate from another planetary sys-
tem within the solar birth cluster, and then be captured during the early evolution of
the solar system (section 7.3). While all of these scenarios remain in play (Figure 26),
each is characterized by non-trivial shortcomings, as discussed below.
20Jovian-class objects like Jupiter and Saturn, on the other hand, are comparatively rare and are believed
to reside within 20 AU in only ∼ 20% of sun-like stars (Cumming et al., 2008).
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7.1. In Situ Formation
Perhaps the most straightforward model for the origin of Planet Nine is for it to
form in situ, at its present orbital location. An attractive feature of this scenario is the
fact that it does not require any physical processes beyond conglomeration itself. The
advantages, however, stop there. Generally speaking, the timescale over which plan-
etary building blocks (pebbles, planetesimals) amass into multi-Earth mass objects21
is set by the orbital period at the location of the forming planet (Johansen & Lam-
brechts, 2017). With a ∼ 10, 000 year orbital period (corresponding to a ∼ 500 AU), a
forming Planet Nine would only complete ∼ 300 revolutions around the sun within the
typical lifetime of a protoplanetary disk (Hernandez et al., 2007). The corresponding
impedance of growth by the slowness of the orbital clock is illuminated by the calcula-
tions of Kenyon and Bromley (2016), who find that even under exceptionally favorable
conditions, formation of super-Earths at hundreds of AU requires billions of years.
Another shortcoming of in situ formation concerns the availability of planet-forming
material at large heliocentric distances. Various lines of evidence indicate the solar sys-
tem did not originate in isolation, and instead formed within a cluster of 103 −104 stars
(Adams and Laughlin 2001; Portegies Zwart 2009; Adams 2010; Pfalzner et al. 2015).
Such a cluster environment can be highly disruptive to the outer regions of circum-
stellar disks and hence to planet formation. At minimum, a number of authors have
shown that over a timescale of ∼ 10 Myr, passing stars are expected to truncate the
disk down to a radius of ∼ 300 AU, about one third of the minimum impact parameter
(Heller, 1995; Ostriker, 1994). More importantly, these clusters also produce intense
FUV radiation fields that evaporate circumstellar disks, removing all of the material
beyond ∼ 30 − 40 AU over a time scale of 10 Myr (Adams et al., 2004). Observational
evidence supports this picture and indicates that disks in cluster environments expe-
rience some radiation-driven truncation (e.g., Anderson et al. 2013). Moreover, even
in regions of distributed star formation, where external photoevaporation is unlikely
to play a defining role, observations find that typical disk radii are only of order 100
AU (Haisch et al., 2001; Andrews et al., 2009, 2010). As a result, both observational
and theoretical considerations suggest that the early Solar Nebula was unlikely to have
extended much farther than the current orbit of Neptune at a ∼ 30 AU (see also Kretke
et al. 2012). Forming Planet Nine at a radius of ∼ 500 AU is thus strongly disfavored.
7.2. Formation Among the Giant Planets
A somewhat more natural origin scenario is for Planet Nine to form within the
region that produces the known giant planets (i.e., the annulus defined roughly by
5 AU <∼ a <∼ 30 AU), and to be scattered out later. The physics of the planet forma-
tion process is notoriously stochastic, and the number of planets produced in a given
planet-forming region cannot be calculated in a deterministic manner (Morbidelli &
Raymond, 2016), meaning that additional ice giants other than Uranus and Neptune
21While gravitational instability of the early solar nebula provides an alternate means of forming planets,
it is irrelevant to the problem at hand, since the mass scale for objects generated through this channel is of
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Figure 26: Above, we show not-to-scale schematics for the three possible mechanisms by which Planet Nine
could have been formed and placed in its current orbit in the solar system. (top panel) In in situ formation,
Planet Nine forms in its current distant orbit while the protoplanetary disk is still present, and resides there
throughout the history of the solar system. (middle panel) If Planet Nine forms among the outer planets in the
solar system, it could subsequently be scattered outwards onto a high-eccentricity orbit through interactions
with the other solar system planets. Then, its orbit could be circularized through interactions with passing
stars. (bottom panel) If Planet Nine originally formed around a host star other than the sun, a subsequent
close encounter between this other star and the sun could result in Planet Nine being captured into its current-
day long-period orbit around the sun.
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may have occupied the outer solar system during its infancy. To this end, analytic ar-
guments put forth by Goldreich et al. (2004) suggest that the outer solar system could
have started out with as many as five ice giants. Along similar lines, numerical models
for the agglomeration of Neptune and Uranus through collisions among large plane-
tary embryos find that ∼ 5 M⊕ objects routinely scatter away from the primary planet
forming region (Izidoro et al., 2015). Calculations of ancillary ice giant ejection during
the outer solar system’s transient epoch of dynamical instability are also presented in
Nesvorny´ (2011); Batygin et al. (2012); Nesvorny´ & Morbidelli (2012).
It is important to recognize that this model of Planet Nine formation must neces-
sarily involve a two-step process. This is because outward scattering of Planet Nine
facilitated by the giant planets places it onto a temporary, high-eccentricity (q ∼ 5 AU)
orbit, which must subsequently be circularized (thus lifting its perihelion out of the
planet-forming region) by additional gravitational perturbations arising from the clus-
ter. The difficulty with this scenario, however, is that the likelihood of producing the
required orbit for Planet Nine is low. Li and Adams (2016) estimated the scattering
probability for this process by initializing Planet Nine on orbits with zero eccentricity
and semi-major axis a ≈ 100 − 200 AU, and found that stellar fly-by encounters pro-
duce final states with orbital elements a = 400−1500 AU, e = 0.4−0.9, and i < 60 deg
only a few percent of the time. We note however, that the calculations of Brasser et al.
(2006, 2012) obtain considerably more favorable odds of decoupling a scattered plan-
etary embryo from the canonical giant planets and trapping it in the outer solar system,
with reported probability of success as high as ∼ 15%, depending on the specifics of
the adopted cluster model.
As an alternative to invoking cluster dynamics, Ericksson et al. (2018) considered
the circularization of a freshly scattered Planet Nine through dynamical friction arising
from a massive disk of planetesimals, extending far beyond the orbit of Neptune. Un-
like the aforementioned cluster calculations, in this scenario the chances of producing
a favorable Planet Nine orbit can be as high as ∼ 30%. An important drawback of this
model, however, is that it suffers from the same issues of disk truncation outlined in the
previous sub-section. Moreover, simulations of the Nice model (Tsiganis et al., 2005)
require the massive component of the solar system’s primordial planetesimal disk to
end at a ∼ 30 AU, to prevent Neptune from radially migrating beyond its current orbit.
Therefore, within the framework of Ericksson et al. (2018), some additional physical
process would be required to create an immense gap ranging from 30 AU to 100 AU in
the solar system’s primordial planetesimal disk.
7.3. Ejection and Capture Within the Solar Birth Cluster
Although gravitational perturbations arising from passing stars can act to alter the
orbital properties of Planet Nine, as discussed above, the possibilities do not end there –
the birth environment of the solar system can also lead to the disruption of Planet Nine
from its wide orbit. Several groups have worked to quantify the effects of scattering
encounters in young stellar clusters using N-body methods over the last decade (e.g.,
Portegies Zwart 2009; Malmberg et al. 2011; Pfalzner 2013; Pfalzner et al. 2015, 2018).
Another way to study this class of disruption events is to separately calculate the cross
sections for fly-by encounters to ionize the solar system, and combine these results with
the rate of stellar encounters to determine an optical depth, τs, for scattering (Adams
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and Laughlin, 2001; Li and Adams, 2015; Adams et al., 2006; Proszkow and Adams,
2009). This quantity can be written in the form
τs =
∫
n∗ 〈vσint〉 dt , (19)
where n∗ is the number density of stars in the system, v is the relative speed between the
Sun and other systems, and σint is the interaction cross section. The angular brackets
denote averages over both the velocity distribution and the stellar initial mass function
for the cluster members.
For interactions in a cluster with velocity dispersion of vc = 1 km/s, and a planet
with an aphelion distance of 640 AU (comparable to our best-fit P9 orbital solution
obtained in section 5), Li and Adams (2016) derive an ejection cross-section of σint ≈
2.5×106 AU2. Adopting a stellar number density of n∗ = 100 pc−3 and a cluster lifetime
of ∆t = 100 Myr, we obtain τs ≈ 0.422, which translates to a P9 survival probability
of exp(−τs) ≈ 2/3. In other words, integrated over the lifetime of the cluster, the
probability of ejecting Planet Nine is of order ∼ 30%.
Once the solar system emerges from its birth cluster, the probability that Planet
Nine can be stripped from the solar system by a passing star diminishes dramatically.
In particular, for scattering interactions in the field (Binney and Tremaine, 2008), the
stellar density is much lower (〈n∗〉 ≈ 0.1 pc−3) and the velocity dispersion is higher
(vc ≈ 40 km/s). The higher interaction speeds lead to much lower ejection cross sec-
tions (see Li and Adams 2015), which more than compensates for the longer residence
time (about 4.5 Gyr). As a result, the corresponding scattering optical depth for the
ejection of Planet Nine in the solar neighborhood is essentially negligible – τs ≈ 0.002
– 0.02. In other words, once the solar system emerges from its birth cluster, and Planet
Nine attains its required orbit, it has an excellent chance of continued survival.
In light of the fact that ejection of planets constitutes a distinct possibility within the
early evolution of the solar system, the same reasoning applies to other members of the
solar system’s birth cluster. This opens up the possibility that rather than originating
within the solar system, Planet Nine was ejected from some other planetary system, and
was subsequently captured by the sun’s gravitational field. This P9 capture scenario has
been recently considered by a number of authors (Li and Adams, 2016; Mustill et al.,
2016; Parker et al., 2017). However, a multitude of requirements must be met in order
for successful capture to take place.
One limiting factor is that the scattering encounter must be sufficiently distant so
that the cold classical population of the Kuiper Belt (which is likely primordial; Batygin
et al. 2012) is not destroyed. This demand implies that the impact parameter exceeds
b >∼ 150− 200 AU. More constraining is the requirement that the final orbital elements
of the captured planet be consistent with those inferred for Planet Nine. For the condi-
tions expected in the solar birth cluster, the probability for successful capture is of order
a few percent, both for freely floating planets (Li and Adams, 2016), and for planets
captured from other planetary systems (Mustill et al., 2016). More recent work (Parker
22Following Li and Adams (2015), we have accounted for the fraction of single (vs binary) stellar encoun-
ters by reducing τs by a factor of 2/3.
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et al., 2017) finds even lower probabilities, with successful captures of freely floating
planets estimated to be only 5 – 10 out of 104. In addition, planet capture is enhanced
for expanding, unbound clusters. In contrast, solar system enrichment of short-lived
radiogenic isotopes is enhanced for subvirial (partially collapsing) clusters, so some
tension exists between the requirement of capturing Planet Nine and explaining mete-
oritic enrichment.
8. Conclusion
Over the past decade and a half, continued detection of minor bodies in the distant
solar system has brought the intricate dynamical architecture of the distant Kuiper belt
into much sharper focus. Staggeringly, the collective orbital structure of the current
census of long-period trans-Neptunian objects offers a number of tantalizing hints at
the possibility that an additional massive object – Planet Nine – may be lurking beyond
the current observational horizon of the distant solar system. In this work, we have
presented a comprehensive review of the observational evidence, as well as the analyti-
cal and numerical formulation of the Planet Nine hypothesis. The emergent theoretical
picture is summarized in section 8.1, followed by a discussion of alternate explanations
for the observed orbital anomalies (section 8.2) and prospects for future work (section
8.3).
8.1. Summary of Results
The case for the existence of Planet Nine can be organized into the following four
primary lines of evidence.
• Orbital Alignment of Long-Period KBOs. The observed collection of dynamically
stable Kuiper belt objects with semi-major axes in excess of a >∼ 250 AU (orbital peri-
ods greater than P & 4000 years), reside on orbits that are clustered together in phys-
ical space. This clustering is statistically significant at the 99.8% significance level,
and ensues from the simultaneous alignment of the apsidal lines (equivalently, longi-
tudes of perihelion) as well as the orbital planes (which are dictated by the inclinations
and the longitudes of ascending node). Because the orbits precess differentially under
perturbations from the known giant planets, a sustained restoring gravitational torque
is required to preserve the orbital grouping. Dynamical evolution induced by Planet
Nine can fully account for the generation and maintenance of the observed alignment
of long-period KBOs, while simultaneously allowing for their orbital stability.
• Detachment of Perihelia. Long-period KBOs exhibit a broad range of perihelion dis-
tances, with a substantial fraction possessing q > 40 AU. Such objects are dynamically
decoupled from Neptune, and cannot be created during Kuiper belt formation via in-
teractions with the known planets alone. As a result, this population of KBOs requires
external gravitational perturbations to lift their perihelia. Within the framework of the
Planet Nine hypothesis, the same dynamics that are responsible for the aforementioned
apsidal alignment also provide a means of generating Neptune-detached Kuiper belt
objects, thereby explaining their origins.
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• Excitation of Extreme TNO Inclinations. Trans-Neptunian objects with inclinations
in excess of i & 50 deg are not a natural outcome of the solar system formation process.
Nevertheless, several objects with inclinations well above 50 deg have been detected on
wide (a > 250 AU) orbits, including the recently discovered KBO 2015 BP519 which is
the only known member of this class characterized by q > 30 AU. Despite their puz-
zling nature, such highly inclined objects are routinely produced within the framework
of the P9 hypothesis, via a high order (octupolar) secular resonance with Planet Nine.
• Production of Retrograde Centaurs. In addition to long-period TNOs with i > 50 deg,
the solar system also hosts a multitude of highly inclined, and even strongly retrograde
shorter-period (a < 100 AU) objects. As with their distant counterparts, the dynam-
ical origins of such objects is inexplicable through perturbations from the known gi-
ant planets alone. Although these objects are decoupled from Planet Nine’s gravita-
tional influence today, numerical simulations demonstrate that an intricate interplay
between P9-induced dynamical evolution and Neptune scattering can deliver highly
inclined long-period TNOs onto shorter period orbits, polluting the classical region of
the Kuiper belt with highly inclined Centaurs. More generally, this process allows for
the injection of objects that trace through orbits in the retrograde direction, into the
trans-Jovian domain of the solar system.
Each of the above dynamical effects can be understood from purely analytic grounds
within the framework of the Planet Nine hypothesis. Simplified models of this sort,
based on secular perturbation theory, are presented in section 4. Detailed comparison
with the data, however, requires the fabrication of a synthetic population of long-period
KBOs using large-scale N-body simulations. The results of thousands of such simu-
lations are described in section 5, and collectively point to a revised set of physical
and orbital parameters for Planet Nine. Specifically, compared to the original results
(Batygin and Brown, 2016a), where P9 was reported to have m9 ≈ 10M⊕ and occupy
an a9 = 700 AU orbit with e9 = 0.6, the current simulations (reviewed in section 5),
point towards a marginally lower-mass planet that resides on a somewhat more prox-
imate and less dynamically excited orbit, with m9 ≈ 5 − 10M⊕, a9 ∼ 400 − 800 AU,
e9 ∼ 0.2 − 0.5, and i9 ∼ 15 − 25 deg. Perhaps counterintuitively, the increase in bright-
ness due to a smaller heliocentric distance more than makes up for the decrease in
brightness due to a slightly diminished physical radius, suggesting that Planet Nine is
more readily discoverable by conventional optical surveys than previously thought.
8.2. Alternative Explanations
As a formulated dynamical model, the Planet Nine hypothesis provides a satisfac-
tory account for the orbital anomalies of the distant solar system. Nevertheless, until
the existence of Planet Nine is confirmed observationally, the possibility that the envi-
sioned theory is incorrect will continue to linger. The history of proposed planets based
on dynamical anomalies suggests that this option should be taken seriously. In this
vein, it is useful to recall the cautionary tale surrounding the prediction and subsequent
abandonment of planet Vulcan (see section 1.3), as it illuminates the vulnerability of
even the most well-formulated theoretical models. While it is unlikely that the asym-
metries of the orbital structure of the distant solar system point to fundamentally new
physics (as in the case of Vulcan), we must acknowledge alternative explanations for
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the observations that do not invoke the existence of Planet Nine. These ideas generally
fall into two distinct categories, and we briefly discuss their attributes below.
Observational Bias. If the Planet Nine hypothesis proves to be unnecessary, perhaps
the most likely explanation is that no explanation is required. One can envision a sce-
nario where the observational strategy and serendipity conspire to produce the observed
patterns in the data. In this case, the apparent clustering in longitudes of perihelion and
orbital poles would be spurious, and the underlying distribution of orbital angles of the
distant solar system objects would be uniform (e.g., Lawler et al., 2017; Shankman et
al., 2017).
The upshot here is that this interpretation can be quantified by a well-defined sta-
tistical likelihood. As discussed in section 3, the associated false-alarm probability
is estimated to be less than one percent (Brown and Batygin, 2019). Beyond angular
clustering alone, the statistical significance of the Planet Nine hypothesis is further re-
inforced by the fact that multiple lines of evidence all point to the same Planet Nine
model. Specifically, not only can the orbital alignment of the distant TNOs be under-
stood in terms of a new planet, the existence of perihelion-detached objects, as well
as the generation of the observed high inclination objects also naturally emerge within
the framework of the same theoretical model. While observational bias can never be
completely ruled out as an explanation for the data, continued detection of long-period
Kuiper belt objects (e.g., Sheppard et al. 2018; Khain et al. 2018b, etc) will lead to
further refinement of the false-alarm probability.
Self-Gravity of the Distant Kuiper Belt. A separate class of models posit that the ob-
served structure of the distant solar system is real but is not sculpted by a planet, and
instead arises from the collective gravity of the distant Kuiper belt. The first of these
theories is due to Madigan and McCourt (2016), who propose that the distant solar sys-
tem contains 1 − 10M⊕ of unseen material. Over ∼Gyr timescales, this population of
objects experiences coupled inclination-eccentricity evolution – a process the authors
refer to as the “inclination instability” (see Madigan et al. 2018 for further discussion).
The development of this instability results in a clustered distribution of the arguments
of perihelion of the constituent bodies, in agreement with the anomalous pattern first
pointed out by Trujillo and Sheppard (2014). However, this model provides no ex-
planation for the observed confinement in the longitudes of perihelion as well as the
angular momentum vectors, and thus fails to reproduce the actual observed structure
of the distant belt. Moreover, the inclination instability does not naturally manifest in
numerical simulations of Kuiper belt emplacement that self-consistently account for
self-gravity of the planetesimal disk, calling into question the specificity of initial con-
ditions required for this model to operate (Fan and Batygin, 2017).
A different self-gravity model has been recently proposed by Sefilian & Touma
(2018). In this theory, instead of the observed Kuiper belt contributing to the collective
potential of the trans-Neptunian region, there exists a moderately eccentric (e ∼ 0.2)
shepherding disk that extends from ain = 40 AU to aout = 750 AU, comprising ∼ 10M⊕
of material in total. The gravitational potential of this disk creates a stable, apsidally
anti-aligned secular equilibrium at high eccentricity that facilitates the confinement of
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the longitudes of perihelion of the observed long-period KBOs (which act as test par-
ticles, enslaved by the disk’s potential). In light of the fact that the primary mode
of dynamical evolution induced by Planet Nine itself is secular in nature (and in an
orbit-averaged sense, the gravitational potential of Planet Nine is not different from a
massive wire that traces its orbit), there are clear mathematical similarities that ensue
between this model and the analytical formulation of the P9 hypothesis (section 4).
Nevertheless, from the point of view of planet formation, the prolonged existence of
the envisioned shepherding disk suffers from many of the same drawbacks outlined
in section 7.1 (e.g., radiative stripping of r & 50 AU protoplanetary disk material,
disruptive perturbations due to passing stars in the birth cluster, etc.) as well as the ap-
parent incompatibility with the striking decrease in observed number of KBOs beyond
a & 48 AU.
8.3. Future Directions
One result of this review is that numerical simulations containing Planet Nine can
produce orbits that are in good agreement with the observed structure of the distant
Kuiper belt. Nonetheless, a number of theoretical questions remain unanswered, and
their resolution may help illuminate the path toward the direct detection of the most
distant planetary member of the solar system. As a result, we conclude this article
with a brief (and incomplete) discussion of some problems that remain open within the
broader framework of the Planet Nine hypothesis.
The Inclination Dispersion of Jupiter-Family Comets. The inward scattering of TNOs
that have been strongly influenced by Planet Nine constitutes a dynamical pathway
through which highly inclined icy bodies can be delivered to much smaller heliocen-
tric distances. In this way, Planet Nine can affect not only the orbital properties of
the Kuiper belt itself, but the inclination dispersion of Jupiter-Family comets, which
are sourced from the trans-Neptunian region (Duncan et al., 1988). In a recent study,
Nesvorny´ et al. (2017) carried out detailed simulations of the generation and evolution
of short-period comets, and found that inclusion of a m9 = 15M⊕ Planet Nine that
resides on a a = 700 AU, e = 0.6 orbit leads to a simulated inclination dispersion of
Jupiter-Family comets that is broader than its observed counterpart.
Importantly, however, the simulation suite presented in section 5 of this work fa-
vors a lower mass, more circular Planet Nine over the parameters adopted by Nesvorny´
et al. (2017). Because the inclination excitation of long-period TNOs is driven by
octupole-level secular interactions with P9, we can reasonably expect that our revised
P9 parameters would significantly diminish both the rate, and the efficiency of high-i
comet generation, potentially eliminating any discrepancy between the observed and
modeled orbital distributions. A quantitative evaluation of the possibility is of substan-
tial interest.
Contamination of the Distant Kuiper Belt. Within the current observational sample of
distant KBOs, orbital clustering exhibited by long-term (meta)stable KBOs is consid-
erably tighter than that of the unstable objects. Qualitatively, this disparity is sensible
since unstable objects actively interact with Neptune, and can be rapidly perturbed
away from P9-sculpted dynamical states. Moreover, given their rapid excursions in
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semi-major axes, such objects could represent relatively recent additions to the distant
Kuiper belt drawn from the more proximate (and therefore P9-unperturbed) region of
trans-Neptunian space. At the same time, observational bias strongly favors the detec-
tion of low-perihelion objects, meaning that this dynamically unstable sub-sample of
KBOs is significantly over-represented within the current dataset.
Because the typical lifetimes of unstable objects are short compared to the lifetime
of the solar system, they are almost entirely absent from the simulation suite presented
in section 5, limiting the scope of our comparison between simulation and data only
to (meta)stable objects. Overcoming this limitation, and better quantifying the P9-
facilitated evolution of objects that experience rapid orbital diffusion due to strong
coupling with Neptune with an eye towards better understanding the orbital patterns
exhibited by unstable long-period KBOs would nicely complement the calculations
presented in this work.
Interactions With the Galaxy. A subtle limitation of almost all Planet Nine calculations
that have been carried out to date, lies in that they treat the solar system as an isolated
object, thus ignoring the effects of passing stars as well as the gravitational tide of
the Galaxy (exceptions to this rule include the recent works of Nesvorny´ et al. 2017;
Sheppard et al. 2018). This approximation is perfectly reasonable for simulating the
evolution of objects with semi-major axes less than a few thousand AU, and for now, the
vast majority of known long-period TNOs lies in this domain. This picture is however
slowly changing, and recent detections of very long-period trans-Neptunian objects
(Gomes et al., 2015; Sheppard and Trujillo, 2016; Sheppard et al., 2018) increasingly
point to an over-abundance of long-period minor bodies with semi-major axes larger
than ∼ 1000 AU.
Because there exists a strong bias towards detection of shorter-period objects, it is
likely that the prevalence of these extremely distant TNOs cannot be fully attributed
to the standard model of scattered KBO generation, wherein long-period orbits are
created by outward scattering facilitated by Neptune. If these objects did not originate
from more proximate orbits, then where did they come from? A riveting hypothesis
is that they are injected into the distant solar system from the inner Oort cloud, via
a complex interchange between Galactic effects and Planet Nine’s gravity. Moreover,
because these long-period KBOs generally conform to the pattern of orbital alignment
dictated by Planet Nine, a careful characterization of their dynamical evolution may
yield an excellent handle on Planet Nine’s gravitational sculpting at exceptionally large
heliocentric distances.
Alternate Orbital Solutions. All simulations of P9-induced dynamical evolution car-
ried out in this work (section 5) were founded on a series of analytical models delin-
eated in section 4. While this aggregate of calculations cumulatively points to a specific
range of P9 orbital parameters that provide a satisfactory match to the data, it is im-
portant to keep in mind that we have not strictly ruled out the possibility that there
could exist other, more exotic orbital configurations that might match the data equally
well. For instance, we have not thoroughly examined the possibility that Planet Nine’s
orbit itself could be very highly inclined (or even retrograde), and that a seemingly
strange orbital architecture of the distant Kuiper belt generated by such a planet could
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be rendered compatible with the current dataset by observational biases. Continued
numerical exploration of P9-sculpted orbital structure outside of the parameter range
considered in this review will help quantify this possibility.
Even if the qualitative aspects of our theoretical models are correct, we must ac-
knowledge that the dataset which informs our understanding of the distant Kuiper belt
remains sparse, and new detections of large-a KBOs may significantly alter the popu-
lation’s inferred statistical properties. As an example, we note that even basic attributes
of the distant belt, such as the critical semi-major axis beyond which orbital clustering
ensues, ac, are characterized by considerable uncertainties as well as a non-trivial de-
pendence on q. While in this work we have tentatively adopted 200AU. ac . 300AU
as a criterion for simulation success, if additional data reveals that the true value of
ac lies interior or exterior to this range, P9 orbital fits with respectively lower or
higher semi-major axes, a9 would be rendered acceptable. Thus, as the census of well-
characterized long-period TNOs continues to grow, alteration of this (and other) statis-
tical characteristics of the distant Kuiper belt will inevitably lead to further refinement
of Planet Nine’s orbital elements.
Further theoretical curiosities aside, arguably the most practically attractive aspect
of the P9 hypothesis is the prospect of near-term observational confirmation (or fal-
sification) of the results discussed in this review. Not only would the astronomical
detection of Planet Nine instigate a dramatic expansion of the Sun’s planetary album, it
would shed light on the physical properties of a Super-Earth class planet, while evok-
ing extraordinary new constraints on the dramatic early evolution of the solar system.
The search for Planet Nine is already in full swing, and it is likely that if Planet Nine –
as envisioned here – exists, it will be discovered within the coming decade.
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Appendix A. A Historical Remark
Besides the false alarm of Vulcan described in section 1.3, the discovery of Pluto
itself provides another cautionary tale that illustrates the potential power of dynamical
arguments – this time, a missed opportunity. During the search for Planet X, Lowell
Observatory was also being used to measure the recession velocities of spiral nebulae.
These entities are now known to be external galaxies, although the spatial extent of the
galaxy was not fully specified at the time. Vesto Slipher measured recession velocities
for 25 such spiral nebulae in the range V = 300− 1120 km/s during the decade of 1910
– 1920 (Slipher, 1917a,b).
These measurements were published before the famous debate between Harlow
Shapley and Heber Curtis (Curtis, 1921; Shapley, 1921), which considered the extent
of the galaxy, and well before the publication of the Hubble relation (Hubble, 1929).
In order for a nebula with recession speed v to be bound to the Milky Way, and not be








During the debate of 1921, many issues were in dispute, but both sides agreed that the
minimum size of the Galaxy was ∼ 30, 000 light years (Curtis, 1921; Shapley, 1921);
the point of contention was whether or not it was much larger. With this minimum size,
the mass limit of equation (A.1) becomes
Mmw >∼ 3 × 1012M , (A.2)
where we have used the larger measured recession velocities (1100 km/s). The same
debate held that the Milky Way contained “about one billion suns”, which falls short
of the above limit by a factor of ∼ 3000. The debaters thus missed the opportunity to
make a dynamical argument for the existence of external galaxies, and thereby resolve
the controversy i.e., the enormous recession speeds pointed strongly to the conclusion
that spiral nebulae were not bound to our Galaxy. In order to avoid this result, the mass
of the Galaxy would have to be thousands of times larger than expected (which would
also have been an interesting possibility).
Appendix B. Variable Transformations
In section 4, we employed a series of integrable Hamiltonians in order to elucidate
the dynamical mechanisms through which Planet Nine sculpts the distant Kuiper belt.
In addition to terms that represent orbit-averaged gravitational coupling between the
KBO and the outer planets of the solar system, each of these Hamiltonians (9,10,12)
also contains terms that arise from variable transformations that remove explicit time-
dependence from the potential. Let us outline these variable transformations, starting
with the one relevant to equation (9).
To begin with, let us switch from Keplerian orbital elements to a set of canonically
conjugated variables. Correspondingly, we define the Poincare´ action-angle coordi-
nates (Murray and Dermott, 1999):
Λ =
√GMa λ = ν +$
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Γ =
√GMa (1 − √1 − e2) γ = −$
Z =
√GMa √1 − e2 (1 − cos(i)) z = −Ω, (B.1)
where ν is the mean anomaly. Additionally, let us explicitly define the precession and
regression rates of Planet Nine’s longitude of perihelion and longitude of ascending
node:











With these expressions in hand, we take $9 = $˙9 t and Ω9 = Ω˙9 t.
Within the framework of secular perturbation theory, the full Hamiltonian, K is
canonically smoothed over the mean longitudes λ, to yield an averaged Hamiltonian
K¯ . Because equations (B.2) entail a temporal dependence of P9 angles (e.g., via
∆$ = $˙9 t −$, etc), the Hamiltonian K¯ is non-autonomous. To formally circumvent
this time-dependence, we extend the phase-space (Morbidelli, 2002) and introduce a
dummy action T , conjugate to time, such that
H = K¯ + T . (B.3)
In each case, to carry out the variable transformation, we define a generating function of











The first change of variables we consider is a transformation to a frame where
the reference apsidal line co-precesses with the orbit of Planet Nine. The relevant
generating function has the form
F2 = ($˙9 t + γ︸   ︷︷   ︸
φ
) Φ + ( t︸︷︷︸
ξ
) Ξ. (B.5)
The resulting transformation is then
Φ =
√GM a (1 − √1 − e2) φ = $9 −$
T = $˙9
√GM a (1 − √1 − e2) + Ξ ξ = t. (B.6)
This transformation elucidates the origin of the second term in equation (9). Moreover,
because the Hamiltonian (9) is now dependent only on φ and not on ξ, Ξ is a constant
of motion and can be dropped all together fromH .
The second transformation is in essence identical to the first, with the exception of
the fact that we now seek to transform to a frame where the longitude of ascending
node is measured from the lines of nodes of Planet Nine. In parallel with equation
(B.5), we define the generation function as follows:
F2 = (Ω˙9 t + z︸  ︷︷  ︸
ψ




Correspondingly, the transformation equations take the form:
Ψ =
√GM a √1 − e2(1 − cos(i)) ψ = Ω9 −Ω
T = Ω˙9
√GM a √1 − e2 (1 − cos(i)) + Ξ ξ = t. (B.8)
As with the case of eccentricity coupling described above, the second term in Hamil-
tonian (10) arises from the transformation of the dummy action T .
A final transformation we need to outline is one to variables (11). To do this,
consider the generating function
F2 = ($˙9 t + γ︸   ︷︷   ︸
w
)W + (2z − γ + $˙9 t︸          ︷︷          ︸
θ
) Θ + ( t︸︷︷︸
ξ
) Ξ. (B.9)
Upon direct substitution of F2 into equations (B.4), we obtain
W = √GM a (2 − √1 − e2 (1 + cos(i))) w = $9 −$
Θ =
√GM a √1 − e2 (1 − cos(i))/2 θ = $ +$9 − 2Ω
T = $˙9
√GM a (1 − √1 − e2 cos(i)) + Ξ ξ = t. (B.10)
In section 4, we evaluatedH , keeping e (and ∆$) constant (which allowed us to project
contours ofH onto a θ−Θ plane). We note that an equally crude assumption would be
to keep the actionW constant instead. Either way, it is important to keep in mind that
within the framework of a more complete model of P9-induced dynamics, the actions
W and Θ evolve on a comparable timescale, although the (Θ, θ) degree of freedom
plays a more dominant role in facilitating the excitation of high-inclination dynamics
in the distant Kuiper belt.
Appendix C. Dynamics of Observed KBOs Subject to P9 Perturbations
The results discussed in the main text point toward the existence of a new solar sys-
tem member, Planet Nine, with particular properties. More specifically, the observed
orbits of the extreme KBOs are best explained for a new planet with mass m9 ≈ 5M⊕,
semi-major axis a9 ≈ 500 AU, orbital eccentricity e9 ≈ 0.25, and inclination i9 ≈ 20
deg. Compared with most previous Planet Nine scenarios in the literature, this updated
version has mass near the lower end of the usually quoted range, with a somewhat
closer aphelion distance. As a consistency check on this emerging solution, this Ap-
pendix presents the results of numerical simulations of the observed KBOs orbiting
under the influence of this particular Planet Nine (along with the rest of the known
solar system). As outlined below, the resulting dynamics of the extreme KBOs are
consistent with expectations.
It is important to note that the analysis presented in the text (see section 5) is essen-
tially a forward model. The initial states of the simulations consist of an unstructured
population of KBOs, and a candidate Planet Nine is introduced to sculpt the synthetic
disk of icy bodies. The ‘best’ versions of Planet Nine are then taken to be those that
produce collections of KBO orbits that resemble those that are observed. In addition,
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one would like the proposed new planet to be demonstrably consistent with the orbital
properties of the actual long-term stable KBOs that are observed. To this end, let us
examine an ancillary numerical simulation that starts with the orbits of observed long-
period KBOs and the version of Planet Nine that is preferred from the previous set of
analyses.
The goal of this consistency check is to constrain two requirements. First, we de-
mand that the introduction of Planet Nine does not rapidly destabilize the observed
objects. Second, Planet Nine should cause the observed objects to behave in a matter
similar to the test-particles of the simulations, so that they execute the same type of
phase-space evolution as depicted in Figure 17. Rather than carrying out a full parame-
ter search employing the long-term stability of the observed objects, here we choose the
same Planet Nine properties as those described in the main text (m9 = 5M⊕, a9 = 500
AU, e9 = 0.25, i9 = 20 deg). Moreover, the numerical treatment is the same as that
described in section 3. That is, for each of the observed a > 250 AU TNOs, we cloned
the object 10 times and allowed their orbits to evolve over a time scale of 4 Gyr, under
perturbations from the giant planets and Planet Nine.
One set of results from these integrations is depicted in Figure C.27, which shows
the semi-major axis of each long-period KBO as a function of time. The vast majority
of the objects that are dynamically stable in absence of Planet Nine also exhibit only
mild semi-major axis evolution over ∼Gyr timescales, and a large fraction of the clones
survive the full integration. This finding indicates that the presence of Planet Nine, with
the stated properties, does not destabilize most of the objects. Moreover, the particu-
lar objects that have motivated the majority of the analysis in the literature (namely,
2014 SR349, 2010 GB174, 2012 VP113, Sedna, 2004 VN112, 2015 TG387, 2013 SY99 and
2015 RX245) tend to exhibit long-term stability. Only a small number of clones of the
aforementioned objects get ejected from the system during the simulations.
One outlier in this group, 2013 FT28, deserves further discussion. This object is
the only KBO from our analysis that does not show orbital alignment. In presence of
Planet Nine, most realizations of this object survive for only ∼ 100 Myr. Moreover,
the clones that survive the longest are often excited to high inclination, thereby pro-
ducing an orbit akin to that of the observed object 2015 BP519. This same dynamical
trend applies to the long-lived clones of objects that were labeled as unstable in section
3. More specifically, we find the realizations of the objects 2015 GT50, 2015 KG163,
and 2007 TG422 that remain long-lived in the simulations with Planet Nine derive their
dynamical stability by acquiring high inclinations (see sections 4 and 5 for further dis-
cussion).
A pair of outliers also exist within the nominally unstable group on KBOs, namely
the objects 2013 RF98 and 2014 FE72. In the absence of Planet Nine, these objects ex-
periences relatively rapid orbital diffusion, primarily due to their low perihelion (which
allows for strong interactions with Neptune). In the presence of Planet Nine, however,
the orbits of 2013 RF98 and and 2014 FE72 are significantly stabilized, so that its long-
term evolution is characterized by apsidal confinement akin to that exhibited by objects
like Sedna, 2012 VP113, and others.
In addition to demonstrating long-term stability of the observed KBO orbits (shown
in Figure C.27), the simulations also determine the evolution of the orbits in phase
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WITH P9
Figure C.27: The semi-major axis time-series of long-period KBOs. Each panel shows the time evolution for
ten clones of a given KBO as labeled. These simulations were run assuming the updated baseline parameters
for Planet Nine: m9 = 5M⊕, a9 = 500 AU, e9 = 0.25, i9 = 20 deg. Most of the clones of objects deemed
dynamically stable in section 3 remain stable over ∼Gyr timescales in presence of Planet Nine. This result
signals a consistency between a the P9 orbital fit that allows the observed extreme solar system objects to
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Figure C.28: Phase space evolution of distant KBOs. This Figure projects the phase-space evolution of
the observed long-period KBOs in the same way as in Figure 17. Under the influence of P9’s gravitational
potential, the KBOs 2014 SR349, 2010 GB174, 2012 VP113, Sedna, 2004 VN112, 2015 TG387, 2013 SY99,
2013 RF98, 2014 FE72 and 2015 RX245 maintain long-term apsidal confinement and clustering of the orbital
poles. Conversely, the KBOs 2013 FT28, 2015 GT50, 2015 KG163, and 2007 TG422 are typically unstable and
their depicted long-lived clones derive orbital stability primarily for excitation of extreme orbital inclinations.
that survives over the entire integration time of 4 Gyr is shown in the figure, which
depicts the evolution in phase-space, as done in Figure 17. The phase-space trajecto-
ries corresponding to individual objects are labeled by color, as shown. In the pres-
ence of Planet Nine, the observed distant KBOs display the same type of dynamics
as that described in sections 4 and 5. All of the objects that are long-term stable
(particularly, 2014 SR349, 2010 GB174, 2012 VP113, Sedna, 2004 VN112, 2015 TG387,
2013 SY99, 2013 RF98, 2014 FE72 and 2015 RX245) execute secular apsidal librations
(shown in the left panel), while their orbital poles cluster together as expected (shown
in the right panel). The objects 2013 FT28, 2015 GT50, 2015 KG163, and 2007 TG422
are typically unstable. However, their stable clones shown in the figure execute high-
inclination dynamics, as shown by the light purple, cyan, yellow, and dark orange paths
in the right panel of Figure C.28.
In summary, this appendix has presented simulations of the observed a > 250 AU
KBOs in the presence of P9 with revised parameters. The results of these simulations
show that this Planet Nine model allows the real object to remain stable over billions of
years (Figure C.27) and facilitates sustained clustering of their orbits in a manner that
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